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INTRODUCTION 

Joint Petitioners’ aim in this arbitration, as well as negotiations, is to obtain an 

Interconnection Agreement (“Agreement”) that comports with prevailing law, preserves the rights 

already guaranteed to them by the Federal Communications Commission (“‘FCC’’) and the Florida 

Public Service Commission (“Commission”), and protects Petitioners from BellSouth’s ability to 

injure them and their customers through negligent or coercive conduct. Throughout this case, Joint 

Petitioners have stressed a few themes that link its positions on several issues and illustrate the 

fallacy of BellSouth’s intransigence during the negotiation of this Agreement: 

The Agreement Must Preserve Joint Petitioners’ Rights Under Applicable Federal 
and State Law [Items 2,9, 12,26,36,37,38, 51B, 51C, 65, and 881 

Eleven of the issues remaining in this arbitration represent Joint Petitioners’ request to avail 

themselves of, or preserve, legal rights and network facilities already provided to them by 

applicable law. Item 2 seeks to preserve Petitioners’ right to use UNEs to serve customers of their 

choice. Item 9 seeks to preserve Petitioners’ right to seek dispute resolution before a court of 

competent jurisdiction. Item 12 seeks to preserve Petitioners’ right to rely on relevant applicable 

law unless expressly agreed otherwise. Item 26 seeks to preserve Petitioners’ right to commingle 

and to obtain commingled circuits in accordance with FCC Rules. Item 36 seeks to preserve 

Petitioners’ right to obtain line conditioning in accordance with FCC Rules. Item 37 seeks to 

preserve Petitioners’ right to request removal of load coils from loops at Commission-approved 

TELRIC-compliant rates. Item 38 seeks to preserve Petitioners’ right to request removal of 

bridged taps from loops at Commission-approved TELRIC-compliant rates. Items 51B and 51C 

seek to preserve Petitioners’ right to insist that the FCC’s “for cause” auditing standard be given 

proper meaning and to ensure that audits will at all times be performed by a truly independent 

auditor. Item 65 seeks to preserve Petitioners’ right to continued access to BellSouth’s transiting 



service at Commission-approved TELRIC-compliant rates and without imposition of a 

Transit/Tandem Intermediary Charge (“TIC”) that is not Commission-approved and TELRIC- 

compliant, and does not recover any identified or legitimate BellSouth costs. Finally, Item 88 

ensures the right to obtain Service Date Advancements ( M a  “expedites”) on UNEs at 

Commission-approved TELRIC-compliant rates. 

Joint Petitioners Should Be Protected from BellSouth’s Coercive Leveraging of its 
Near Monopoly Status [Items 86, 100,101, 102, 103, and 1041 

Six items in this arbitration involve the ability of BellSouth, by virtue of its control over the 

local network and dominant market share, to shut down or impede Petitioners’ service for a 

number of purported “causes.” Item 86 - one of three “pull the plug” items - seeks to prevent 

BellSouth from suspending or terminating Petitioners’ service based on mere allegations of 

improper CSR access. Item 100 seeks to prevent BellSouth from suspending or terminating 

Petitioners’ service based on their failure to calculate precisely the amounts outstanding on all of 

their accounts or failure to accurately predict timing of dispute posting and payment receipt. Item 

101 seeks to set a one month maximum deposit amount €or services billed and advance (two 

months for services billed in arrears) in light of the Petitioners’ well established business 

relationships with BellSouth and BellSouth’s recent agreement to accept the same with another 

CLEC. Item 102 seeks a deposit “offset” based on all past due mounts owed by BellSouth and 

provides for the restoration of such offset based on BellSouth’s meeting the same “good payment 

history” standard that applies to Petitioners. Itern 103 seeks to prevent BellSouth from suspending 

or terminating Petitioners’ service if they do not remit a requested deposit within 30 days and do 

not otherwise post bond and file complaints with the Commission (and other commissions). 

Finally, Item 104 seeks to prevent BellSouth fiom forcing Petitioners, in the event of a deposit 

dispute, to post bond and file complaints on pain of service suspension or termination. 
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This Agreement Should Reflect and Incorporate the Practical Business Experience of 
the Parties Since the 1996 Act [Items 4, 5 , 6 ,  7, and 971 

The remaining five items in this case stem from the fact that the parties have the benefit of 

nine years’ experience under the 1996 Act - operationally and financially - from which to draw. 

Petitioners therefore have crafted language that reflects this experience, especially with regard to 

issues of general contracting, to make the Agreement more commercially reasonable and less one- 

sided in BellSouth’s favor. Though this Agreement may be mandated in part by Sections 251 and 

252 of the 1996 Act, BellSouth has no basis to eschew general fairness in favor of onerous, heavy- 

handing, and one-sided terms that are not commercially reasonable. Thus, Item 4 seeks to ensure 

that the parties are entitled to a modest measure of relief for damages caused by negligence. Item 

5 seeks to ensure that Petitioners need not mirror BellSouth’s limitation-of-liability language in 

their tariffs and custom contracts (as BellSouth has no obligation to and does not do so in its own 

contracts) or incur indemnity obligations. Item 6 clarifies that damages that are direct and 

reasonably foreseeable should not be considered indirect, consequential or incidental. Item 7 

seeks to ensure that the parties indemnify each other for damages caused by their own negligence 

or violation of the law. Item 97 seeks a payment due date of 30 days from receipt of a bill, which 

provides a reasonable and non-variable interval in which to establish a good payment history. 

Petitioners will address all items in sequential order for the sake of convenience, but ask 

the Commission, Staff, and the Panel to bear these themes in mind as a means of understanding 

Joint Petitioners’ need to resort to arbitration in the forging of this Agreement. 

STANDARD OF REVIEW AND STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 

The 1996 Act empowers the Commission to arbitrate interconnection agreements on the 

petition of any party. 47 U.S.C. 5 252(b)( 1). The Commission has jurisdiction over every issue 

raised in the petition. Id. 5 252(b)(4)(A). These issues may not always relate directly to a section 
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252 obligation, but rather may include any term or condition that the parties had attempted to 

negotiate. Coserv Ltd. Liab. Corp. v. Southwestern Bell Tel. Co., 350 F.3d 482,487 (5& Cir. 

2003). In addition, the Commission has jurisdiction over disputes regarding terms and conditions 

necessary for implementing or performing the agreement, including liability-related terms and 

enforcement mechanisms. 47 U.S.C. 5 252(b)(4)(C) (state commission may “impos[e] appropriate 

conditions as required to implement subsection [25 11 (c)”); MCI Telecomms. Corp. v. BellSouth 

Telecomms. Inc., 298 F.3d 1269, 1274 (I lth Cir. 2002) (“Clearly, enforcement and compensation 

provisions, including the liquidated damages provision desired by MCI, fall within the realm of 

‘conditions . . . required to implement’ the agreement.”). 

In resolving the disputed items of this arbitration, the Commission must ensure that the 

outcome meets “the requirements of section 25 1, including the regulations prescribed by the [FCC] 

pursuant to section 25 1 .” 47 U.S.C. 5 252(c)( 1). The Commission also has jurisdiction to review 

any rates proposed within the arbitration. Id. 5 252(c)(2). 

DISCUSSION 

I 

Item No. 2: How should “End User” be defined? 

POSITION STATEMENT: “End user” should be defined as the “customer of a Party.” This 
definition is not intended to expand or retract a Joint Petitioner’s rights to resell BellSouth services 
or to obtain and sell UNEs, collocation and interconnection. 

The 1996 Act Entitles Joint Petitioners to Use UNEs to Serve Customers of Their Choice, 
Including ESP/ISPs and Wholesale Customers. 

The term “End User” should be defined in a manner that enables Petitioners to serve the 

broadest legally permissible possible spectrum of customers. Accordingly, Petitioners’ proposed 

language states that “End User means the customer of a Party. This definition is not intended to 

expand or retract a Joint Petitioner’s right to resell BellSouth services or to obtain and use UNEs, 

Evidence on Item 2 was not presented at the hearing, but the parties have agreed to brief this issue because it 1 

is not yet resolved. Hearing Transcript (C‘Tr.”) at 585:9-13 (Johnson). 
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collocation, or interconnection, in accordance with the Act and FCC rules and orders.” Exhibit A 

at 1 .2 This definition is intended to avoid misuse of a more restrictive definition with which 

BellSouth could later claim that Petitioners somehow gave up their rights to use UNEs to serve 

retail ESP/ISP customers as well as wholesale customers, including ESP/ISPs, as well as carriers. 

Joint Petitioners wish to make clear to the Commission, as they repeatedly have to 

BellSouth, that they intend to use all UNEs in accordance with applicable FCC rules and orders. 

Thus, to the extent that eligibility requirements apply, such as EEL restrictions, Petitioners will 

comport with them. Moreover, Petitioners’ definition is not intended to be used to change the 

definition of a loop provided in the FCC’s m l e ~ . ~  This has been clear fiom the beginning - Joint 

Petitioners’ Direct Testimony states that they will “comply with the contractual provisions 

regarding resale, UNEs and Other Service (defined in Attachment Z).” Johnson Direct Testimony 

at 7:7-10 (Jan. 10, 2005) (“Johnson T e ~ t . ” ) . ~  Although certain aspects of Attachment 2 need to be 

re-negotiated as part of the parties’ efforts to implement the changes of law adopted by the FCC in 

the Triennial Review Remand Order (“TRRO”) (or, pursuant to section 252(a)(1), to negotiate 

terms without reference to those requirements), Joint Petitioners will agree to incorporate TRRO 

Joint Petitioners have attached the latest version of Joint Petitioners’ Exhibit A, which is the document that 
sets forth by issue all disputed language corresponding to each Matrix Item. This version incorporates new language 
on Issue 2 offered by Joint Petitioners on June 8,2005. Otherwise it is the same as hearing Exhibit 13. This brief will 
reference Exhibit A (as appended hereto) for convenience and to avoid conflicts between versions re Issue 2. 

2 

BellSouth may rely on a decision of the Texas PUC in the El Paso arbitration to demonstrate that its 
definitions of “end user” should be adopted. Docket No. 25 188, Order Approving Revised Arbitration Award and 
Interconnection Agreement (Tex. P.U.C. Aug. 3 1,2004). The Texas PUC adopted BellSouth’s position on the ground 
that it ensured that UNEs would not be used as “entrance facilities,” Yet the Parties already have agreed that loops 
will terminate to an end user customer premise and that “entrance facilities” are not loops. Joint Petitioners have in 
fact modified their language for Section 2. I .  1.1 to state that “the phrase ‘end user customer premises’ . . . shall not be 
interpreted to include such places as a carrier’s mobile switching center, base station, cell site, or other similar 
facility[.]” This language precludes use of UNEs as entrance facilities, rending the Texas PUC’s decision inapposite. 

rely in some part on the testimony of Marva Johnson which in each case was adopted by NuVox and Xspedius 
witnesses where Ms. Johnson had been designated to be the main witness per the Order Establishing Procedure 
(“OEP’’) (May 12,2004). In addition, per the OEP, the hearing testimony of KMC witness James Mertz on issues 
where he served as the Joint Petitioners’ main witness (65 and 97) is for benefit of remaining Joint Petitioners NuVox 
and Xspedius. 

3 

On May 27,2005, Petitioner KMC petitioned to withdraw from this arbitration. Petitioners nonetheless must 4 
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changes of law, to the extent that they are unable to negotiate alternative arrangements with 

BellSouth. Notably, the relevant changes impact how CLECs can use UNEs and not which 

customers CLECs can serve. TRRO 7 34 (prohibiting use of UNEs for long distance and wireless 

services); 47 C.F.R. 5 5 1.309(b) (same). There can be no legitimate argument that Petitioners are 

attempting to define “End User” in a manner that would enable them to violate federal law. 

Indeed, the Petitioners added language to their own proposal in order to close this debate. 

BellSouth’s initial proposed definition of End User was “the ultimate user of the 

Telecommunications Service .” This language necessitated dizzying colloquies in previous 

hearings on what was an “ultimate” user. When asked whether NuVox could continue to serve 

universities - which then provide service to student dorm rooms - under BellSouth’s “ultimate 

user” definition, Ms. Blake once responded that “I’m - may not be privy to all the ins and outs of 

it.” Attachment 1 (N.C. Utilities Comm’n Tr. v. 6 at 352:13-16) (Jan. 13,2005). Ms. Blake 

answered a subsequent line of questioning as “[;It could be” that the university was an “ultimate 

end user.” Attachment 2 (Tern. Reg. Authority Tr. at 747:22 - 748:4) (Jan. 27,2005). In sum, 

BellSouth’s corporate witness for Item 2 could not explain the application of the definition of “End 

User” BellSouth proposed, but expected Joint Petitioners to figure that out and abide by it. 

Moreover, Ms. Blake’s pre-filed direct testimony makes it clear that BellSouth indeed had 

intended to use its proposed definition to restrict Joint Petitioners’ lawful rights to use UNEs. 

There, Ms. Blake was adamant that an End User could not be just “any customer,” Blake Direct 

Test. at 6: 10, yet at the Tennessee hearing she testified that “[wle’re not trying to prevent or limit 

how the joint petitioners can use UNEs and UNE combinations.’’ Attachment 2 (TN Tr. at 747:25 

- 748:2). Joint Petitioners have no confidence from Ms. Blake’s behddling testimony that 

BellSouth would permit them to use UNEs in the manner in which they are entitled. 
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BellSouth has recently revised its “End User” definition twice. The most recent proposal 

contains three different definitions - two of which are not agreed upon and are do not correspond 

to any issue in this arbitration. BellSouth defines three terms: “End User”; LLCustomer’’; and “end 

user.” Exhibit A at 1 .5 BellSouth’s new set of definitions is unacceptable for two reasons. First, 

on their face the definitions contain restrictions that are in contravention of FCC rules, particularly 

in the fact that it designates “retail service” as the category of permissible service. Second, they 

are extremely, and unnecessarily, complex, thus rendering the Agreement - dozens of whose 

terms rest on this definition (or definitions) - unclear. The most notable deficiency is that the 

purported definition of “end user” contains the term “End User” twice, which likely creates a mere 

tautology. Further, this language appears to list specific entities that Petitioners are allowed to 

serve under the Agreement, creating the risk that the list is underinclusive and accordingly limits 

Petitioners’ choice of customer. ILEC-imposed use restrictions on the use of UNEs are unlawful, 

with the exception of the local-service requirements for EELS. From the inception of unbundling, 

the FCC has held that UNEs may be used by CLECs without limitation to serve customers of their 

choosing. Implementation of the Local Competition Provisions in the Telecommunications Act uf 

1996, CC Docket No. 96-98, First Report and Order, 11 FCC Rcd. 14599,15679 7 356 (1996) 

(“First Report and Order”); 47 C.F.R. 5 5 1.309(a). . 

BellSouth’s contrary argument seems to be placed in the notion of “qualifying services.” 

BellSouth witness Blake argued that “[tlhe issue is not whom CLECs serve, but rather what 

service qualifies for UNEs and UNE prices.” Kathy Blake Rebuttal Testimony at 20:7-8 (Feb. 7, 

2005) (“Blake Rebuttal Test.”). When asked during her deposition what this statement means, Ms. 

Blake answered “[ylou have to be able to use - to provide the qualifying service . . . so the 

BellSouth to propose that an uncapitalized term should nonetheless be a defined term. This proposal now 5 

raises the possibility that an uncapitalized term should be given a definition, and calls into question whether the parties 
may continue to rely on the principle that undefined terms should be given their common and ordinary meaning. 
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standards or the ability to - for a CLEC to use a UNE to provide service is set forth on how UNEs 

can be used and why.” Deposition of Kathy Blake, Transcript at 228: 16-23 (Dec. 8,2004) 

(emphasis added). The D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals vacated the “qualifying services” 

restrictions. United States Telecom Ass ’n v. FCC, 359 F.3d 554, 594 (D.C. Cir. 2004) ( V S T A  

IF’). Accordingly, BellSouth has no justification for its proposed definition of “End User,” which 

seems to suggest or could be used in a manner so as to suggest that UNEs could not be used to 

serve certain types of customers or entire classes of customers, including retail ISP and ESP 

customers. Although BellSouth has expressed an intention not to use its definition in such a 

manner, Petitioners have little comfort that present assurances will not soon dissipate. 

Nor does BellSouth’s definition make practical sense. As Ms. Blake noted, the term End 

User is used hundreds of times throughout the Agreement, and thus BellSouth’s proposed 

definition must be applied and analyzedfor each use in order to determine whether any 

discrepancies or confusion will arise from its use in any given context. In such cases, the use of 

alternative terms, such as end user or customer, must be negotiated. Although this type of 

unneeded complexity should be avoided in any contract, Joint Petitioners have reviewed 

BellSouth’s proposals in this regard, and have found that BellSouth has misused its own proposals 

the majority of the time (and on a recent negotiations call, BellSouth agreed and could not explain 

why its proposed definitions appeared designed to unlawfully restrict Petitioners’ right to use 

UNEs to serve retail ESP/fSP customers). 

Joint Petitioners’ definition that an End User is the c‘custorner of a party” is clear, direct, 

easily applied, and comports with all relevant guidelines on how CLECs may use UNEs, 

collocation, interconnection and resold services. Accordingly, the Commission should adopt this 

definition for Section 1.2 of the General Terms and Conditions. 
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Item No. 4: What should be the limitation on each Party’s liability in circumstances other 
than gross negligence or willful misconduct? 

POSITION STATEMENT: Liability for negligence should be limited to an amount equal to 
7.5% of the aggregate fees, charges or other amounts billed for any and all services provided or to 
be provided pursuant to the Agreement as of the day the claim arose. 

A Party Is Entitled to Some Relief for Harm Caused by the Other Party’s Negligence. 

The dispute in this item is whether the Agreement should provide any remedy for harm 

caused by the negligence of either party. Petitioners have proposed language that would provide a 

maximum of 7.5% recovery to an injured party, calculated from the total revenue received and/or 

billed as of the date the negligence took place (“the day the claim arose”). This provision is 

commercially reasonable in this context, and reflects settled principles of contracts law. 

A simple example illustrates how Joint Petitioners’ language would operate. Surmise that 

on Day 61 of the Agreement, a DS3 transport trunk was negligently disconnected by BellSouth, 

leaving 50 Petitioner customers without service for 24 hours. As of Day 61, that Petitioner had 

paid $1 million to BellSouth, with another invoice for $500,000 pending. BellSouth would be 

liable for a maximum of 7.5% of $1.5 million, or $1 12,500, for that outage. The negligent party 

would thus pay the damages proved before a competent tribunal up to that maximum amount. 

Today, Petitioners are not even granted this minimal relief in their interconnection 

agreements when they suffer harm through BellSouth’s negligence. Any harm that BellSouth 

negligently causes becomes Joint Petitioners’ burden, including any liability they incur and any  

revenue they lose as a result of service degradation or disruption. This inequity does not exist in 

other commercial contracts - including Joint Petitioners’ contracts with customers and vendors 

- and moreover does not reflect the settled law of contracts. And the fact that BellSouth has 

always been able to impose such harsh liability terms does not make them any Iess improper. To 

resolve this problem, Joint Petitioners have proposed a limited right to damages for negligence, 
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capped at 7.5%, that reflects general principles of contracting as well as an incremental move 

toward liability terrns seen in other contracts between service providers. 

Section 373 of the Second Restatement on Remedies states that an “injured party is entitled 

to restitution for any benefit that he has conferred on the other party by way or part performance or 

reliance.” Rest. I1 Remedies 8 373( 1). Thus, money paid by a party to a vendor for services 

rendered is subject to restitution if the party were injured by the vendor’s conduct or performance. 

BellSouth’s “bill credits’’ proposal comports with the precept that one is not entitled to payment for 

services not properly rendered. However, this principle does not stand for the notion that liability 

for additional harms caused by the negligent provision of services should be eliminated (which is 

the essence of BellSouth’s proposal). 

BellSouth asserts that its proposed language, which provides no relief for harm caused by 

negligence, is “industry standard.” Blake Direct. Test. at 8: 13. This assertion is incorrect. Joint 

Petitioners presently have contracts with telecommunications service providers that provide 

damages for harm caused by simple negligence. Custom contracts also contain deviations from the 

standard claimed by BellSouth. Even Xspedius’ s template contract, for example, provides a 

limitation of liability for “mistakes, omissions, interruptions, delays, errors or defects in the 

service” that is capped at “$100,000 or five (5) months’ worth of paid monthly recurring charges.” 

Attachment 3 (XSPOOOO4-5) [filed under seal]. Thus, just as BellSouth is no longer “the [only] 

phone company”, the BellSouth standard is no longer the industry standard,6 

Indeed, the NuVox-AlITel interconnection agreement diverges from BellSouth’s purported 

“industry standard.” Exhibit 27. This agreement provides liability up to $250,000 for harm caused 

by negligence; it does not limit recovery to bill credits. Tr. at 933: 18-19 (Blake). Thus, 

The record contains no evidence that BellSouth does not enter into custom contracts that deviate from its 6 

claimed standard. 
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BellSouth’s proposed liability language is not only contrary to the standard in the 

telecommunications industry, it is not the standard even in the more specialized realm of 

interconnection agreements. 

To the extent that Joint Petitioners’ tariffs provide only bill credits for harm caused by their 

own negligence, those tariffs are often not incorporated into actual user agreements. Tr. at 40: 12- 

15 (Russell). As Mr. Russell explained, “99 percent of OUT customers purchase services not out of 

our tariff but out of customer service arrangements.” Tr. at 182: 19-2 1. See also id. at 185: 12- 15 

(“very few, if any, of our customers purchase services pursuant to this tariff’). And often NuVox 

will, with regard to liability clauses, “provide additional amounts in the event of service 

outages.” Id. at 184: 18. That flexibility is actually in NuVox’s tariff at Section 2.2.2. Id. at 

184:7-11. Thus, it is not the case, as BellSouth seeks to imply, that Petitioners are requesting more 

beneficial liability language than what they themselves provide to their own customers (even if the 

comparison of wholesale to retail service offerings is appropriate, which it is not). 

It is moreover not appropriate to compare the terms of Petitioners’ contracts with the terrns 

that they seek to incorporate into this Agreement. Joint Petitioners are competitive providers of 

retail telecommunications services - they are not retail customers. BellSouth, by contrast, is the 

incumbent that acts as a wholesale supplier to Joint Petitioners, and yet competes with them in the 

retail market. Thus, the terms imposed on Joint Petitioners have a pass-through effect on their 

customers, which impacts both their customers and the Florida telecommunications market 

generally. The same is not true of the Joint Petitioners tariffs or the actual contracts Petitioners 

sign with their customers. 

The Proposed 7.5% Liability Cap for Negligence Is Appropriate in this Context. 

Service contracts generally include liability terms that provide relief for harm caused 

through negligence. Mr. Russell explained at hearing the fact that he has reviewed “software 
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agreements, [and] agreements with other service providers” on behalf of NuVox that impose 

liability for damages caused by negligence. Tr. at 190: 12- 1 3. Petitioners’ prefiled testimony 

discussed these contracts, which often include liability for negligence up to “1 5% to 30% of the 

total revenues actually collected or otherwise provided for over the entire term of the relevant 

contract.” Johnson (Russell) Direct Test. at 1 1 :7-9. 

What Joint Petitioners propose is a hybrid, or compromise, between the liability provisions 

of these contracts and the present-day terms under which BellSouth has for too long enjoyed a 

complete elimination of liability for negligence. See Johnson (Russell) Direct Test. at 22: 1-6. 

This 7.5% cap is a reasonable and proportional balance between the risk of incurring harm versus 

the revenues that will be generated under this Agreement. See id. at 11:5-9. 

BellSouth continues to misapprehend how this 7.5% cap will operate. It is not the case, as 

counsel attempted to show at hearing, that BellSouth is automatically liable for 7.5% of all billed 

revenue. See Tr. at 179:9-13 (Meza). Thus, the fact that NuVox may pay $3 million per month to 

BellSouth under the Agreement, based on current invoices, does not mean that “BellSouth’s 

liability to NuVox after three years would be about $8.1 million.” Id. at 12- 13. As Mr. Russell 

explained, “it is not as if over the course of this contract we are going to get an $8.1 million rebate 

from BellSouth.” Id. at 274:9-11. BellSouth only pays if it is negligent, and only in the amount of 

damages that a Petitioner actually incurred - up to a 7.5% cap. 

BellSouth’s proposal is not a limitation-of-liability clause, but rather an “elimination of 

liability” clause. Johnson Direct Test. at 10:4-5. It places the entire risk of BellSouth’s own 

negligence on Petitioners. This result is inappropriate in what should be “an arm’s-length contract 

between commercially sophisticated parties.” Id. at 9: 1 1. Joint Petitioners thus seek “some 

measure, albeit a modest one relative to universally-regarded commercial practices, of 
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accountability and contractual responsibility.” Id. at 10: 1 1-1 2. BellSouth should not be shielded 

from all liability for its own negligence simply because this is an Interconnection Agreement, or 

because it has always been shielded in this way. 

BellSouth has also objected to Petitioners’ 7.5% liability cap on the ground that the 

revenues it will obtain under this Agreement do not cover that exposure. Blake Direct Test, at 

9: 1 1-1 3. BellSouth’s witness had no basis upon which she could support that objection (she does 

not know what goes into TELRIC rates) and conceded at hearing, however, that TELRIC contains 

‘‘a component . . . that is for joint and c o m o n  costs,” Tr. at 937:708 (Blake), as Petitioner Russell 

had stated in his testimony. Russell Direct Test. at 8:4-5 (“BellSouth no doubt already carries 

insurance which is factored into its TELRIC pricing.”). In any event, the TELRIC pricing rules do 

not allow for BellSouth to recover the costs of damages it imposes on Petitioners through its own 

negligent acts. 

BellSouth’s latest retort to Petitioners’ proposal is that interconnection agreements are not 

“typical commercial contracts.’’ Tr. at 189: 13 (Meza). See aZso Exhibit 16. BellSouth apparently 

believes that this declaration absolves it of any obligation to provide relief for its own negligence. 

To the contrary, the fact that this agreement in an interconnection agreement - impacting the 

telecommunications services that Joint Petitioners are providing to Florida consumers - makes it 

all the more necessary that BellSouth provide such relief. It is for this very reason that BellSouth 

is, as counsel observed, subject to state and federal regulation. Tr. at 192:13-14 (quoting BellSouth 

Telecomms. v. Mississippi Pub. Serv. Comm ’n (Exhibit 16)). 

Yet the degree of regulation imposed on BellSouth - particularly with respect to pricing 

- has diminished substantially since passage of the 1996 Act. Previous regulatory theory had 

advised that utilities were owed a certain degree of freedom from liability in exchange for 
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regulatory constraints. See Rendi L. Menn-Stadt, Limitation of LiubiZity for Interruption of Service 

for Reguluted Telephone Companies: An Outmoded Protection?, 1993 U. Ill. L. Rev. 629,640 

(1 993) (appended hereto as Attachment 4). Thus, a regulated telephone company “is charged 

with the duty of providing service upon application, but in exchange for such responsibility, [it] 

will not be required to provide completely uninterrupted or perfect quality service.” Id That 

theory no longer obtains, however, in an environment where BellSouth has obtained interLATA 

relief and considerable pricing flexibility. See id at 644-45. Indeed, BellSouth’s relationship with 

the Petitioners involves significant billings offered pursuant to very relaxed regulation by the FCC. 

In this environment, it rebalancing is warranted. See id. 

This rebalancing is especially warranted in the case of this Agreement, which will involve 

provision of elements and services that are no longer at TELRIC prices (e.g. certain 

interconnection t r unks  and facilities). And under the FCC’s recent Triennial Review Remand 

Order, many more of the elements that Petitioners use could be removed from the UNE list. 

Having achieved a much less regulated pricing regime for local network elements, BellSouth 

should be subject to liability terms that reflect the new regulatory environment. 

“The Day the Claim Arose” Provides a Date Certain for Calculating a Party’s Liability. 

Joint Petitioners’ proposed language marks liability from “the day the claim arose.” This 

phrase refers to the day on which the negligent act occurred. This concept ensures that the parties 

can identify a date certain from which to calculate damages. 

BellSouth argues that Joint Petitioners’ language “serves only to encourage CLECs to 

game the claims and litigation process[.]” Blake Direct Test. at 7:20-21. Ms. Blake persisted in 

this opinion at hearing, despite agreeing with Joint Petitioner counsel that the parties would not 

“have any difficulty discerning the day” of a circuit outage or collocation fire. Tr. at 939:4-13. 
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Moreover, BellSouth is incorrect as a matter of law. The Uniform Commercial Code states that 

“[a] cause of action accrues when the breach occurs, regardless of the aggrieved party’s lack of 

knowledge of the breach.” U.C.C. 5 2-725(2). Thus, it is recognized that “damages are generally 

measured as of the date of the breach,” though greater damages may be awarded. Samuel 

Williston, A Treatise on the Law of Contracts, Section 64.4 (4th ed. 2002). Petitioners’ language 

mirrors that rule, and leaves no room for delaying a claim to obtain unfair advantage. 

It will be evident, under this Agreement, when a claim arises. This Agreement involves the 

operation of a closely monitored communications network. In fact, BellSouth is required by law to 

be actually aware of any network outages and to remedy them quickly. E.g., 47 C.F.R. 5 63.100 

(federal outage reporting requirements); FL PSC Rule 25-4.023 (requiring reporting of outages to 

the PSC and filing of outage reports). Thus, BellSouth will know when a breach of service has 

occurred, even if Joint Petitioners do not. BellSouth’s objection that Petitioners will or could 

“game the system” under their proposed language is therefore meritless. 

For all these reasons, the Commission should adopt Petitioners’ language for Issue 4. 

Item No. 5: If the CLEC does not have in its contracts with end users and/or tariffs standard 
industry limitations of liability, who should bear the resulting risks? 

POSITION STATEMENT: Joint Petitioners should be able to offer commercially reasonable 
limitation-of-liability terms to their customers without being penalized by BellSouth by being 
forced to indemnify it. Joint Petitioners require this flexibility in negotiations in order to compete 
fairly with BellSouth in response to demands for custom contracts. 

Petitioners Should Not Be Required to Mirror BellSouth’s Limitation-of-Liability Terms In 
Order to Avoid Incurring an Additional Obligation to Indemnify BellSouth. 

This item arises from BellSouth’s unreasonable and heavy-handed insistence that Joint 

Petitioners include limitation-of-liability language in their contracts and tariffs that is exactly as 

stringent as BellSouth’s. If Joint Petitioners do not include liability language in all of their service 

arrangements (which predominantly are custom contracts known as C SAs) that virtually mirrors 
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BellSouth’s tariff language, for the entire duration of this Agreement, then BellSouth would make 

Joint Petitioners pay any damages awarded for negligence attributable to BellSouth. In short, 

BellSouth seeks to have Joint Petitioners pay any and all claims attributable to BellSouth ’s 

negligence, simply because, if BellSouth retained a complete monopoly, it would limit its liability 

completely in its tariffs. But BellSouth does not retain a complete monopoly and it is unable to 

assert that it subjects all of its own customers to the sarne rigid limitation of liability provisions 

contained in its tariffs. Tr. at 947:18-22 (Blake) (“I don’t know the details of every contract 

service arrangement.”); see id. at 947123 - 948:2. 

Joint Petitioners presently have commercially reasonable limitation-of-liability terms in 

their tariffs and customer agreements. Tr. at 203: 14- 1 6 (Russell). None of the Petitioners intend 

to remove their limitation-of-liability language from their tariffs or template contracts altogether. 

Id. at 203: 19 - 204:2. However, Joint Petitioners must continue to respond to the demands of a 

competitive marketplace wherein customers insist on negotiating less stringent limitation of 

liability provisions. As Petitioners have explained from the beginning, they will ensure that their 

terms and conditions of service will “adhere to these existing standards of due care, commercial 

reasonableness, and mitigation.” Russell Direct Test. at 10:2-3. 

Indeed, even without any proposed contract language for this issue, Joint Petitioners 

believe that it is incumbent upon them to incorporate “commercially reasonable” limitation of 

liability terms in all tariffs and contracts. Moreover, Joint Petitioners have made clear to BellSouth 

that it remains protected by “existing provisions of the Agreement and applicable commercial law 

stipulating that a Party is precluded from recovering damages to the extent it has failed to act with 

due care and commercial reasonableness.” Russell Direct Test. at 9: 10 - 10: 1. 
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Yet limitation-of-liability language is among the terrns that Petitioners presently must 

negotiate in order to win customers. Tr. at 206:4-11 (Russell). Presently Joint Petitioners provide 

a great proportion of their service via individual agreements, and not tariffs. Tr. at 203 :22-24 

(Russell) (“99 percent of our customers buy services through customer contracts”). Joint 

Petitioners are “oRen times competing to win [BellSouth’s] customers,” as the 1996 Act expressly 

permits, and if they are “contractually obligated by the terms of these interconnection agreements 

not to have different terms than those in the BellSouth tar@ we’re not playing on a level playing 

field[.]” Id. at 206:5-10 (emphasis added). Joint Petitioners thus request the ability continue to 

negotiate commercially reasonable limitation-of-liability terms with potential and existing 

customers without facing financial and anti-competitive retribution from BellSouth in the form of 

an indemnity obligation. 

Liability terms are frequently negotiated such that they are different from the template 

liability terms in Joint Petitioners’ tariffs. BellSouth’s proposed language would punish Joint 

Petitioners for providing consumers with commercially reasonable terms reflective of a 

competitive marketplace. It would require Petitioners to cover BellSouth for BellSouth’s own 

negligent, reckless, or unlawfbl conduct for failing to “mirror,” as Mr. Russell put it, BellSouth’s 

own stringent limitation-of-liability language that it imposes on many Florida consumers. See also 

Russell Direct Test. at 10: 16-23 (such a requirement is “unreasonable, anti-competitive and anti- 

conswner”). Petitioners are committed to including commercially reasonable limitation-of- 

liability terms in their tariffs and contracts, and the Commission should not force them to do more. 

Petitioners should not be punished for competing with BellSouth. 

But this appears to be exactly BellSouth’s intent. Ms. Blake testified twice, both in her 

summary and on cross, that the “purpose of this provision is to put BellSouth in the same position 
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it would be in if the Joint Petitioner’s end user was a BellSouth end user.” Tr. at 91 8:18-20, 945: 1- 

2. In other words, if BellSouth loses a customer because Petitioners provide them greater 

protection from injury, BellSouth wants someone to pay. It wants to penalize Petitioners. 

BellSouth’s unjustified purpose and position is bad for consumers, bad for competitors, and 

bad for the Florida telecommunications market. The Commission should therefore adopt Joint 

Petitioners’ proposed language for Issue 5 .  

Item No. 6: How should indirect, incidental or consequential damages be defined for 
purposed of the Agreement? 

POSITION STATEMENT: The Agreement should be clear that damages to end users that result 
directly, proximately, and in a reasonably foreseeable manner from a party’s performance do not 
constitute “indirect, incidental, or consequential” damages. Petitioners should not be barred from 
recovering such damages subject to the Agreement’s limitation of liability for negligence. 

Damages That Are Reasonably Foreseeable and Direct Are Not “Indirect, Incidental, and 
Consequential” and Thus Should Not Be Precluded by the Agreement. 

Item 6 is in large measure a definitional issue: how should indirect, incidental, and 

consequential darnages be defined for purposes of the Agreement? These are damages for which 

neither Party will be liable to the other. Because of this harshly preclusive effect, Petitioners seek 

to define them in a manner that does not unfairly deprive any party of damages to which are indeed 

reasonably foreseeable. Moreover, Petitioners seek to avoid any misperception or to lend any 

credence to arguments that BellSouth may make now or in the future that the parties somehow 

herein agreed in some manner to curtail the legal rights of Petitioners’ Florida customers. 

Accordingly, Petitioners insist on this clarification, which reflects the extent and limit of their 

voluntary agreement with BellSouth to waive certain damages claims: “[dlamages to End Users 

that result directly, proximately, and in a reasonably foreseeable manner from BellSouth’s (or a 

CLEC’s) performance of obligations set forth in the Agreement . . . should be considered direct and 

are not indirect, incidental or consequential[ ,I” Russell Direct Test. at 1 1 : 1 1 - 17. 
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Joint Petitioners’ language for Section 1 0.4.4 states that indirect, incidental and 

consequential damages do not include damages that “result directly and in a reasonably foreseeable 

manner from the first Party’s performance of services hereunder.” Reasonably foreseeable 

damages are those for which contracting parties are responsible when they act negligently, 

recklessly, or in a manner that violates the law. Thus, if damages are ‘reasonably foreseeable,’ 

they cannot be deemed ‘indirect’ or ‘incidental’ or konsequential.’ These damages are “an 

appropriate risk to be borne by any service provider in a contract that clearly envisions that the 

effect of performance or nonperformance of such services will be passed through to ascertainable 

third parties[.]” Russell Direct Test. at 12: 1-4. 

In any event, Florida law provides that sellers are subject to incidental and consequential 

damages resulting from their breach of contract. Fla. Stat. Ch. 672.715. Incidental darnages 

include “commercially reasonable charges, expenses or commissions in connecting with effecting 

cover and any other reasonable expense incident to the delay or other breach .” Id. 672.715(1). 

‘Cover’ is the operation of obtaining replacement goods and services. Id. 672.71 3. Consequential 

damages include “any loss resulting from general or particular requirements” under the contract, 

“of which the seller at the time of contracting had reason to know and which could not reasonably 

be prevented by cover or otherwise.’’ Id. 672.7 15(2). See also Halliburton Co. v, Eastern Cement 

Corp., 672 So.2d 844, 845 (Fla. Ct. App. 1996) (consequential damages appropriate where 

plaintiffs demonstrates “foreseeability and certainty”). So, to the extent that the reasonably 

foreseeable damages contemplated by Petitioners’ proposed language may be characterized as 

indirect, incidental or consequential, Petitioners, consistent with Florida law, do not voluntarily 

agree to absolve BellSouth of these damages. 
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BellSouth knows that Joint Petitioners rely on BellSouth’s bottleneck facilities, such as 

loops and transport, in order to serve customers. 47 U.S.C. 5 5  251(c), 251(c). As such, 

BellSouth’s acts and omissions foreseeably and directly impact Petitioners’ ability to do business 

and serve customers. Were BellSouth’s facilities to go down, Petitioners must attempt to obtain 

alternate services as cover, if at all possible. They may also be required to give credits to their 

customers for any outage. If the outage was caused by BellSouth’s negligence, recklessness, or 

willhl misconduct, BellSouth should compensate Petitioners for the losses they incur therefrom. 

Such losses are reasonably foreseeable and flow directly from BellSouth’s - not Petitioners’ - 

conduct. Unless BellSouth compensates Petitioners for those losses, it will improperly increase 

Petitioners’ costs and impede their ability to deploy facilities and serve customers. 

BellSouth’s principal objection to Petitioners’ language is that it “causes confusion.” Tr. at 

953 :6 (Blake). In fact, its corporate witness admits not to understand what indirect, incidental, or 

consequential damages are, Tr. at 17-23. Yet she somehow maintains that the language “has no 

force or effect and is unnecessary,” id. at 953:25 - 954: 1, but only in her “layman’s opinion.” Id. 

at 953:7. BellSouth’s position on Item 6 is thus no position at all, as they have no grounds to reject 

Petitioners’ language other than because it is “long.” Tr. at 955:9; Blake Depo. at 305:23-25. 

Joint Petitioners must not be left without relief when BellSouth’s conduct results in direct, 

reasonably foreseeable damages. These are damages that Florida law provides. Moreover, they 

are necessary to preserving competition in this state. Accordingly, Joint Petitioners’ language for 

Section 10.4.4 of the General Terms and Conditions should be adopted for the Agreement. 

Item No. 7: What should the indemnification obligations of the parties be under this 
Agreement? 

POSITION STATEMENT: The Party receiving services should be indemnified, defended and 
held h m l e s s  by the Party providing services against any claims, loss or damage to the extent 
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reasonably arising from or in connection with the providing Party’s negligence (subject to 
limitation of liability for negligence), gross negligence or willful misconduct. 

It Is Reasonable and Appropriate in this Agreement for the Provisioning Party to Bear the 
Risk of Its Own Services. 

Joint Petitioners’ proposed language for Section 10.5 provides that the party providing 

service must indemnify the other party for damages caused in providing that service. This 

language comports with industry practice as reflected in Joint Petitioners’ own tariffs and 

contracts, and rests on the same commonsense notion, expressed above with respect to Item 4, that 

parties must be responsible for damages that they cause by their own acts and omissions. As 

Petitioners have stated, “[a] Party that fails to abide by its legal obligations should incur the 

damages arising from such conduct. A Party that is negligent should bear the cost of its own 

mistakes.” Russell Rebuttal Test. at I8:23 - 19: 1. 

BellSouth and Joint Petitioners agree that the party receiving service should indemnify the 

party providing service for damages caused by the receiving party’s own unlawful conduct. 

Exh. A at 4. See also Tr. at 957:14-16 (Blake); Russell Rebuttal Test. at 18:15-18. And in fact, 

Joint Petitioners presently impose such indemnification obligations in their tariffs and contracts, 

demonstrating that, contrary to BellSouth’s insistence, forcing a receiving party to indemnify the 

service provider for the service provider’s negligence is not “the standard in the industry.” Tr. at 

4 19:20 (Blake Summary). For example, Xspedius’s tariffs state that the company does not 

indemnify customers for damages caused by “the negligent or intentional act or omission of the 

Customer, its employees, agents, representatives or invitees” or the customers infringement of 

patents, copyrights or trade secrets. Attachment 5 (excerpts of tariffs) (XSP 000023, 39,48, 56, 

64, 72, 81). And Xspedius’s template customer contract requires the customer to indemnifji 

Xspedius for any loss that “arises out of, or is directly or indirectly related to, . . . any act or 

omission of Customer.’’ Attachment 3 (XSP 000004-5) [filed under seal]. 
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Where the Parties diverge is with respect to instances where the providing party is 

negligence. In that instance, BellSouth insists that the receiving party (most often, a Petitioner) 

should indemnify the providing party (most often BellSouth) for the providing party’s negligence. 

That is backwards, contrary to law and common sense. It is also not “industry practice.” For 

example, a sample NewSouth contract produced to BellSouth states that “NewSouth hereby 

assumes liability for, and shall indemnify, defend, protect, save and hold harmless Customer . . . 

fiom and against any and all third party liabilities, claims, judgments, damages and losses.” 

Attachment 6 (NVX 0005 1-52) [filed under seal]. In addition, neither the Xspedius tariff nor its 

template contract requires customers to indemnify the company for damages caused by the 

company’s service. Attachments 3 and 5. These examples demonstrate what seems axiomatic: a 

party that provides services cannot expect indemnification from its customers when it was the 

providing party’s conduct that caused the harm. As Petitioners’ testimony explains, “in virtually 

all other commercial-services contexts, the service provider, not the receiving party, bears the 

more extensive burden on indemnities.” Russell Direct Test. at 14: 19-2 1. 

BellSouth’s refusal to accept Joint Petitioners’ language mounts to their foisting upon 

these CLECs the obligation to act as BellSouth’s insurance carrier. It means that when BellSouth 

or its service causes harm, Joint Petitioners must pay. This cannot be the right result in any 

commercial context, even a regulated one. 

In addition, forcing Joint Petitioners to indemnify BellSouth for damages that BellSouth 

causes runs exactly contrary to the longstanding principles discussed above with respect to Item 4. 

A party that contracts to provide goods or services is responsible for the damages it causes. Thus, 

just as an injured party is entitled to relief from the causing party, a party is entitled to 
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indemnification from the causing party. It would be absurd and anomalous to hold the causing 

party liable in the first scenario, but not the second.’ 

For these reasons, Joint Petitioners’ proposed language for Issue 5 should be adopted. 

Item No. 9: Under what circumstances should a party be allowed to take a dispute 
concerning the interconnection agreement to a Court of law €or resdution first? 

POSITION STATEMENT: No legitimate dispute resolution venue should be foreclosed to the 
Parties and either Party should be able to petition the Commission, the FCC, or a court of 
competent jurisdiction for resolution of a dispute. The Commission should decline BellSouth’s 
invitation to unlawfidly strip state and federal courts of jurisdiction. 

Joint Petitioners Should Not Be Forced to Give Up Their Legal Right to Go to Court. 

The right to resolve disputes in a court of law belongs to everyone. Joint Petitioners are 

unwilling to give up that right, and they should not be forced to do so. Moreover, this Commission 

should decline BellSouth’s invitation to strip federal and state courts of jurisdiction in any respect, 

as it is unlikely that the Commission may lawfully do so. 

Joint Petitioners’ existing agreements afford them the right to go to court, as BellSouth 

concedes. Tr. at 965:14-16 (Blake) (“I have seen it in at least one of them I recall.”). BellSouth’s 

proposed language for Section 13.2 curtails that right, permitting the parties to go to court only 

“for such matters which lie outside the jurisdiction or expertise of the Commission or FCC.” Exh. 

A at 5. Thus, prior to filing any action, the parties must agree on the forum. Id. If the parties 

cannot reach agreement on the forum, BellSouth would force the parties to come to the 

Commission to resolve a dispute over the appropriate dispute resolution forum. Id According to 

Ms. Blake, the parties would make “a simple filing . . . that says we don’t think the appropriate 

jurisdiction is before the Commission. . . . Or vice versa.” Tr. at 969: 13-15. In so doing, BellSouth 

proposes to invent an entirely new layer of disputes and litigation that will needlessly consume the 

In order to W h e r  ensure that these provisions work in parallel fashion, Joint Petitioners have proposed that 7 

the 7.5% cap on liability for negligence also apply to indemnification for damages caused by negligence. 
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resources of the Petitioners and the Commission. Tr. at 585: 17-19 (Falvey) (“We simply don’t 

need to create opportunities in this agreement for disputes over dispute resolution venues.”). 

Ms. Blake admitted on the stand that BellSouth is seeking to limit Petitioners’ rights to go 

to court. The criterion for such limitation, she stated, is “to the extent that the jurisdiction or 

expertise of the dispute is in the possession of the Commission or the FCC.” Tr. at 971: 14-16. Yet 

this criterion appears to be boundless, and may embroil every dispute between the parties, 

regardless of its genesis, to the forum-selection quagmire that Ms. Blake has envisioned. When 

asked at deposition when it would be discernible its to what type of complaint is not within the 

FCC’s or a State Commission’s jurisdiction, Ms. Blake answered “1 can’t think of any specific 

examples.” Deposition of Kathy Blake at 348:7-10 (Dec. 8,2004). She could only generalize that 

“there could be some facets that aren’t relative to interpretation or implementation” that fall 

outside agency jurisdiction. Id. at 348: 11 -13. Indeed, the only type of claim of which Ms. Blake 

was certain was a trademark dispute - which the parties have expressly agreed will go to court. Id. 

at 347: 10-16. For all other claims, however, a dispute over choice of forum via “simple filings” 

may occur under BellSouth’s language. 

In effect, BellSouth’s language would in effect deprive Petitioners of their right to seek 

adjudication by a court of competent jurisdiction. Thus, BellSouth’s proposal gives itself the power 

to deny Joint Petitioners their day in court: all BellSouth needs to do is disagree and persist in that 

position. This result, obtained unilaterally by an interested party would not be fair or equitable. 

Moreover, this result is unlawful. The jurisdiction of courts in this state is set by Section 1 

of the Florida Constitution, which provides that ‘‘[tlhe judicial power shall be vested in a supreme 

court, district courts of appeal, circuit courts and county courts.” FL Const. 5 1 .’ It fbrther 

Senate Bill 1322 was signed into law by Governor Bush yesterday, June 8,2005. It states that broadband 8 

services, regardless of the provider, platform or protocol, are exempt from oversight by the PSC except as “authorized 
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provides that “[t] he powers of the state government shall be divided into legislative, executive and 

judicial branches. No person belonging to one branch shall exercise any powers appertaining to 

either of the other branches unless expressly provided herein.” Id. 5 3. Federal court jurisdiction 

is similarly secured by Article I11 of the United States Constitution. U S .  Const. Art. I11 5 1. The 

Commission therefore does not have the authority to change or limit the jurisdiction of courts, 

which is precisely what BellSouth’s proposed language would require it to do. 

Adjudication in a court of law may also, in certain circumstances, be more efficient. By in 

effect requiring disputes to be brought to a state commission such as the Commission or the FCC, 

BellSouth imposes the burden of “litigating before up to 9 different state commissions or to 

waiting for the FCC to decide whether it will or won’t accept an enforcement role[.]” James 

Falvey Direct Testimony at 7:7-9 (Jan. 10, 2005) (“Falvey Direct Test.”). Because of the delay 

and cost inherent in dispute resolution that involves up to 9 different regulatory bodies or an often 

reluctant and sometimes unwilling FCC, BellSouth “often is able to force carriers into heavily 

discounted, non-litigated settlements.” Id. at 8: 16-17. Mr. Falvey of Xspedius described his own 

actual experience with litigating unpaid reciprocal compensation - $25 million worth - against 

BellSouth. Though “[w]e won in AAA arbitration . . . we kept winning , . . 100 cents on the dollar 

plus charges past due,” his company incurred significant costs in having to pursue that claim “in 

Georgia, a complaint in Florida . . . in Kentucky, [and in] a AAA arbitration that spanned three 

states, Alabama, South Carolina, and Louisiana.’’ Deposition of James Falvey at 94:3-6, at 93:20- 

23 (Dec. 15, 2004). These costs can “bleed[] the new entrant dry.” Id. at 94:23-24. Notably, 

BellSouth has refused proposals to include alternative dispute resolution in the Agreement. 

by federal law.” “Broadband service” is defined as any service that consists of or includes the offering of the 
capability to transmit or receive information at a rate that is not less than 200 kilobits per second and either is used to 
provide access to the internet or provides computer processing information storage information content or protocol 
conversion in combination with the service. Thus, this legislation may substantially diminish the Commission’s 
jurisdiction to review disputes, rendering BellSouth’s proposed language a Catch-22. 
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BellSouth’s professed worry regarding Petitioners’ language is that it may entitle a party 

“[tlo prematurely bring a dispute to a court of law” and “risk that the court will remand the case to 

the appropriate body.” Blake Rebuttal Test. at 28:25 - 29:20. Primary jurisdiction referrals are no 

indication that a matter has been brought “prematurely” to a court and they are not akin to a 

“remand.” Moreover, BellSouth’s hollow concern does not entitle it to curtail Joint Petitioners’ 

rights. It is not for BellSouth to rule apriori that Petitioners’ claims cannot be heard in court. 

That is a matter to be determined by a court of law, were any claim to be filed. And the fact that, 

as BellSouth has stated, Petitioners have not “exercised that right within their contract up to this 

point” (Tr. at 83 8:4-5 (Blake)) demonstrates that Petitioners are not overly litigious and do not 

raise frivolous claims. Moreover, it certainly does not constitute waiver of the right to go to court. 

For these reasons, Joint Petitioners’ proposed language for Issue 9 should be adopted. 

Item No. 12: Should the Agreement explicitly state that all existing state and federal laws, 
rules, regulations, and decisions apply unless otherwise specifically agreed to by the Parties? 

POSITION STATEMENT: Consistent with Georgia contract law, nothing in the Agreement 
should be construed to limit st Party’s rights or exempt a Party from obligations under Applicable 
Law, as defined in the Agreement, except in such cases where the Parties have negotiated an 
express exemption or agreed to abide by other standards. 

The Agreed-Upon Governing Law of the Agreement Is Clear that All Laws of General 
Application in Existence at the Time of Contracting Are Incorporated Unless Expressly 
Excluded or Displaced by Conflicting Requirements Negotiated by the Parties. 

Under Georgia contract law, which the Parties have already agreed will govern the 

Agreement (GT&C, Section 2 2 3 ,  all laws of general applicability that exist at the time of 

contracting will apply to the contract unless expressly repudiated via an explicit exception or 

displaced by conflicting requirements. Joint Petitioners’ proposed language for Section 3 2.2 of the 

General Terms and Conditions simply incorporates this principle into the Agreement. 

As the parties have agreed to Georgia law as the governing body of contract law, it is 

important to recognize that the Supreme Court of Georgia has held that “[llaws that exist at the 
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time and place of the making of a contract, enter into and form a part of it . . . and the parties must 

be presumed to have contracted with reference to such laws and their effect on the subject matter.” 

Magnetic Resonance Plus, Inc. v. Imaging Systems, Int’l, 273 Ga. 525, 543 S.E.2d 32, 34-35 

(2001). This holding comports with doctrine from the United States Supreme Court, which has 

held that “[llaws which subsist at the time and place of the making of a contract . . . enter into and 

form a part of it . . .; this principle embraces alike those laws which affect its construction and 

those which affect its enforcement or discharge.” Farmers ’ & Merchants Bank of Monroe, N. C. v. 

Federal Res. Bank of Richmond, 262 U.S. 649,660 (1923) (emphasis added). And as the Court 

later held, ‘‘[llaws which subsist at the time and place of the making of a contract, and where it is 

to be performed, enter into and form a part of it, as if fully they have been incorporated in its 

terms[.]” Norfolk and Western Icy. Cu. v. American Train Dispatchers’ Ass ’n, 499 U.S. 1 17, 130 

(1 99 1) (holding post-merger rail company was exempt by statute from pre-existing collective 

bargaining agreement with labor union). 

Parties are “presumed to have contracted with reference to such laws.” Magnetic 

Resonance Plus, 543 S.E.2d at 35. Due to this presumption, contracts are not deemed to exclude 

any tenet of applicable law unless done so expressly. A “contract may not be construed to 

contravene a rule of law.” Van Dyck v. Van Dyck, 263 Ga. 161,429 S.E.2d 914,916 (1993). 

Parties have the right to waive or repudiate elements of applicable law, “however, these must be 

expressly stated in the contract.” Jenkins v. Morgan, 100 Ga. App. 561, 112 S.E.2d 23,24 (1959) 

(emphasis added). Stated differently, parties are “presumed to contract under existing laws, and no 

intent will be implied to the contrary unless so provided by the terms of their agreement.” 

Jenkins, 100 Ga. App. at 562 (emphasis added). 
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Not only is this principle a tenet of law, but it also makes practical sense. Parties to a 

contract - particularly this Agreement, which regards highly complex duties like interconnection 

and unbundling - could not be expected to expressly include all elements of generally applicable 

law into one contract. That contract would be tens of thousands of pages long. The FCC’s First 

Report and Order alone is more than 700 pages long. The basic concept that silence implies 

incorporation and an affirmation of willingness to abide by the law is thus a means of ensuring that 

contracts are of manageable size. 

BellSouth’s oft-heard but hollow retort - “[ilf that’s the case, why do we even need an 

interconnection agreement?” - is frivolous. As an initial matter, sections 25 1 and 252 of the 1996 

Act require interconnection agreements to be approved by state commissions. There must be 

something in writing for the parties to file and for the Commission to approve. As a practical 

matter, additional language is often needed to implement legal requirements and processes may 

need to be agreed upon to ensure proper conduct and operations by the parties. 

Moreover, the Statute of Frauds requires that this agreement be in writing. U.C.C. 5 2- 

201(1) (sale of goods); Rest. 11 Contracts Q 130 (contract not to be performed within one year). 

Even laying the statute of frauds aside, however, this Agreement already contains concessions and 

express waivers of generally applicable law. For example, NuVox and Xspedius have, with 

BellSouth, voluntarily agreed in Attachment 3 to interconnection point and compensation terms 

that deviate from the requirements set forth in applicable law. See, e.g. ,  Att. 3, Sec.3.3.2, 3.3.3, 

10.1 (NuVox); id. Sec. 3.3.1,3.3.2, 10.1 (Xspedius). These concessions in fact prove Joint 

Petitioners’ point: parties can give up rights to which they are entitled if there is a clear bargain 

memorialized in the plain terms of the contract. Absent plain language setting forth an agreement 

to abide by standards other than those set forth in applicable law, no party should be deemed to 
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have given up their rights. To find otherwise would be unlawful, grossly unfair and contrary to the 

public interest. 

BellSouth’s proposed language for Item 12 is both contrary to prevailing law and unfair. 

BellSouth proposes that if Petitioners contend that an element of existing telecommunications law 

applies to the Agreement, they must request a ruling of the Commission to that effect. If the 

Commission agreed that the element of law in fact applies, it would apply on apruspective basis 

unly. 

It is impossible to square BellSouth’s proposal with the parties’ already agreed-upon 

language for section 32.1 of the General Terms and Conditions, wherein the parties define 

“Applicable Law” as “all applicable federal, state, and local statutes, laws, rules, regulations, 

codes, effective orders, injunctions, judgments and binding decisions, awards and decrees that 

relate to its obligations under this Agreement .” That settled definition does not cull “substantive 

Telecommunications law” out, either expressly or impliedly, but rather means any type of 

generally applicable law governing any aspect of this Agreement. Thus, BellSouth’s new language 

already violates settled terms. 

Even as now limited by its new language, BellSouth’s proposal turns the longstanding legal 

doctrine of contracts, summarized above, on its head. See Farmers ’ & Merchants Bank of 

Monroe, 262 U S .  at 660; Mugnetic Resonance Plus, 543 S.E.2d at 34-35. It means that federal or 

state telecommunications law that existed at the time of contracting would for all practical 

purposes be ignored by the Parties if it was not replicated in the Agreement. In that event, the non- 

reproduced applicable law would have no bearing on the Agreement, not only until it was invoked, 

but until after a dispute as to its applicability is resolved. So a rule or aspect of an order of the 

FCC or this Commission would go unenforced and unfollowed for possibly years under 
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BellSouth’s proposal, despite the fact that the parties never negotiated an exception to or a 

deviation from such legal requirements. 

BellSouth’s position on this item even injures its own interests. For example, Attachment 

6 of this Agreement, which relates to ordering, includes provisions (Secs. 2.5.5.2 and 2.5.5.3) to 

govern redress for unauthorized access to Customer Service Records (“CSRs”). BellSouth seeks 

stringent language on that topic, in order “to protect CPNI.” Deposition of Scot Ferguson at 

185:16 (Dec. 7,2004). Yet the term “CPNI” is neither defined nor mentioned in Attachment 6, nor 

is there a reference to the statute that regards CPNI, 47 U.S.C. 5 222, or the FCC’s CPNI rules. 

Thus, according to BellSouth’s position on this Item 12, nothing in that important body of law has 

any place in the performance of the Agreement, and the parties are not bound by it. That cannot be 

the right result. 

In addition, BellSouth is incorrect in arguing that it would be “in the intolerable position of 

not knowing exactly what its contractual obligations are[.]” Blake Direct Test. at 22:8-9. This 

claim is in fact hollow. Joint Petitioners note that their proposal for Section 32.2 does not require 

that all decisions and orders of the FCC and this Commission apply to this Agreement. Rather, it 

requires that decisions of general applicability, as well as statutes, shall apply. Thus, for 

example, an existing order fiorn an arbitration or adjudication between BellSouth and another 

CLEC would not apply to this Agreement unless expressly incorporated. Nor would a decision 

by the FCC Enforcement Bureau that involves other parties. Nor would the result in a case 

brought before this Commission regarding the interpretation of another CLECs’ interconnection 

agreement. Only statutes and rules and orders resulting from general rulemakings of the FCC and 

this Commission that existed at the time of contracting apply. BellSouth, which seeks to comply 

with the law (Blake Depo. Tr. at 369: 16-23) - is presumed to know what these legal requirements 
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are. Thus, BellSouth can expect to comply with all Applicable Law, except to the extent that it has 

negotiated language with Joint Petitioners that expresses a clear intent to exclude particular 

requirements as between the parties or to displace particular requirements with conflicting ones 

that were freely negotiated. 

BellSouth’s new concern - not expressed anywhere in their written testimony (Blake Direct 

Test. at 19:6 - 23:6; Blake Rebuttal Test. at 30:6 - 32: IO) - is about federal preemption and it is 

similarly misplaced. The question whether federal law preempts the law of any state is one that 

gets answered in response to a request for declaration of preemption. It is not, as BellSouth 

suggests, a defense BellSouth may at some point raise for failure to comply with its contractual 

and other legal obligations. It is nonsensical for BellSouth to assert that the possibility of 

preemption (1) renders it unable to know what Applicable Law is, or (2) could in any way render it 

liable in an unnecessary or unfair way. If BellSouth intends, as it states, to comply with the law, 

then a heretofore-unknown instance of federal preemption should not enable it to limit that 

compliance as its proposed language seeks to do. 

For all these reasons, the Agreement should state that applicable law that exists at the time 

of contracting will govern the Agreement unless expressly waived or rep~diated.~ Joint 

Petitioners’ proposed language for Section 32.2 of the General Terms should therefore be adopted. 

Item No. 26: ShouId BellSouth be required to commingle UNEs or Combinations with any 
service, network element or other offering that it is obligated to make available pursuant to 
Section 271 of the Act? 

POSITION STATEMENT: BellSouth is required to permit commingling and to perform the 
functions necessary to commingle a section 251 UNE or UNE combination with any wholesale 
service, including those BellSouth is obligated to make available pursuant to section 271 (e.g., 
section 27 1 transport commingled with section 25 1 loops). 

Changes of law that occw between the time of negotiations and finalization of the agreement should be 9 

addressed via the modification of agreement provisions of the Agreement, wherein the parties agreed to renegotiate 
and amend the Agreement in the event of a change of law. 
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Comingling of Section 25 1 Elements With Any Wholesale Facility and Service, 
Including Section 271 Elements, Is Required Under the TRO and FCC Rules. 

The FCC requires all ILECs to connect UNEs, combinations of UNEs, and all other 

wholesale elements at a CLEC’s request. 47 C.F.R. $8 309(e), (0; TRO 17 579-84. BellSouth has 

proposed language for Section 1.7 that unlawfully limits this right is based on a flawed, and 

incomplete, reading of the TRO. In fact, its interpretation has proven to be unsupportable. The 

Commission should therefore adopt Joint Petitioners’ language. 

FCC Rule 5 1.309(e) states that “an incumbent LEC shall permit a requesting 

telecommunications carrier to commingle an unbundled network element or a combination of 

unbundled network elements with one or more facilities or services that a requesting 

telecommunications carrier has obtained at wholesale from an incumbent LEC.” 47 C.F.R. 5 

5 1.309(e) (emphasis added). Rule 5 1.309(f) further provides that ‘‘[ulpon request, an incumbent 

shallperform the h c t i o n s  necessary to commingle [a UNE or UNE Combination] with one or 

more facilities or services . . . obtained at wholesale from an [ILEC].” Id. 0 5 1.309(f) (emphasis 

added). Joint Petitioners’ proposed language for Section 1.7 to adopt Rule 5 1.309(e) and (f) 

expressly, thus making more their intent that the Agreement will provide them the rights already 

granted by the FCC. 

The text of the TRO is exactly in keeping with the language of Rules 5 1.309(e) and (0. It 

states that “we require that incumbent LECs permit commingling of UNEs and UNE combinations 

with other wholesale facilities and services.” TRO ’5[ 584. It “includes” resale and Section 271 as 

examples of “wholesale facilities and services.” Id* These are mere examples. For “special 

access” is not listed in paragraph 584, yet BellSouth continues to refer to access service as among 

those eligible for commingling. See Tr. at 984:2-5 (Blake) (transport sold out of access tariffs). 
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BellSouth would like to preclude commingling, and rehse to perform commingling, of a 

section 251 UNE with a section 271 element. Its proposed language states that it “will not 

commingle or combine UNEs or Combinations with any service, Network Element or other 

offering that it is obligated to make available only pursuant to section 271 of the Act.” Exh. A at 

10. BellSouth’s sole argument in favor of this language is that the FCC changed the substance of 

Rules 5 1.309(e) and (f) by issuing an “Errata.” This argument, through which BellSouth seeks to 

omit section 271 elements from commingling and thus render them useless, is incorrect as a matter 

of fact and meritless as a matter of law. 

The TRO states in Paragraph 584 that ILECs are required to “permit comingling of UNEs 

and UNE combinations with other wholesale facilities and services, including any network 

elements unbundled pursuant to section 271 and any services offered for resale pursuant to section 

25 1 (c)(4) of the Act.”” The Errata upon which BellSouth relies, see Tr. at 61 I : 1-3 (Meza 

examination of Falvey), removed the stray reference to Section 271 in paragraph 584 which is 

focused on resale (section 27 1 checklist items are not the equivalent of resale). See Johnson Direct 

Test. at 125-6 (the Errata was “an attempt to clean-up stray language”). BellSouth interprets this 

Errata to mean that Section 271 elements are now ineligible for comingling. Blake Direct Test. 

at 2 8 5 9 .  In sum, BellSouth is asserting that the impEiedmeaning of the FCC’s Errata and 

subsequent revision of Paragraph 584 is that section 271 elements are not wholesale items. 

At hearing, Ms. Blake’s responses to questioning completely undercut this position. First, 

admitted that switching, which is “only available as a 271 element,” is indeed “a wholesale 

service.” Tr. at 984:23. Then she acknowledged that Section 271 elements are wholesale. Tr. at 

988: 1 1-16. And she acknowledged that nothing in Rule 5 1.309 exempts section 271 elements 

The TRO also states that ILECs must “perform the necessary functions to effectuate such commingling upon 10 

request,” which reflects the substance of Rule 5 1.309(f). TRO 7 579. 
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from commingling. Tr. at 986: 19-2 I. BellSouth nonetheless rehses to commingle, or permit 

commingling of, 271 switching with 251 UNEs. Id, at 985:3-7 (Blake). Yet if switching is a 271 

element, and 271 elements are wholesale, and wholesale elements may be commingled, then this 

refusal is plainly illegal. 

BellSouth has a new argument to avoid this result. The purported bright-line test for what 

may be commingled now appears to be whether the requested item is tariffed. Again, this position 

does not appear in BellSouth’s written testimony. See Blake Direct Test. at 2621 - 29%; Blake 

Rebuttal Test. at 34: 14 - 36: 1 1, Ms, Blake stated at hearing that for purposes of commingling, 

“the FCC has defined wholesale services to be tariffed access services.” Tr. at 982: 23-25. Thus, 

she continued, “wholesale services is inclusive of or reflective of special and switched access 

services provided pursuant to tariff.” Id. at 9835-6. So BellSouth is willing to commingle 271 

elements (loops and transport) with 25 1 UNEs if they come from a high-priced special access 

service offering. Switching, on the other hand, is not tariffed but rather is available only “through 

a commercial agreement.” Id. at 984:14-15. The commercial agreement aspect of switching 

makes it somehow not a 271 element and not wholesale, even though Ms. Blake already stated the 

opposite on both counts. The inanity of Ms. Blake’s testimony only demonstrates that BellSouth’s 

position on Item 26 is unsupportable. 

Significantly, there is another part of the Errata that is fatal to BellSouth’s self-serving 

attempt to exclude Section 271 elements from the commingling rule. The Errata removed one 

sentence from Footnote 1990 of the TRO. Footnote 1990 previously said (with emphasis added): 

We decline to require BOCs, pursuant to section 27 1 , to combine 
network elements that no longer are required to be unbundled under 
section 251. Unlike section 251(c)(3), items 4-6 and 10 of section 
27 1 ’s competitive checklist contain no mention of “combining” and, 
as noted above, do not refer back to the Combination requirement set 
forth in section 25 l(c)(3). We also decline to apply our 
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commingling rule, set forth in Part VI1.A. above, to services that 
must be offered pursuant to these checklist items. 

Paragraph 31 of the Errata states: “In footnote 1990, we delete the last sentence.” In 

purposefully removing that sentence, the FCC preempted any misunderstanding that may have 

been created through use of the text of the TRO to suggest that section 271 elements are not 

eligible for commingling. 

The factual inaccuracy of BellSouth’s position aside, it must also be noted that, as a matter 

of law, the FCC could not have substantively amended Rules 5 1.309(e)and ( f )  via Errata, even if 

that had been its intention. As Mr. Falvey aptly put it, “[ylou cannot change or alter rules ... via an 

errata.” Tr. at 21 1 :24 - 212:2 (Falvey) All substantive agency rules must be promulgated in 

accordance with the procedures set forth in the Administrative Procedures Act. Sprint Corp. v. 

FCC, 3 15 F.3d 369, 373 (D.C. Cir. 2003) (reversing payphone compensation rules for failure to 

provide proper notice of proposed rule); United States v. Nova Scotia Food Products Corp., 568 

F.2d 240,249 (2d Cir. 1977) (informal rulemaking permissible under APA but must be properly 

opened to comment and decided on the record). Thus, the manner in which BellSouth is 

attempting to implement the TRO contravenes settled administrative law, and it is doubtfid that the 

FCC would, or could, endorse it. 

At bottom, the FCC’s commingling rules were not changed by the Errata. Neither the rules 

nor the text of the TRO contain the exception BellSouth claims. Joint Petitioners’ language 

properly implements Rule 5 1.309(e) and (f) by ensuring that they can commingle, or the request 

Petitioners’ reliance on the errata to Footnote 1990 is not the same as BellSouth’s reliance on the errata to 11 

Paragraph 584. The change to Footnote 1990 is exactly in keeping with the expansive, label-neutral wording of Rule 
5 1.309 (“facilities and services . . . obtained at wholesale”). The change to Paragraph 584, as BellSouth interprets it, 
fundamentally limits the substantive reach of Rule 5 1.309 to non-section 27 I elements, and as such attempts to alter a 
rule substantively without proper APA procedure. BellSouth’s attempts to liken the two instances is thus legally 
irrelevant. Tr. at 6 17: 14- 1 5 (Meza). 
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the commingling of, UNEs and UNE Combinations with Section 271 elements, and thus should be 

adopted for Section 1.7 of Attachment 2 of this Agreement. 

Item No. 36: (A) How should Line Conditioning be defined in the Agreement? (B) What 
should BellSouth’s obligations be with respect to Line Conditioning? 

POSITION STATEMENT: (A) Line Conditioning should be defined in the Agreement as set 
forth in FCC Rule 47 CFR 5 1.3 19 (a)( l)(iii)(A). (B) BellSouth should perform line conditioning 
in accordance with FCC Rule 47 C.F.R. 5 1.3 19(a)( l)(iii). BellSouth’s line conditioning 
obligations were not curtailed by the FCC’s subsequent adoption of separate routine network 
rno dification rules. 

Line Conditioning Should be Defined by Reference to FCC Rule 5 1.3 19(a](l)(iii)(A), and 
BellSouth Should Perform Line Conditioning in Accordance With the Rule. 

1. BellSouth Must Condition Copper Loops at TELRIC Rates. 

Line conditioning is a section 251(c)(3) obligation. In its UNE Remand Order, the FCC 

clarified its unbundling rules to require that ILECs condition copper loops to provide advanced 

services.’2 FCC Rule 5 1.3 19(a)(3) was promulgated with the UNE Remand Order to effect the 

clarification stated in the text of that Order. See Exhibit 24. As required by the rule, BellSouth 

signed interconnection agreements containing rates, terms and conditions for conditioning all 

copper loops. These agreements provided for conditioning copper loops of any length and 

removing bridged tap, without length restrictions, at TELRIC rates already set by this 

Commission. See Exhibit 24 (BellSoutldNewSouth Agreement excerpt); Tr. at 702:24 - 703:2 

(Fogle) (load coil removal is at TELRIC rates in that agreement), at 703:3-6 (bridged tap removal 

is at TELRIC rates in that agreement). BellSouth has sought to limit the line conditioning 

obligations imposed by the UNE Remand Order only after the TRO was issued. Tr. at 70324-10 

(Fogle) (noting that the Commission’s existing TELRIC rates “are not TRO compliant”). 

In the Matter of Implementation of the Local Competition Provisions of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, 12 

CC Docket 96-98, Third Report and Order and Fourth Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, FCC 99-238 7 172 
(rel. Nov. 4, 1999) (,‘,NE Remand Order”). 
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2. Line Conditioning Obligations Were Not Circumscribed by the TRO. 

ILEC line conditioning obligations were not circumscribed by the TRO. Rather, the FCC 

readopted its line conditioning rules in the TRO. Indeed, the FCC took this opportunity to expand 

its statement of the ILEC obligation and to completely rewrite subsections (D) and (E) of the rule. 

See Exhibit 24. However, the FCC chose not to materially change the Rule’s definition of line 

conditioning at subsection (A). BellSouth witness FogIe conceded this fact. Tr. at 691 :13-16. 

Nothing in the text of the TRO itself suggests that ILEC conditioning obligations were 

limited by that Order. Instead, the FCC reaffirmed that ILECs must condition copper loops: 

“Competitors cannot access the loop’s inherent ‘features, fimctions and capabilities’ unless it has 

been stripped of accretive devices. We therefore view loop conditioning as intrinsically linked to 

the local b o p  and include it within the definition of the loop network element.” TRO 7 643 

(emphasis added). Had the FCC intended to limit ILEC conditioning obligations as BellSouth 

suggests, surely the FCC would have worded this section of the TRO differently. However, there 

are no words of limitation in this paragraph. Indeed, the FCC reiterated in the TRO the absence of 

loop length limitations on ILEC conditioning obligations. Id. n. 1947. And, in this very paragraph, 

the FCC “rej ect[ed] Verizon’s renewed challenge that the Commission lacks authority to require 

line conditioning.” Id. 

BellSouth argues that the FCC “clarified” its line conditioning rules in the TRO so as to 

limit ILEC obligations. However, neither the line conditioning rules nor the text of the TRO 

contain any such limitation. This situation is in sharp contrast to the FCC’s revision of its 

dedicated transport rules. To be sure, the FCC knows how to change its rules when it wishes to do 

so. For example, in the TRO, the FCC limited its definition of dedicated transport to exclude 

certain dedicated transport facilities known as entrance facilities. Id. 7 365. The FCC then 

changed the definition contained in the rule. In short, the FCC expressly stated in the text of the 
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TRO its intent to limit the rule and then changed the rule itself to reflect the FCC’s intent. Nothing 

of the kind occurred with respect to the line conditioning rule. The FCC expressed no intent to 

circumscribe the requirements of the rule, and no such change to the rule was made. BellSouth 

would have the Commission divine an intent on the part of the FCC for which there is no basis. 

Indeed, all the evidence is to the contrary. 

3. 

BellSouth argues that its line conditioning obligations are somehow modified and limited 

Line Conditioning Is Not Limited by the Routine Network Modification Rules. 

by the FCC’s separate rules on routine network modifications (one of which has nothing to do with 

copper loops). However, neither the line conditioning rule, 47 C.F.R. 0 5 1.3 19(a)( l)(iii), nor the 

routine network modification rule, id. 4 5 1.3 19(a)( 8), contain any such modification or limitation. 

BellSouth argues that its obligations to provide line conditioning at TELFUC rates are 

limited to those functions that fit the definition of routine network modification. See Tr. at 687: 17- 

21 (Fogle). The FCC defines routine network modifications as “an activity the incumbent LEC 

regularly undertakes for its own customers.” 47 C.F.R. 5 5 1.3 19(a)(8). These two rules are 

distinct, and do not cross-reference each other. BellSouth witness Fogle conceded on cross 

examination that “I don’t believe in this [line conditioning] section that they talk about routine 

network modifications.” Tr. at 691:24-25. In fact, he admitted that “I’m not aware of any 

particular place where [the TRO] says ‘limiting its line conditioning rules.”’ Id. at 69067.  And 

yet BellSouth persists in arguing that, as to conditioning copper loops under 5 1.3 19(a)( l)(iii), 

“what we’re obligated to comply with has been altered by the FCC.” Id. at 689: 19-20. 

BellSouth seizes on a single sentence from the TRO’s discussion of line conditioning as the 

basis for its position. At paragraph 643 of the TRO, the FCC outlines the rationale for its rejection 

of claims that line conditioning constitutes creation of a superior network for CLECs. The FCC 

explains that line conditioning in some ways resembles routine network modifications: “Instead, 
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line conditioning is properly seen as a routine network modification that incumbent LECs regularly 

perform in order to provide xDSL service to their customers.” Id. T[ 643. Yet the TRO text and 

line conditioning rules do not limit ILECs’ obligations to perform conditioning to those instances 

where the requested removal of accretive devices also happens to qualify as a routine network 

modification under the FCC’s separate routine network modification rules. Indeed, the text of the 

TRO s discussion of line conditioning does not even reference those rules. Likewise, the TRO text 

and rules on routine network modification impose no such limitation on line conditioning. Nor 

do they even reference the subject. 

What the FCC describes in the quoted sentence from paragraph 643 is the intersection of 

two separate obligations. BellSouth witness Fogle testified that BellSouth regularly conditions 

loops for retail customers served by loops less than 18,000 feet in length. Tr. at 700:2-3. Because 

this is an activity BellSouth regularly undertakes for its own customers, it fits the definition of 

routine network modification. However, this activity also squarely fits the definition of line 

conditioning - it entails removal from a copper loop of a load coil that could diminish the 

capability of the loop to high-speed switched telecommunications service. See 47 C.F.R. 8 

5 1.3 I9(a)( l)(iii)(A). The relationship between the two rules was illustrated with Petitioners’ 

Exhibit 24 which showed two intersecting circles. Each circle represents the activities defined by 

the respective rule. The intersection of the circles represents those activities common to both rules. 

BellSouth’s strained interpretation of “is properly seen as” cannot be reconciled with the 

conclusion that conditioning is “intrinsically linked to the local loop” and part and parcel of the 

definition of the loop network element. TRO 7 643. Indeed, Mr. Fogle admitted that the phrase 

“line conditioning is properly seen as a routine network modification” does not mean “line 
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conditioning is only that which qualifies as a routine network modification.” Tr. at 693 :4-11. 

Yet BellSouth’s proposal rewrites line conditioning in exactly that unlawful manner. 

Moreover, BellSouth’s interpretation of the rules would give it the sole discretion to 

determine when line conditioning would be performed. That is, no line conditioning would be 

done if BellSouth did not “routinely” do such conditioning for itself. For example, BellSouth 

falsely claims that it does not remove load coils on loops longer than 18,000 feet, and does not 

remove bridged tap that is less than 2,500 feet in length. Tr. at 698:20-23 (Fogle).I3 But taken to 

its logical conclusion, BellSouth’s position enables it to eliminate all line conditioning 

completely, based on what it decides is prudent for its own retail customers. Mr. Fogle made this 

clear in response to questioning. Tr. at 694:15-21 (“In a purely hypothetical sense that is 

correct.”). If BellSouth determines that something is not “routine,” it will not do what is required 

by Rule 5 1.3 19(a)( l)(iii) (Line Conditioning), That situation is not a hypothetical. 

This result would have severe consequences for competition and consumer choice in 

Florida. According to Mr. Fogle 16% of BellSouth’s copper loops in Florida are longer than 

18,000 feet. Tr. at 706: 15-23. The customers served by those loops would never, under 

BellSouth’s proposal, obtain xDSL or other advanced services over those loops. Id. at 707:2-3 

(Fogle). BellSouth will not condition them, and thus no CLEC could get them conditioned at 

reasonable rates. The FCC certainly did not delegate to BellSouth (or any other entity) the 

authority to redefine the loop network element. 

Nor did the FCC delegate rule enforcement to the “shared loop collaborative” that Mr. 

Fogle often references. Tr. at 683 : 10, 71 5:22-4. The fact that several CLECs agreed voluntarily to 

accept less than the law affords them via a proposal similar to BellSouth’s proposal here in no way 

Mr. Fogle apparently forgot that BellSouth routinely conditions DS-1 loops longer than 18,000 feet. Tr. at 13 

698:3-9. So, even if BellSouth’s flawed legal premise were correct (which it is not), it is evident that BellSouth 
actually does routinely condition copper loops longer than 18,000 feet. 
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requires Joint Petitioners to accept the same. This arbitration must be decided in accordance with 

sections 25 1 and 252 and the FCC’s implementing rules. 47 U.S.C. 4 252(c)( 1). “Groupthink” 

and voluntary negotiations by others does not trump this obligation. 

This Agreement should define line conditioning by reference to the FCC rule. This 

convention is regularly used by BellSouth in its interconnection agreements. See, e.g., Exh. KKB- 

1 to Blake Direct Test. at 3 (several terms are “as defined in the FCC’s rules”). Joint Petitioners 

want only what the rule requires, and they are entitled to all that the rule permits. 

Item No. 37: Should the Agreement contain specific provisions limiting the availability of Line 
Conditioning to copper loops of 18,000 feet or Iess? 

POSITION STATEMENT: There should not be any specific provisions limiting the availability 
of Line Conditioning (in this case, load coil removal) to copper loops of 18,000 feet or less in 
length. The Commission’s already-approved TELRIC rates for load coil removal on loops greater 
than 18,000 feet should apply. 

The Agreement Should Not Contain Specific Provisions Limiting The Availability Of 
TELRIC-Rated Line Conditioning To Copper Loops Of 18,000 Feet Or Less. 

The question posed by this matrix item is answered in the negutive by the proper resolution 

of Item 36. BellSouth should not be permitted to impose artificial restrictions on its obligation to 

provide line conditioning at Commission-approved TELRIC-compliant rates. In fact, BellSouth 

counsel has already conceded that the proper outcome in Item 36 “effectively determines [the 

Commission’s] ruling on 37 and 38.” Tr. at 600. As demonstrated above, the proper outcome is to 

require BellSouth to remove bridged taps and load coils from copper loops at the request of a 

CLEC at the TELRIC-compliant rates already set by this Commission. 

As required by the FCC’s line conditioning rules BellSouth must remove load coils at 

TELRIC rates on loops of any length. BellSouth has refused to remove load coils on loops greater 

than 18,000 feet at TELRIC rates because it implausibly claims that this activity is notfur 
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BellSouth a routine network modification as defined by the FCC. BellSouth’s refbsal to condition 

these loops at TELRIC rates is based on its flawed interpretation of the line conditioning rules. 

As demonstrated above with respect to Item 3 6, BellSouth’s line conditioning obligations 

are not constrained by the routine network modification rule. Nor are they limited to the 

conditioning of loops for xDSL services. Rule 51.3 lS(a)(l)(iii))(A) states that the services for 

which conditioning is required are “high-speed switched wireline telecommunications capability, 

including digital subscriber line service.” The Commission therefore should order that this 

Agreement should in no way preclude or impede, through prohibitively high and unpredictable 

prices, the availability of line conditioning to copper loops 18,000 feet or less. 

A note about the concept of “business impacting” issues is warranted here. BellSouth’s 

argument throughout this arbitration has been that “these issues or some of these issues are truly 

not business impacting.” Tr. at 19%-9 (Meza Opening Statement). The implication being that 

litigating this case is a waste of time. Yet in this Issue 37, BellSouth is refusing to adopt language 

that reflects federal law even though BellSouth does not expect ever to have to fulfill it. Mr. Fogle 

explained at hearing that BellSouth has received only 2 requests for load coil removal on loops 

longer than 18,000 feet. Tr. at 708:2-3. Thus, BellSouth has no reason to think that Joint 

Petitioners will inundate it with line conditioning requests. 

The Commission has already set TELRIC rates for load coil removal on loops of all 

lengths. At hearing Mr. Fogle admitted this fact. Tr. at 702:24 - 703:6. Yet Mr. Fogle indicated 

that BellSouth now wishes to stop, via this Agreement, offering those Commission-approved rates 

to Joint Petitioners. Id. at 703610.  The new “rates” would be set on an unpredictable, individual- 

case-basis FCC tariff Special Constr~ction’~ rates for load coil removal on long loops (Tr. at 

Load coil removal is not “Special Construction.” Compare TRO 17 645-648 (Special Construction of 14 

Transmission Facilities), with id. 77 642-644 (Line Conditioning). 
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708:7-8); BellSouth is attempting to circumvent the rates set by order of this Commission. Joint 

Petitioners are not willing to waive the application of these rates, and have proposed the rejection 

of BellSouth’s proposed language for Section 2.12.2 that would exclude their application. The 

Commission should accordingly adopt Joint Petitioners’ language to ensure the continuing 

applicability of its TELRIC rates for load coil removal on loops, including those that are greater 

than 18,000 feet in length. 

Item No. 38: Under what rates, terms and conditions should BellSouth be required lo perform 
Line Conditioning to remove bridged taps? 

POSITION STATEMENT: In accordance with FCC line conditioning rules requiring removal 
of all accreted devices, bridged tap of less than 2,500 feet should be removed at TELRIC rates, 
which the Commission has already set, rather than usurious “Special Construction’’ rates. 

BellSouth Should Be Required to Remove Bridged Tap of Any Lenah at TELRIC Rates. 

Like Item 37, this issue is resolved in Joint Petitioners’ favor with the proper resolution of 

Item 36. BellSouth has refused to remove bridged tap less than 2500 feet in length from copper 

loops at TELRIC rates. As with Item 37, BellSouth is relying on its incorrect interpretation and 

implausible application of the routine network modification rule for its refusal. 

First, BellSouth argues that since it is willing to erroneously claim that it does not remove 

bridged tap less than 2500 feet in length fiom copper loops serving its retail customers, this 

activity is not a routine network modification. Because BellSouth incorrectly equates line 

conditioning with routine network modification, it maintains that this type of bridged tap removal 

does not constitute line conditioning and need not be done at TELNC rates. However, as 

demonstrated above, the FCC does not equate line conditioning and routine network modifications. 

They are separate and distinct rules. ILEC line conditioning obligations are not modified or 

limited by the routine network modification rules. There was no length limitation in the FCC line 

conditioning rules before the TRO, and there is none now. BellSouth remains obligated to remove 
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bridged tap fiom loops of any length pursuant to section 25 l(c)(3) of the Act and 47 C.F.R. 5 

5 1.3 19(a)( l)(iii)(A). 

Second, BellSouth proposes to limit bridged tap removal to those which “serves no 

network design purpose.” Eric Fogle Direct Test. at 9:6-7 (Jan. 10,2005). There is no legal basis 

for this purported standard. Moreover, such a “standard” would have the same effect as described 

above in item 36. This standard would give BellSouth the sole discretion to determine when 

bridged tap would be removed. 

Finally, BellSouth recites the tired argument that requiring it to remove bridged tap of this 

length would create a “superior network” for Joint Petitioners. The FCC has expressly stated that 

“[lline condition does not constitute the creation of a superior network as some incumbent LECs 

argue. TRO T[ 643. As such, Joint Petitioners’ proposed implementation of Rule 5 1.3 19 as to line 

conditioning does not violate any precept of parity, but rather comports exactly with the FCC’s 

own interpretation of ILEC conditioning responsibilities. 

Again, as with load coils, the Commission has set rates for bridged tap removal on loops of 

all lengths. Exhibit 24 includes rates for removing bridged taps for all loops, and Mr. Fogle again 

recognized that these rates were set by this Commission under the TELRIC methodology. Tr. at 

703:3-6. Again, BellSouth wants to cease complying with those rates. Id. at 703:6-11, 708:7-8. 

BellSouth should not be permitted, above Joint Petitioners’ objection, to impose other rates - 

particularly “Special Construction” rates - in contravention of the FCC rules and the 

Commission’s TELRIC pricing decision. 

This conclusion must hold true regardless of any voluntary agreement that CLECs may 

have made to accept less. Thus, the fact that BellSouth got certain CLECs to agree in the Shared 

Loop Collaborative to accept grossly inflated pricing for line conditioning, Tr. at 71 5:22-23, does 
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not diminish Joint Petitioners’ right to enforce and adopt FCC Rule 5 1.3 19(a) in this Agreement. 

This Commission is neither required nor authorized to impose the Shared Loop Collaborative 

result in this arbitration, but rather must adhere to the mandates of section 25 l(c) and the FCC’s 

associated line conditioning and TELRIC pricing rules. 47 U.S.C. tj 252(c)( 1). 

The Commission should accordingly adopt Joint Petitioners’ language for this issue. 

Item No. 51B: Should there be a notice requirement for BellSouth to conduct an audit and what 
should the notice include? 

POSITION STATEMENT: FCC rules provide for only limited EEL audit rights. To properly 
implement the FCC’s “for cause” auditing standard, BellSouth must identify the circuits for which it 
has cause and provide documentation supporting its allegations of cause. To avoid unnecessary 
disputes, this information should be provided with the audit notice. 

EEL Audit Notices Should Demonstrate Cause and Include Supporting Documentation. 

BellSouth does not have carte blanche to conduct unlimited EEL audits at its own 

discretion. The FCC has held that ILECs may only conduct EEL audits “based upon cause.” T . 0  

7 622; see also Implementation of the Local Competition Provisions of the Telecommunications 

Act oj1996, CC Docket No. 96-98, Supplemental Order Clarification, 15 FCC Rcd. 9587,9603 7 

29 11.86 (audits should “only be undertaken when the incumbent LEC has a concern that a 

requesting carrier has not met the criteria”); TRO 7 621. The TRO grants ILECs only a “limited 

right to audit” EEL circuits. TRQ 7 626. Joint Petitioners simply seek to incorporate this “for 

cause” standard into the Agreement in a manner that gives the standard meaning and that should 

avoid protracted litigation that has surrounded the EEL audit issue. 

Only after Joint Petitioners filed for arbitration did BellSouth nominally agree to 

incorporate the “for cause” standard for EEL audits into the Agreement. Its proposed language for 

Section 5.2.6 now states that it will (‘send a Notice of Audit . . . identifying the cause upon which 

BellSouth rests its allegations.” Exh. A at 12. Yet the manner in which BellSouth is prepared to 

show cause (if at all) is designed to render meaningless the “for cause” auditing standard 
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established by the FCC. To wit, BellSouth refixes to agree that it will identi@ the circuits for 

which it has cause to suspect a compliance issue and it refuses to provide any supporting 

documentation to demonstrate that it has such cause. 

Joint Petitioners already have agreed that they will use EELs in a manner that complies 

with FCC regulations. Mr. Russell, the Petitioners’ designated witness for this Issue, affirmed that 

promise at hearing. Tr. at 23 5 : 8 (“we’ve certified compliance”). Having obtained that promise, 

BellSouth should not be permitted to demand a right to demand an audit for no cause or even for a 

cause it prefers to keep secret (likely because it is no cause at all). 

BellSouth has admitted that it wants the right to audit 100% of Petitioners’ EELs in Florida 

every single year and has essentially asserted that it will have cause to audit every circuit every 

year. Tr. at 997:8-10 (Blake). Indeed, Ms. Blake asserted that if BellSouth had cause with respect 

to a single circuit, that would, in its opinion, justify an audit of all EEL circuits in the state. Id. at 

997: 14-1 8. 

Such broad audits would render the FCC’s “limited right to audit” and “for cause’’ auditing 

standards meaningless. BellSouth must have more grounds for an audit than “something doesn’t 

look right” on one of these circuits or “we just want to check.” The FCC adopted a higher 

standard. As Mr. Russell stated, “we devote substantial manpower resources’’ to audits, Tr. at 

234: 17, and thus “to simply allow your biggest competitor, your biggest service provider as far as 

that goes, also, to come in and review your business records without establishing a reason to do so 

is inappropriate.” Tr. at 230:22-25. Hence the Joint Petitioners have maintained that 

If a Petitioner is going to have to endure the time and expense 
necessary to comply with a BellSouth audit request, at the very least, 
BellSouth can provide adequate notice to CLECs setting forth the 
scope of and cause upon which the audit request is based along with 
supporting documentation. 
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Russell Direct Test. at 33 : 15-1 8. The FCC’s “for cause” auditing standard is the means by which 

this bargain is struck and enforced. 

It bears emphasis that Joint Petitioners do not seek to curtail BellSouth’s right to pursue 

legitimate concerns about EEL compliance. At hearing Mr. Russell fully recognized that 

BellSouth has a right to audit a CLEC’s EELS if it has a legitimate cause to believe there is non- 

compliance. Tr. at 230512. He acknowledged that “absent this audit right, there is no way for 

BellSouth to challenge a CLEC’s certification” of proper use. Id. at 23O:lO-12. Thus, Joint 

Petitioners are prepared to comply with an audit for “circuits for which BellSouth demonstrated a 

concern.” Id. at 23 1:9-10. And Mr. Russell also agreed that an audit of limited scope may later be 

expanded, if the results of the initial audit create cause to expand the scope. Tr. at 238:8-14. Any 

expansion of the scope should be agreed to by the parties or ordered by the Commission, if no 

agreement can be reached. 

BellSouth’s chief reason for refusing to identify the circuits for which it has cause is its belief 

that Joint Petitioners “could switch those circuits back to special access real quick.” Tr. at 996: 16- 1 7 

(Blake). This belief is groundless, and somewhat paranoid. Audits are about reviewing certifications 

of compliance. Even if a circuit was switched “real quick,” all of the certification records remain and 

can still be audited. The CLEC’s quick conversion would not cure a past violation. 

For these reasons, the FCC’s for-cause standard for audits should be incorporated into the 

Agreement with notice and disclosure requirements that ensure that the standard is not rendered 

meaningless. Joint Petitioners’ language, which requires BellSouth to articulate its cause and provide 

supporting documentation, reasonably implements these requirements. Given the burden that audits 

impose, and the need to limit their scope appropriately, this proposed documentation requirement is a 

necessary and minimal obligation for BellSouth to perform. Moreover, this Commission certainly has 
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jurisdiction to order and adopt reasonable provisions for implementing the auditing requirements set 

forth in the TRO. TRO 625 (deferring to state commissions to address implementation). See also 47 

U.S.C. tj 252(b)(4)(C); Tr. at 279:5-18. Accordingly, Joint Petitioners’ language should be adopted. 

Item No. 51C: Who should conduct the audit and how should the audit be performed? 

POSITION STATEMENT: The FCC requires that EEL audits be performed by AICPA- 
compliant third party independent auditors. The best way to implement this requirement, to avoid 
disputes, and to uncover potential conflicts is to require mutual agreement on the auditor retained 
by BellSouth. Such agreement may not be unreasonably withheld by Petitioner. 

Ensuring the Independence of an Auditor In Any Specific Case Requires Mutual Consent. 

The FCC has held that audits must be conducted by an independent auditor. TRO 7 626. 

Joint Petitioners’ proposed language for Section 5.2.6.2 of Attachment 2 properly implements this 

requirement in a manner designed to avoid the protracted litigation that has ensued over this issue 

by ensuring that all auditors must be “mutually agreed-upon by the Parties.” Exh. A at 14. 

BellSouth’s position on this issue is to assure Petitioners that any auditor it chooses will 

comply with American Institute for Certified Public Accountants (“AICPA”) standards. Blake 

Direct Test. at 33: 1-3. BellSouth argues that “AICPA standards govern each of these areas. No 

other requirements are needed.” Id. at 34:13-14. Thus, per BellSouth, any auditor that BellSouth 

chooses will be, ipso facto, independent. The fact that it is not willing to permit Petitioners the 

opportunity to test that assertion is troubling. Indeed, BellSouth attempts to circumvent any due 

diligence regarding conflicts or the relationships that particular auditors develop with the Parties. 

What is most curious is that BellSouth elsewhere insists on mutual consent for independent 

auditors in other contexts. Indeed the Parties have agreed to st provision in Attachment 3 of the 

new interconnection agreement that Percent Local UsagePercent Interstate Usage (“PLU/PIU”) 

audits must be conducted by a mutually agreed-upon third party auditor. Tr. at 999: 14-1 8 (Blake). 

See also Agreement, A#. 3, Sec. 10.5.7 (NuVox), and 10.8.5 (Xspedius). It is difficult to 
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understand why mutual agreement is not appropriate for EEL audits when it is appropriate for 

PLU/PIU audits. Moreover, this Commission certainly has jurisdiction to order and adopt 

reasonable provisions for implementing the auditing requirements set forth in the TRO. TRO 7 625 

(deferring to state Commission’s to address implementation). See also 47 U.S.C. fj 252(b)(4)(C). 

Joint Petitioners’ concern that auditors must be independent is not simply academic. 

NuVox, for example, has significant experience with EEL audits. The Georgia Commission 

essentially rejected the very first “independent auditor” BellSouth proposed. Attachment 7 

(Enforcement of Interconnection Agreement Between BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc. and 

Nu Vox Communications, Inc., Order Adopting in Part and Mudihing in Part the Hearing Oficer ’s 

Recommended Order at 1, 12-14 (Ga. P.S.C. May 18,2004). The auditor eventually used by 

BellSouth in a Georgia audit proved in fact not to be complaint with AICPA standards for 

independence. See Tr. at 241 :7-12 (Russell). In fact, this auditor breached a nondisclosure 

agreement in the course of its work by disclosing confidential information to BellSouth. Id. at 

24 1 :22-23. Again, as Mr. Russell had earlier stated, audits require a CLEC “to simply allow your 

biggest competitor, your biggest service provider . . , to come in and review your business records.” 

Tr. at 230:22-24. Thus, NuVox, as well as Xspedius, understandably wish to ensure that each 

auditor, in every instance, is at all times truly independent. BellSouth’s refusal to allow their input 

on this matter is therefore inappropriate. 

Invoking AICPA standards as the shibboleth for independence is not enough. As Mr. 

Russell explained, ruling out conflicts of interest requires individual analysis. The Georgia auditor 

mentioned above provides a perfect example: the firm selected by BellSouth was KPMG, which 

NuVox previously recognized as presumptively independent. Tr. at 241 :4-6. Yet the auditor 

proved, in that case, to be unable to adhere to AICPA standards for independence. Id. at 241 :22- 
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23. Discerning this circumstance is necessarily a case-by-case process. But that is not to say that 

BellSouth is correct in characterize Joint Petitioners’ desire to mutually agree on an auditor is a 

“delaying tactic.” Blake Direct Test. at 34: 10. Mutual auditors have been chosen without delay 

for PIU/PLU audits, and Ms. Blake has no reason to think that choosing an EEL auditor would be 

any different. Tr. at 999:23 - 1002 : 17. 

Accordingly, Joint Petitioners’ language for Issue 5 1 (c) should be adopted. 

Item No. 65: Should BellSouth be allowed to charge the CLEC a Transit Intermediary 
Charge for the transport and termination of Local Transit Traffic and ISP-Bound Transit 
Traffic? 

POSITION STATEMENT: BellSouth may not impose upon Joint Petitioners a new non- 
TELRIC, unjustified, and discriminatory Transit Intermediary Charge (“TIC”) for transit traffic in 
addition to the TELRIC tandem switching and common transport charges the Parties already have 
agreed will apply to transit traffic. The TIC is a “tax” that is unlawfid. 

Joint Petitioners Should Not Be Required to Pay the TIC, Which BellSouth Concedes Does 
Not Comply with TELRIC and for Which No Cost Support Has Been Provided. 

BellSouth has proposed to charge Joint Petitioners a Transit Intermediary Charge, or 

“TIC,” for transited traffic. This new charge does not compensate BellSouth for any legitimate 

costs it incurs in providing the service to Joint Petitioners. It is thus a purely additive charge 

associated with the transiting of traffic across the BellSouth network, which is a service that the 

1996 Act - as well as the Agreement - already require BellSouth to perform. In essence it is a 

fee that BellSouth seeks to extract from Petitioners simply by virtue of their ownership of the 

legacy network over which telecommunications traffic must travel in order to ensure completion of 

calls between consumers in this state. Accordingly, BellSouth should be prohibited from charging 

the TIC to Joint Petitioners. 

It is not in dispute that BellSouth will transit traffic between Joint Petitioners and other 

carriers. Tr. at 100 1 : 18-24 (Blake). This obligation is already in the Agreement. Agreement Att. 

3, Section 10.1 1.1 (XSP), Section 10.8.1 (NVX). For this reason, BellSouth’s continued resort to 
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the argument that Joint Petitioners can avoid the TIC and “connect directly with other carriers in 

order to exchange trafic” is irrelevant (and, as a practical and economic matter, wrong). Blake 

Rebuttal Test. at 41 :23-24 (emphasis in original). Consistent with section 251(c) of the Act, 

BellSouth has already agreed to transit traffic. Moreover, Ms. Blake acknowledged that requiring 

all carriers in Florida to interconnect directly would “be a dramatic change in the way carriers have 

connected . . . since the 1996 Act and before.” Tr. at 823:9-11. If anything, BellSouth’s repeated 

reference to (typically uneconomic) direct interconnection only further demonstrates that it is using 

the TIC as a means to extract monopoly rents, or perhaps to punish CLECs, for electing to 

efficiently passing traffic over BellSouth’s legacy tandem facilities. Indeed the North Carolina 

Commission has held that an ILEC is obligated to transit traffic “as a matter of law.” Attachment 

8 (Verizon Petition for Declaratory RuEing, Docket P-19, Sub 454, Order Denying Petition). 

BellSouth continues to dispute that this Commission has the jurisdiction to include the TIC 

in this Agreement, Blake Direct Test. at 43:9-11, and wants to pull the TIC out and place it in a 

separate agreement. Tr. at 1004:18-20; Blake Depo. Tr. at 497: 17-1 8 (Dec. 8,2004). It is 

nonsensical for BellSouth to maintain that this Commission has the authority to impose or approve 

a contractual obligation but not to consider the appropriateness of the rate that BellSouth wants to 

charge for it. E.g., M U ,  298 F.3d at 1274 (“[cllearly, enforcement and compensation provisions 

. . . fall within the realm of ‘conditions . . . required to implement’ the agreement.”). In any event, 

the obligation to provide transit service will remain in the Agreement, as already agreed. If 

BellSouth believes that the Commission lacks authority to set a rate, it surely lacks the authority to 

bless and approve the $0.00 1 Ymou ratel5 proposed by BellSouth in this docket. Thus, it should 

BellSouth is certain to point toward a $0.0025 rate recently adopted by the Georgia Public Service 
Commission for transit traffic. It is important to note that the Georgia Commission’s rate is not a TIC. It is instead a 
composite or single rate for the transit fimction performed by BellSouth. It is interim and subject to true-up, The 
!LO015 rate BellSouth proposes is not such a composite, but rather an additive. Tr. at 1003: 14-19. In any event, the 

15 
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remain the case (as it has been for years) that transit service under the Agreement should be 

performed at the Commission-approved, TELRIC-based rates for the hctionalities actually 

pedormed (tandem switching, and, in some cases, common transport). Indeed, the Parties already 

have agreed that these Commission-approved TELRIC rate elements will continue to apply to 

transit traffic. 

BellSouth’s written testimony asserts that the TIC charge covers the costs of “sending 

records to the CLECs identifying the originating carrier.” Blake Direct Test. at 41 :22-23. In 

other words, BellSouth would send records to NuVox informing NuVox of the traffic NuVox had 

originated. Having realized that assertion makes no sense,16 Ms. Blake changed this testimony at 

hearing. BellSouth’s new position is that it must send records to the terminating carrier identifying 

the originating carrier, in order that terminating carrier knows who sent it. Tr. at 1008: 1-5 

(Blake). It is the carrier that originates a transit call that would pay BellSouth’s TIC. Id. at 

1008:22-25. So, BellSouth seeks to charge Joint Petitioners for records BellSouth sends to third 

parties. This is senseless. Joint Petitioners should not pay for records that another party requests. 

Moreover, Joint Petitioners own switches that provide S S7 signaling which enables terminating 

carriers to identify the originating carrier. As such, Joint Petitioners neither need BellSouth to 

send these records to them or to third parties. 

It must also be noted that none of Joint Petitioners’ existing agreements include a TIC 

charge - this fee is entirely new. Johnson Direct Test. at 3 1 : 12-14; Tr. at 13-21 (Blake). Yet 

BellSouth has been transiting traffic for the Joint Petitioners since each of them (or a predecessor 

Parties already have agreed to continue the long-established (and, in our view, legally required) practice of applying to 
transit traffic the Commission-approved TELRIC rates for tandem switching and common transport (if needed). Here 
in Florida, in this arbitration, the Parties’ dispute is limited to whether or not BellSouth can tack-on to those rates a 
TIC for which it provides absolutely no cost support. 

(NC Tr. v. 6 at 343:ll). 
At hearing in North Carolina, Ms. Blake acknowledged that “I think you know who you are.” Attachment 9 16 
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company) began interconnecting with BellSouth in the mid-to-late 1990s. That the TIC has never 

been imposed on Petitioners only further demonstrates that it is unnecessary and unjustified. 

In connection with BellSouth’s transiting of traffic, Joint Petitioners already pay, and have 

always paid TELRIC rates, for the tandem switching function, and to the extent utilized, common 

transport, associated with transiting traffic. Tr. at 1002: 13-1 8 (Blake); Johnson Direct Test. at 

3 1 : 15- 16. These are Commission-approved TELRIC rates. Tr. at 1002: 13- 18 (Blake); Johnson 

Direct Test. at 3 1 : 17-1 9. Up to now, BellSouth has been satisfied that these charges adequately 

cover BellSouth’s costs. This new TIC charge, having no cost support or justification, should be 

rejected by the Commission at this time. 

Should BellSouth later present evidence that identifies and quantifies legitimate costs 

caused by Joint Petitioners associated with transiting Joint Petitioner originated traffic - costs not 

already covered by the tandem switching or common transport charges that Joint Petitioners 

already pay - then it would be appropriate for the Commission to initiate a separate proceeding to 

investigate and set an appropriate TELRIC-compliant rate. l 7  With the establishment of a new rate, 

Petitioners and BellSouth would then amend their agreements to incorporate the new rate element 

on a prospective basis. Until such time, the TIC should not be included in this Agreement. 

The Public Utilities Commission of Texas has long required SBC, an ILEC and RBOC like BellSouth, to 17 

provide its transit services at TELRIC rates. Arbitration of Non-Costing Issues for Successor Interconnection 
Agreements to the Texas 271 Agreement, Arbitration Award - Track 1 Issues, PUCT Docket No. 28821, at 23. 
“Consistent with prior Commission decisions in the Mega-Arbitrations, Docket No. 2 1982 and the predecessor T2A 
agreement, the Commission finds that SBC Texas shall provide transit services at TELRIC rates. The Commission 
notes that there has been no change in law or FCC policy to warrant a departure kom prior Commission decisions on 
transit service.” Id. The Texas PUC went on to say that “[gliven SBC Texas’s ubiquitous network in Texas and the 
absence of competitive transit providers in Texas, the Commission concludes that requiring SBC Texas to provide 
transit services at cost-based rates will promote interconnection of all telecommunications networks. In the absence of 
alternative transit providers in Texas, the Commission finds that SBC Texas’s proposal to negotiate transit services 
separately outside the scope of an FTA 6 25 1/252 may result in cost-prohibitive rates for transit service.” Excerpt of 
this order attached hereto to Attachment 12. BellSouth’s Florida network is similarly ubiquitous to that of SBC in 
Texas. The record in this proceeding also contains no evidence regarding the presence of alternative competitive 
transit providers in Florida. 
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Item No. 86: (B) How should disputes over alleged unauthorized access to CSR information 
be handled under the Agreement? 

POSITION STATEMENT: Disputes over CSR access should be handled pursuant to the 
Dispute Resolution provisions set forth in the General Terms of the Agreement. BellSouth’s 
ambiguous language that reserves some right to suspend access to ordering systems and to 
terminate all services, is coercive and threatens to harm competitors and consumers. 

Disputes Over Unauthorized Access to CSR Information Should be Subject to the Dispute 
Resolution Provisions of the Agreement. 

Disputes over unauthorized access to CSR information should be handled in the same 

manner as other disputes arising under the Agreement. The party alleging non-compliance should 

notify the other party of the issue. If the parties are unable to resolve the dispute themselves, they 

should resort to the dispute resolution provision in the General Terms and Conditions of the 

Agreement. BellSouth’s proposed “self-help” remedies are inappropriate, dangerous and coercive. 

Falvey Direct Test. at 24: 17 - 25:2. 

BellSouth proposes a menu of debilitating and extremely disruptive sanctions for any 

allegation by BellSouth of unauthorized access to CSR information. Under its proposal, BellSouth 

could refuse to accept new orders and it could also suspend any pending orders, and access to 

ordering and provisioning systems, Ferguson Direct Testimony at 1 3 : 8- 12, (Jan. 10,2005), thus 

closing off Petitioners’ ability to serve the needs of existing customers, as well as potential new 

ones. Ultimately, BellSouth “may discontinue the provisioning of existing services”, id. at 13 : 1 1 - 

13, no matter how unrelated to the unproven allegations o€ unauthorized access to CSRs. See also 

Exhibit A at 14-1 5. 

Under BellSouth’s proposal, it has the sole discretion to impose these sanctions, which 

impact both CLECs and consumers. Tr. at 771 : 1-7. At hearing, Mr. Ferguson acknowledged that 

suspension or termination has “a significant impact on a company’s business.” Tr. at 775:4-6. 

BellSouth has offered no rationale for seeking the right to impose such an extreme and one-sided 
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remedy. Nor has BellSouth alleged or shown that any Joint Petitioner has ever misused CSR 

information in the past. If such remedies are ever appropriate, it should be up to the Commission 

to decide to impose them - not BellSouth. 

Indeed, BellSouth revised its proposed language for Item 86(b) after the potential for abuse 

and grave harm to Joint Petitioners and their customers became starkly evident at the Parties’ 

Georgia arbitration hearing. See Exh. A at 14-1 5 .  While this language appears to accept the 

precept that disputes should be decided by a neutral decision-maker, such as the Commission, it 

inexplicably retains the menu of debilitating pull-the-plug remedies and impossibly short response 

windows (e.g., BellSouth “may discontinue the provisioning of existing services if such use is not 

corrected or ceased by the tenth (1 0th) calendar day”). At hearing, Mr. Ferguson was unable to 

explain why it was that BellSouth felt compelled to leave in its proposal “pull-the-plug” language 

that could be used by BellSouth to turn Joint Petitioners’ networks dark and cause massive service 

outages (likely without notice) to their entire base of Florida customers within just 10 days. Tr. at 

78450 13 (acknowledging that Petitioners’ counsel was “absolutely right” that BellSouth’s 

language retains a right to terminate all services). Mr. Ferguson’s assurances that BellSouth will 

use its power to impose the “ultimate remedy” judiciously provides no comfort, as neither he nor 

his friendly spin on what BellSouth would do are within the four comers of the contract. 

Moreover, Mr. Ferguson was unable to explain away the apparent conflict between 

BellSouth’s proposed language and the Dispute Resolution provisions in the General Terms of the 

Agreement. Tr. at 778:21 - 7795. Again, Mr. Ferguson’s assurances that the general provisions 

governing dispute resolution which require continuing performance during a dispute would trump 

the more specific provisions that would seemingly allow BellSouth to terminate services provides 

no comfort. Tr. at 779:3-5. Indeed, Mr. Ferguson’s assurances are at odds with how Georgia 
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contract law would apply to the interpretation of the agreement (if there is a conflict between 

general and specific provisions, the specific provisions trump). E.g., Tower Projects, LLC v. 

Murquis Tower, Inc., 598 S.E.2d 883,885 (Ga. Ct. App. 2004) (‘‘When a provision specifically 

addresses the issue in question, it prevails over any conflicting general language.”). Notably, we 

already have heard Mr. Ferguson and his lawyers tell us that he is not a lawyer. Tr. at 778: 12-14 

(Culpepper) (“The witness is not a lawyer.”). Nothing would stop BellSouth’s lawyers from 

telling us all a few months or years down the road that Mr. Ferguson was wrong (and that he was 

unqualified to give assurances that hinged upon legal questions of contract interpretation). When 

the business of the Joint Petitioners and their Florida customers are on the line, this Commission 

simply c m o t  delegate such “enforcement” power to BellSouth. The harms caused by misuse of 

that power would be massive widespread - and from the standpoint of Joint Petitioners, 

irreparable. If ever such remedies are appropriate the Commission can decide. For these reasons, 

the Commission should adopt Joint Petitioners’ proposed language for Issue 86(b), as it affords no 

less protection to CPNI and much more protection against potentially fatal abuse by BellSouth. 

Item No. 88: What rate should apply for Service Date Advancement (a/k/a service 
expedites)? 

POSITION STATEMENT: Rates for Service Date Advancement (&a service expedites) of 
UNEs, interconnection or collocation must be set consistent with federal TELRIC pricing rules. 
Service expedites are required as part of the section 25 1 (c)(3) obligation to provide non- 
discriminatory access to UNEs. 

Service Date Advancements Are a Key Component of UNE Provisioning and Thus Must 
Be Priced at Commission- Approved TELRIC- Compliant Rates . 
All UNEs and UNE Combinations must be priced at TELRIC. 47 U.S.C. 5 252(d)( 1); 47 

C.F.R. tj 5 1.501 et seq.. Service Date Advancements ( m a  expedites) are part and parcel of UNE 

provisioning and thus must also be priced at TELRIC. This result is required as both a matter of 

non-discriminatory access to UNEs and Congress’s mandate for cost-based UNE pricing. 
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BellSouth has lodged an objection to this Item on the ground that this Commission has no 

jurisdiction to review it. Tr. at 1019:ll-16 (Blake) (“that’s under the jurisdiction of the FCC”); 

Morillo Direct Test. at 4:3-11. Yet, section 252 expressly requires this Commission to review all 

rates, terms and conditions of interconnection agreements and ensure that they comply with non- 

discriminatory access requirements of section 25 1 and the pricing requirements of section 252(d). 

47 U.S.C. 5 252(e)(2). BellSouth has already agreed to perform Service Date Advancements for 

Petitioners under the Agreement. Tr. at 10 17:4-7 (Blake); Exhibit A at 15 (indicating that the 

dispute is limited to the rate). As such, it has conceded that this Commission has jurisdiction to 

consider Service Date Advancements, which perforce includes the rates to be charged. MCI 

Telecomms., 298 F.3d at 1274. In addition, the prices of UNEs are committed to the jurisdiction of 

this Cornmission, 47 U.S.C. 5 252(d), which again includes Service Date Advancement rates. 

Finally, the parties did attempt to negotiate an actual expedite rate. Tr. at 1029:22 - 102 1 : 1. Item 

88 is therefore a proper arbitration issue and is well within this Commission’s jurisdiction to 

resolve. Coserv, 350 F.3d at 487. 

The dispute in this item is that BellSouth seeks to impose an exorbitant Service Date 

Advancement charge of $200 for each facility, per each day that the provisioning is expedited. 

Thus, for example, a request to expedite by 2 days an order to a small business requiring 8 lines 

would cost Petitioners (and, if passed through, would cost the small business owner) $3200. 

BellSouth purports that this rate recovers “its cost,” but has never attempted to identify these 

“costs.” Tr. at 1021 :6- 10, 1022: 1-2 (Blake); see also Deposition of Carlos Morillo at 74:2 1-25 (“I 

don’t know of any specific [cost study]. I’m not aware of one.”)18 Because BellSouth is unable to 

Mr. Morillo was offered by BellSouth in response to a deposition notice issued pursuant to North Carolina 18 

Rule of CiviI Procedure 30(b)(6) as the person most knowledgeable about this issue, 
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identify in this case what costs are recovered by its proposed Service Date Advancement fee, it is 

impossible that it was created in accordance with TELRIC principles. 

All UNEs must be priced in accordance with TELRIC. 47 U.S.C. 5 252(d)(2). This 

mandate applies to all UNEs; FCC Rule 5 1 SO1 - the first of the TELRIC rules ~ states, “[tlhe 

rules in this subpart apply to the pricing of network elements, interconnection, and methods of 

obtaining access to unbundled elements, including collocation and virtual collocation.” 47 C.F.R. 

5 51.501. See also First Report and Order, 14 FCC Rcd. at 15812-14 77 618-24. 

A Service Date Advancement is part of the W E  being expedited and part of provisioning 

UNE known as OSS. Moreover, it is patently a method of obtaining access to loop and transport 

UNEs, and thus falls within this rule. As Petitioners have stated, “Unbundled Network Elements 

must be provisioned at TELRIC-compliant rates. BellSouth does not dispute this fact. An expedite 

order for a UNE should not be treated any differently.” James Falvey Rebuttal Testimony at 

2 1 :2 1-23 (Feb. 7,2005) (“Falvey Rebuttal Test.”). 

BellSouth’s proposed Service Date Advancement fee is an additional charge over and 

above the recurring and non-recurring charge of a W E .  Yet there is no evidence of additional 

installation work involved for BellSouth to perform a Service Date Advancement. As Mr. Fahey 

testified, “I wouldn’t say it’s a special arrangement. It’s fairly routine.” Tr. at 636:13-14. In other 

words, installing a loop is installing a loop, regardless of the day on which the installation takes 

place. Thus, this charge appears to be purely “additive,” Attachment 10 (BellSouth Response to 

Interrogatory 6-54?), and has no justification other than BellSouth’s desire to extract additional 

charges from and raise the costs of Joint Petitioners. 
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Nor would a Service Date Advancement impose any opportunity cost - even if 

opportunity costs were a permissible element of p~ic ing’~  - to BellSouth, because the Agreement 

already states that BellSouth can rehse to do an advancement where circumstances require. 

Exhibit A. at 15; Morillo Depo. Tr. at 54:11-15, at 59:4-9. At hearing, Ms. Blake explained that 

“[ilf it was an obligation, we’d have to always honor the expedite request. That’s not the case.” 

Tr. at 1027:2-5. It is, however, an obligation to provide expedites on a nondiscriminatory basis. 

47 U.S.C. fj 25 1 (c)(3) (requiring “nondiscriminatory access”). 

In defense of the usurious $200 charge that BellSouth has requested, it has argued that it 

must price expedites prohibitively high, in order “to somewhat have a disincentive for everybody 

expediting an order[ Tr. at 1029: 16-1 7 (Blake). Similarly, at his deposition, BellSouth witness 

Carlos Morillo stated that “if there was no charge or a very insignificant charge to expedite the 

service request, most people would potentially request expedited services.’’ Morillo Depo. Tr. at 

56:21-24. In other words, the $200 expedite charge is expresSry intended as apenaZty for CLECs. 

That is unacceptable under the 1996 Act. 

In addition, this charge violates the nondiscriminatory access mandate of Section 25 1. It is 

certain that BellSouth’s retail division does not incur costs of $200 per circuit per day for Service 

Date Advancements, although they are routinely provided to BellSouth’s retail division for the 

benefit of BellSouth’s retail customers. Ms. Blake, BellSouth’s designated witness for this Item 

88, was not able to answer questions as to whether the retail division of BellSouth must pay the 

wholesalehetwork division any additional fee for expediting orders for BellSouth retail customers. 

Tr. at 1024: 17-24 (Blake). She could only state that expedite charges are in BellSouth’s retail 

tariff. Id. at 1023: 17-1 8. Thus, although BellSouth performs expedites for its retail customers, 

The FCC held in the First Report and Order that opportunity cost is not a valid cost component under Section 19 

252. 14 FCC Rcd. at 15859-60 7 709. 
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where it is able, id. at 1026: 18-24, the record does not show that the retail services arm of 

BellSouth incurs costs for performing this service. Even if such costs were passed from 

BellSouth’s network services arm to its retail services m, it is a virtual certainty that such costs 

would be well below the retail rate which BellSouth seeks to foist on the Joint Petitioners. And in 

fact ‘‘[tlhere could be occasions where we might waive a charge for any customer.” Tr. at 

1024: 18-19 (Blake). Petitioners currently don’t receive such waivers. Tr. at 1024: 19- 1025:4. 

The Act’s non-discriminatory access requirements require that Joint Petitioners have access 

to UNEs at cost-based rates closely tethered to the ILECs’ costs - not its retail rates. 47 U.S.C. 

25 1 (c)(3); 47 C.F.R. 5 1.307(a). The principle embodied in this requirement is that the Joint 

Petitioners are supposed to have access akin to BellSouth’s wholesalehetwork services arm, so 

that they compete with BellSouth’s retail arm. Thus, what matters for purposes of non- 

discriminatory access is not how BellSouth treats customers, but how its retail division is treated. 

Again, Joint Petitioners are not BellSouth retail customers, which Ms. Blake recognizes. Tr. at 

676: 17-25. Indeed, they compete with BellSouth’s retail services unit for those retail customers. 

There being no evidence that BellSouth’s retail entity pays a Service Date Advancement fee, 

BellSouth is prohibited from charging one to Joint Petitioners. 

It is possible that BellSouth may later identify costs associated with a Service Date 

Advancement - perhaps it incurs back-office costs related to OSS management and service order 

queuing. To date, such additional OSS UNE related costs have not been identified. If BelISouth is 

able to identify such costs, the Commission should review those costs and establish in a future 

TELRIC docket a Service Date Advancement rate that complies with TELRIC. Again, as stated 

above with respect to the TIC, Joint Petitioners would by change of law amendment adopt any new 

Commission-approved rate elements into the Agreement going forward. The $200 per circuidper 
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day charge presently proposed, however, is usurious, unsupported and unacceptable. Accordingly, 

Joint Petitioners should not pay any fee for advancements until a suitable TELFX-compliant 

charge is established. 

Item No. 97: When should payment of charges for service be due? 

POSITION STATEMENT: Payment of charges for services rendered should be due thirty 
calendar days from receipt or website posting of a complete and fully readable bill or within thirty 
calendar days from receipt or website posting of a corrected or retransmitted bill, in those cases 
where correction or retransmission is necessary. 

Payment for Charges Should be Due 30 Calendar Days from Receipt or Website Posting. 

Payment of charges for services rendered under the Agreement should be due 30 calendar 

days from receipt or website posting of a complete and fully readable bill. Russell Direct Test. at 

40:9-10. Joint Petitioners receive an enormous number of bills from BellSouth monthly which are 

voluminous and complex. Russell Direct Test at 40:8 (NuVox receives more than 11 00 monthly). 

These bills are often incomplete and sometimes incomprehensible. Id. at 40:4-5. There is 

generally a long gap between the bill issue date and the date the BellSouth bill is actually posted or 

received by Joint Petitioners. Id. at 41 :13-23. BellSouth takes from 3 to 30 days to deliver its 

electronic bills. Id at 4 I : 16-1 8. The average delivery time is 7 days for NuVox’s BellSouth 

bills. Id. at 42:6-9. Xspedius conducted a study of its BellSouth billing and found that on average 

the bill was received more than 6 days after the bill issue date posted on the BellSouth bill. Id. at 

41 :20-23, Because of the volume and complexity of the BellSouth bills, it takes more than three 

weeks to review and process them for payment. Russell Direct Test, at 1 15 : 14- 16, BellSouth’s 

testimony corroborates these results, as BellSouth explains that its proposed process starts by 

designating a bill date on day one and then it takes various steps before sending out electronic and 

paper bills generally 8 days later (stating that CLECs generally have 22 days to pay their invoices). 
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Exhibit 3 1 at 9: 12- 13. In response to questioning by Staff, Ms. Blake stated that CLECs receive 

their bills on average between 4.8 to 8.5 days. Blake Depo. Tr. at 27:4-8 (Feb. 25,2005). 

Requiring payment in less than 30 days is unacceptable in most commercial settings. 

Russell Direct Test. at 42:22 - 43:3. The alternative to Petitioners’ paying on time is to have 

valuable capital tied up in security deposits and to pay substantial late payment penalties. Id. at 

43 : 1-3. Thus, BellSouth’s payment requirements abuse “its monopoly legacy and bargaining 

position to force CLECs to either remit payment faster than almost any other business or in the 

alternative face substantial late payment penalties and increased security deposits.” Id. at 43:7-10. 

Notably, BellSouth does not itself abide by the payment due date that it seeks to impose on 

Joint Petitioners. In its written testimony, BellSouth stated that it either pays or disputes bills 

within 30 days of receiving them. BellSouth’s own testimony shows that BellSouth measures 

timely bill payment based on date of receipt rather than bill issue date. Blake Rebuttal Test. at 

57:12-1 5.20 Ms. Blake’s attempt at hearing to diminish this clear disparity was nonsensical and 

unavailing21 However, in this arbitration, BellSouth is asking the Commission to apply a higher 

standard to Joint Petitioners. That is a patent violation of parity - BellSouth is not treating itself 

the way it seeks to treat Petitioners. See 47 U.S.C. 5 25 l(c)(3); 47 C.F.R. €J 5 1.3 1 1 (a). 

The Commission should order that the Agreement provide for payment of invoices within 

30 days of receipt or website posting of a complete and fully readable bill. The Georgia 

Commission has ordered BellSouth to allow CLECs to pay invoices 30 days fiom date of sending, 

In many instances BellSouth is woefully late - as many as 47 days later - in disputing or paying invoices. 
Exhibit 29. Indeed, the study prepared for Joint Petitioners by KMC witness James Mertz indicated that BeIlSouth 
fails to pay bills within 30 days of the invoice date 91% of the time. Tr. at 1038:lO - 1039: 3 (Blake). And 
BellSouth’s own testimony demonstrated that it only managed to pay KMC’s invoices within 30 days of its receipt of 
such invoices 3 8% of the time. Tr. at 104 1 : 1 1 - 15 (Blake). 

supporting a payment due date of 30 days fiom receipt.” Tr. at 104 1 : 15- 17. So BellSouth advocates a 30-days-from- 
invoice requiring, it just does not use it when measuring its own payment timeliness, 

20 

Ms, Blake stated that this metric “that was just the basis of a calculation used here,” but “BellSouth is not 21 
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and an Alabama Commission panel has ordered payment within 30 days of receipt of the invoice. 

Attachment 11 (Petition for Arbitration of ITC"De2taCorn Communications, Inc. with BellSouth 

Telecommunications, Inc. Pursuant to the Telecommunications Act of 1996, Docket No. 16583-u 

Order at 15 (Ga. P.S.C. Nov. 20,2003); Petitionfor Arbitration of ITCADeZtuCom 

Communications, Inc. with BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc. Pursuant to the 

Telecommunications Act of 1996, Docket No. 28841, Arbitration Panel Recommendations at 53-56 

(Ala. P.S.C. Apr. 27,2004). The Commission should similarly find that Joint Petitioners' 

proposed language for Issue 97 is just, reasonable and should be adopted. 

Item No. 100: Should CLEC be required to pay past due amounts in addition to those 
specified in BellSouth's notice of suspension or termination for nonpayment in order to avoid 
suspension or termination? 

POSITION STATEMENT: Petitioners should not be required to calculate and pay past due 
amounts in addition to those specified in dollars and cents on BellSouth's notice of 
suspensionhermination for nonpayment in order to avoid suspension or termination. Otherwise, 
Petitioners will risk suspension or termination due to possible calculation and timing errors. 

BellSouth Should Not Be Permitted to Suspend Access or Terminate a Joint Petitioner's 
Service for Non-Payment for Services Provided Unless It Makes Clear the Exact Amount 
That Must Be Remitted to Avoid Termination. 

BellSouth seeks in this Agreement the right to terminate Joint Petitioners' service if any of 

their accounts become past due. Exhibit A at 18. Notably, it refuses to accept Petitioners' 

proposed language that would make the right reciprocal. (Petitioners concede however, that they 

cannot imagine a scenario where it would make sense to cut off services to BellSouth and as a 

result cut their customers off from the overwhelmingly dominant share of customers served by 

BellSouth. The point is, however, that BellSouth finds the prospect of facing such drastic 

measures by another party to be unacceptable.) It is also notable that this is the sole instance 

where Joint Petitioners have agreed to incorporate such drastic remedies into the Agreement. That 

is because Joint Petitioners are committed to paying for the services they order and receive from 
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BellSouth. With such remedies available - and knowing that they not only threaten the very 

existence of each Petitioner and that they would, if imposed disrupt services to Florida consumers 

served by the Petitioners - it is imperative that all possible guesswork is eliminated from the steps 

needed to avoid imposition of potentially business destroying remedies. 

BellSouth’s proposal builds in guesswork and only adds to its ability to use the proposed 

provisions in a coercive and inappropriate manner. According to BellSouth’s proposed language 

for Section 1.7.2 of Attachment 7, once any account (Petitioners each have several hundred 

separate accounts with BellSouth22) goes unpaid for 3 1 days, a Petitioner will receive an 

automatically generated Notice and will have 30 days to pay not only the amount due on that 

account, but all amounts that may become past due on that and all other accounts, in order to 

avoid service termination. Exhibit A at 17. The Petitioner would have only 15 days (or less) to 

process, dispute, calculate, and pay all of these amounts before BellSouth will start rejecting all 

new service orders, and only 30 days to avoid termination of all services (no matter how related to 

the services for which payment was not made). Id. The catch in all this is that the Notice will not 

state the Eull amount that will become due on all accounts, but only the amount due under the 

initial past due account. Moreover, Joint Petitioners object to BellSouth’s proposal to effectively 

collapse and consolidate subsequent past due notices into a single notice (even though its systems 

will continue to spit-out notices subsequent to the initial one). This accelerated payment provision 

denies proper notice on subsequent amounts due and creates enormous potential for confusion and 

error. The stakes are too high €or short notice, confusion or error. As is evident from BellSouth’s 

refusal to accept Petitioners’ proposed language (its reasons for such refusal could not be 

Mr. Russel1 testified that NuVox hold 1,179 contemporaneous accounts with BellSouth, each producing 22 

separate bills. Tr. at 280:4-9. Each of these bills can be massive. 
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explained by Ms. BellSouth refuses to include in its notice the amount that needs to be 

paid in order to avoid total service shut down.24 Accordingly, BellSouth builds into the “game” 

guesswork as to whether disputes will be properly and timely recognized, and as to when 

BellSouth will recognize receipt of payment. Then BellSouth complicates all of this by attempting 

to have a single notice connected to a single account apply to potentially hundreds of other 

accounts. It as potentially as disorienting and as dangerous as a cyclone. BellSouth’s proposal 

creates an opportunity for error and gamesmanship that is unreasonable, unacceptable and contrary 

to the public interest. 

Based on statutory service disconnection requirements, the underlying public policy 

considerations, and the potential that application of the remedies proposed in Item 100 could cause 

discontinuance of services to customers without adequate notice, the Commission may strike the 

proposal or at the very least the remedies contained therein. See 47 U.S.C. 5 252(e)(2)(A)(ii). In 

such instance, disputes would be resolved pursuant to the dispute resolution provisions of the 

Agreement, which would bring the matter before the Commission, the FCC or a Court. 

As Joint Petitioners have explained, BellSouth’s proposed language for Section 1.7.2 

would create “nothing less than a ‘fire drill.’” Russell Direct Test. at 455.  It would require 

Ms. Blake was not able to harmonize BellSouth‘s purported “aging notices” with its continued refusal to 23 

accept Petitioners’ language and state the amount owed “in dollars and cents” on the suspension notice. BellSouth’s 
language continues to state that it will provide information “upon request.” Tr. at 1059:7-21. 

Service discontinuance is the most serious possible course of action for any utility. It is no hyperbole to say 
that service discontinuance threatens lives. For these reasons, service discontinuance is governed by both federal and 
state statutes. Section 214 of the Communications Act states that “[nlo carrier shall discontinue, reduce, or impair 
service to a community, or part of a community, unless and until there shall first have been obtained from the [FCC] a 
certificate[.]” 47 U.S.C. 5 214(a). As the FCC has held, “Section 214(a) has an essential role in the Commission’s 
efforts to protect consumers. Unless the Commission has the ability to determine whether a discontinuance of service 
is in the public interest, it cannot protect customers fiom having essential services cut off without adequate warning, or 
ensure that these customers have other viable alternatives.” In re Arbros Communications Inc., Notice of Apparent 
Liability for Forfeiture, 18 FCC Rcd. 325 1,3254 7 7 (2003). This state has an analogous service discontinuance rule, 
Rule 25-4.1 13 states that a telephone service provider may not discontinue service for non-payment “without 5 
working days’ written notice to the customer, except in extreme cases.” Fla. Admin. Code 5 25-4.1 13( l)(f). 

24 
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Petitioners to calculate and pay “the precise amount that BellSouth calculated” as being past due or 

that may become past due in the fbture. Id. at 46:6-7. Petitioners must engage in this high-stakes 

exercise despite the fact that “only BellSouth can know (and control) the answer to that 

calculation.” Id. at 4624-9. A “shell game’’ would ensue “that could easily be rigged or abused by 

BellSouth.” Russell Rebuttal Test. at 46: 1 1 - 12. Even leaving that possibility aside, the calculation 

that the Petitioner would be forced to perform carries a “substantial risk of calculation errors” (id. 

at 45: 16-17) that, under BellSouth’s language, could result in termination of service to a Petitioner 

and the Petitioner’s customers. As Mr. Russell observed from the witness stand, the possibility of 

termination under Section 1.7.2 is “the Sword of Darnocles hanging over your head. . . . wondering 

if we’re going to lose service based on some accounting error at BellSouth.” Tr. at 265:6-11. 

BellSouth recently proposed new language for Section 1.7.2 that evidences a partial and 

unsatisfactory attempt to address Petitioners’ concerns. This language includes a new sentence at 

the end of the provision, which provides that “Upon request, BellSouth will provide information 

to [Petitioner] of the Additional Amounts Owed that must be paid prior to the time periods set 

forth in the written notice to avoid suspension of access to ordering systems or discontinuance of 

the provision of existing services as set forth in the initial written notice.” Exhibit A. at 17. This 

language does not solves the problems of inadequate notice and the elevated potential for error and 

confusion created by BellSouth’s attempt to have notice on a single account suffice for the notice 

that would be required on all others (potentially hundreds of others). Notwithstanding that fatal 

flaw, BellSouth offers only to “provide information” of other amounts due and only “upon 

request.” It is not offering to provide such information with its notice and it makes no 

commitment as to how timely and accurate it will be in response to such a request.25 Thus, 

At hearing, BellSouth relied on a proprietary response to Florida Staffs discovery that purported to 
demonstrate that discontinuance notices are more complete than BellSouth’s new language indicates. Tr. at 265: 17 - 
25 
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BellSouth’s new language does not eliminate the potential for errors and gamesmanship. 

Accordingly, the Commission should reject BellSouth’s language, even as amended. 

Acceleration and calculation of payment and disputes are not the only problems. As Mr. 

Russell explained, if a payment is not “posted,” or officially registered in the BellSouth system, 

then a Petitioner is deemed not to have paid. BellSouth has already once admitted that it was not 

posting payments and disputes in a timely manner. See Tr. at 260: 15-1 9 (Russell). BellSouth’s 

new proposal, like its previous offers, does not account in any way for uncontrollable and 

unpredictable BellSouth-controlled variable of posting payments and disputes. 

The Commission should therefore adopt Petitioners’ language Item 100. It states quite 

simply that either party may send a notice of nonpayment to the other, and may require such 

amounts “as indicated on the notice in dollars and cents” to be paid within 15 days to avoid 

suspension and within 30 to avoid termination. Exhibit A at 16. This language eliminates the 

potential for gamesmanship and grave harm to competitors and Florida consumers. 

Item No. 101: How many months of billing should be used to determine the maximum amount 
of the deposit? 

POSITION STATEMENT: The maximum deposit should not exceed two months’ estimated 
billing for new CLECs or one and one-half month’s actual billing for existing CLECs. 
Alternatively, the maximum deposit should not exceed one month’s billing for services billed in 
advance and two months’ billing for services billed in arrears (new DeltaComBST Agreement). 

BellSouth Is Not Entitled to Request a Deposit for Greater Than One Month’s Services. 

269: 13 (response to Staff Interrogatory 17 and Request for Production 22). It contained several emaih, letters, and 
“aging reports” that BellSouth alleges “lists all billing account numbers and outstanding unpaid balances.” Tr. at 
267:2-3, Yet previous notices of discontinuance that Mr. Russell has seen “did not include this kind of detai1 or the 
amount of aging.” Tr. at 269:5-6 (Russell). Reliance on this isolated and recent creation by BelISouth would be 
misplaced. Moreover, each of the aging reports relied on by BellSouth contains the disclaimer that the document 
should not be construed as an official BellSouth document. Accordingly, any reliance on such documents would be 
illusory and would not in any way prevent BellSouth fiom gaming the process (whether officially or not) and 
subjecting Petitioners and their Florida customers to grave consequences. 
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BellSouth seeks the right to collect a deposit from each Joint Petitioner equal to two 

months’ worth of billing. Exhibit A at 17. But the Petitioners’ well-established business 

relationships with BellSouth warrant that a less onerous deposit policy be implemented. 

Petitioners have conducted business with BellSouth now for many years, and BellSouth has not 

attempted to assert, either in written testimony or at hearing, that they have a payment history that 

somehow aggravates BellSouth’s risk. See Blake Rebuttal Test. at 5k13 - 52:lO. In fact, 

BellSouth counsel acknowledged that “you pay your bills on time.” Tr. at 267:9 (Culpepper). 

Moreover, Petitioners have already agreed with BellSouth on the individual criteria by which a 

deposit request may be triggered, including their payment history, liquidity, and bond rating. 

Agreement, Att. 7, Section 1.8.5; Tr. at 251:7-10 

only asks a one-month deposit from local retail end users, and two months’ deposit for retail toll 

end users, both in Florida and in Alabama. Tr. at 1063 : 13- 1 9; Exhibit 14. 

And it is noteworthy that BellSouth 

BellSouth’s concerns about risk of nonpayment are of somewhat dubious origin, That is, 

Ms. Blake has testified that CLECs in the past have declared bankruptcy, including WorldCom, 

Adelphia, Cable and Wireless and Global Crossing. Blake Rebuttal Test. at 57:23 - 52: 1. By this 

testimony Ms. Blake seems to be suggesting that BellSouth was not paid for services rendered to 

these companies. Yet in his deposition Mr. Morillo (the previously designated witness for Item 

10 1) was not able to testify that BellSouth was denied payment in any of these bankruptcies. 

Morillo Depo. Tr. at 22522-24. This kind of unsupported allegation cannot justify BellSouth’s 

continued demands for unduly large, capital-consuming and business impacting deposits fiom 

26 

full refund of the deposit upon establishment of a good payment history. Since Joint Petitioners already have 
compromised by agreeing to BellSouth’s demands for the inclusion of other factors, it is evident that comparison to 
“BellSouth standard” two-month deposit provisions is inapposite. Moreover, the fact that the parties agree on the 
deposit criteria does not moot the issue of maximum deposit, because the application of those criteria may create 
disputes as to the appropriate amount up to the maximum (triggering the criteria does not automatically trigger the 
maximum deposit amount), as NUVOX’S experience proves. See Tr. at 252:8-13. 

Joint Petitioners note that a 2-month maximurn deposit provision ordinarily is attached to provisions requiring 
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Joint Petitioners. And to the extent that BellSouth is concerned that a L‘rogue’’ CLEC, with a less 

good payment history, may opt in to this Agreement, BellSouth witness Scot Ferguson already 

acknowledged that the Commission is able to deal with such matters. Tr. at 780:6-13. 

For deposits have competitive consequences. Deposits tie up capital that could be used for 

other purposes, including the deployment of new facilities, expansion of footprint, and 

improvement of services. Russell Direct Test. at 48: 12-1 3 (Petitioners “need to limit tying-up 

capital in such deposits”). As such, deposits should be reasonably curtailed in proportion to the 

relative risk. In Joint Petitioners’ cases, that risk is demonstrably small. 

Accordingly, the language in Section 1.8.3 of Attachment 6 should provide for a less 

onerous deposit than what BellSouth requests. In fact, BellSouth has agreed to accept lesser 

deposits maximums with other CLECs, ITC*DeltaCorn, for example, has secured an agreement 

for a maximum of one months’ deposit for services paid in advance, and two months’ deposit for 

services paid in arrears. Exhibit 32 (De l t aCodST Agreement Excerpt). Joint Petitioners should 

be eligible for the same maximum deposit provision. 

In the alternative, Joint Petitioners ask that the Commission adopt their proposed language 

for Section 1.8.3: Petitioners must remit a deposit equal to one and one-half month’s billings, and 

any new (as opposed to established) CLEC that adopts the Agreement must remit a two-month’s 

deposit. Exhibit A. at 17. This bihcated approach allows Petitioners to enjoy the benefits of the 

long-term business relationship they already have established with BellSouth, while 

simultaneously granting BellSouth more risk protection from any new or less established CLEC. 

Accordingly, Joint Petitioners’ proposal is the more reasonable of the two and should be adopted. 

Item No. 102: Should the amount of the deposit BellSouth requires from CLEC be reduced by 
past due amounts owed by BellSouth to CLEC? 
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POSITION STATEMENT: Because BellSouth’s payment history with CLEO is often poor, the 
amount of deposit due, if any, should be reduced by amounts past due to CLEC by BellSouth. 
BellSouth may request additional security in an amount equal to such reduction once BellSouth 
demonstrates a good payment history, as defined in Agreement. 

Equity Requires That BellSouth Set Off Outstanding Amounts It Owes to Joint Petitioners 
from the Deposit It Requests Joint Petitioners to Pay. 

Item 102 presents an issue of simple fairness: when BellSouth owes past due amounts to 

the Joint Petitioners, should it be able to demand a deposit from them up to the limit provided in 

the Agree~nent?~’ Joint Petitioners’ language would address this imbalance by requiring a “set 

off’ of the past due amounts BellSouth owes against the deposit that Joint Petitioners must remit. 

BellSouth is far from timely in paying CLEC invoices. According to BellSouth’s own 

testimony, it had been timely for only 38% of the invoices provided by KMC (as measured 30 days 

fiom BellSouth’s receipt of KMC’s invoices). Tr. at 1041: 11-1 5 (Blake). During the pendency of 

this arbitration proceeding, BellSouth has “cleaned up its act” to some extent and has improved its 

payment record.28 However, there are no assurances that BellSouth will not relapse into the poor 

payment patterns it historically has had. See id. at 622: 14-1 8. Indeed, BellSouth’s amounts owed 

to Xspedius’ s predecessor e.spire in unpaid reciprocal compensation totaled $25 million, which 

Xspedius only recouped after filing multiple actions across the BellSouth region. Falvey Depo. Tr. 

at 3 18:21- 319:21. Thus, BellSouth was “sitting on over $20 million of [e.spire’s] revenue’’ and 

yet continued to seek a deposit. Id. at 3 19:2-3. 

BellSouth has created this unimpressive and unproven payment history as to Petitioners, 

thus increasing their financial risk, yet it will continue to request a maximum deposit from Joint 

Joint Petitioners do not under the Agreement have a right to collect a deposit from BellSouth to protect them 27 

form financial risk and harm created by BellSouth’s failure to pay for services provided. 
“And, you know, there’s no question that you’ve cleaned up your act when you’ve been under the bright lights 

of the arbitration procedure.” Tr. at 627:2-4. “I’m hopeful that your cleanup will continue throughout the 2009 
contract. If it does, then you have nothing to worry about with the offset provision, right, because there won’t be, there 
won’t be anything to offset.” Tr. at 627:4-8. 

28 
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Petitioners on the ground that it must mitigate its own financial risk. Tr. at 1064: 14- 16 (Blake). 

This imbalance is neither fair nor commercially reasonable. It means that Joint Petitioners are out 

of pocket twice - once in the forrn of bills not paid, and again when the deposit is posted. 

Joint Petitioners’ proposed language seeks nothing more than to correct this imbalance. It 

would require BellSouth, when it requests a deposit, to set off amounts past due to Petitioners. 

This set-off would be revisited on an annual or semi-annual basis, just as Petitioners’ deposits are 

reviewed on an annual or semi-annual basis. The off-set would be restored once BellSouth 

demonstrates a good payment history as defined in the Agreement 

Notably, at least two recent decisions support the Joint Petitioners position that, where 

BellSouth has not paid its bills to the CLEC - whether disputed or undisputed - this must be 

taken into consideration as an offset to the deposit required. In a recent Kansas arbitration, the 

arbitrator found that: 

[Ilmposition of a deposit upon a previously creditworthy CLEC due to failure to pay 
some unquantified level of bill may be so out of balance and so vague as to be 
unacceptable in any comer of the market. The Arbitrator also disagrees with SWBT 
that the claim of Xspedius is a red herring that should be determined elsewhere. The 
Arbitrator finds that Xspedius’ testimony is on point. If i t s  position is accurate [that 
SWBT owes Xspedius substantial sums at the time the deposit was requested], 
requiring a deposit of Xspedius would be extremely unfair. 

In the Matter ofthe Petition of the CLEC Coalition for Arbitration against Southwestern Bell 

Telephone, L.P. d/b/a SBC Kansas under Section 252(6) of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, 

Arbitrator’s Determination of Issues, 7 52, Kansas Corporation Commission (Docket No. 05- 

BTKT-365-ARB) (Feb. 16,2005) (excerpt appended hereto as Attachment 12). 

Likewise, an Oklahoma arbitrator recently reached the same conclusion, and ordered the 

following language: “3.7.1 In no event will Xspedius s be subject to an assurance of payment to 

SBC OKLAHOMA that exceeds two months’ projected average billing by SBC OKLAHOMA to 
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Xspedius, less the amount of billings by Xspedius to SBC UKLAHOIMA. If SBC owes Xipedius 

more than $500,000, then a deposit would not be required until such time as the outstanding 

balunce is reduced below this amount.” Decision of Administrative Law Judge, Oklahoma 

Corporation Commission Docket No. 2004-493 (emphasis added) (Apr. 12,2005) (excerpt 

appended hereto as Attachment 13). 

BellSouth has amended its proposed language in a dubious manner. BellSouth’s exclusion 

of disputed amounts from the offset would permit it to obviate the provision by simply disputing 

what it does not wish to pay. The restoration provision proposed works fbrther injustice, as it 

would require posting of the full amount of deposit originally requested by BellSouth, even if that 

amount was disputed and even if the parties had subsequently agreed to a lesser amount. 

Moreover, BellSouth’s proposal continues to avoid acceptance of the very same definition of 

“good payment history” that the Joint Petitioners and BellSouth have agreed to in the criteria used 

to trigger deposit and deposit refund requests. 

For these reasons, the Commission should adopt Petitioners’ language for Item 102. 

Item No. 103: Should BellSouth be entitied to terminate service to CLEC pursuant to the 
process for termination due to non-payment if CLEC refuses to remit any deposit required by 
BellSouth within 30 calendar days? 

POSITION STATEMENT: BellSouth should be permitted to terminate services for failure to 
remit a requested deposit oniy if: (a) CLEC agrees that the deposit is required, or (b) the 
Commission has ordered payment the deposit. All deposit disputes must be resolved via the 
Agreement’s Dispute Resolution provisions and not through “self-help”. 

BellSouth Must Not Terminate a Petitioners’ Service Based on a Deposit Dispute Unless 
the Petitioner Is in Violation of a Deposit Order Issued by the Commission or the Petitioner 
Has Failed to Abide by an Agreement to Post an Agreed-Upon Amount. 

BellSouth seeks the right to terminate Joint Petitioners’ service if they fail to remit the 

deposit amount that BellSouth requests within 30 days. Exhibit A at 18. This right is far too 

onerous, and would be a wholly non-proportional response to what is simply a dispute over dollar 
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amounts needed to protect BellSouth from relatively modest financial risk. It has nothing to do 

with %on-payment” €or services provided. Petitioners therefore have proposed language that 

would require adjudication of a deposit dispute, and grants BellSouth the right to terminate service 

only if Petitioners fail to comply with a resulting order within 30 days. Petitioners also have 

provided that BellSouth could seek such a remedy if one of them reached an agreement with 

BellSouth (memorialized in writing) and then simply failed to make good on it. 

As explained above, Petitioners are constrained from discontinuing service absent approval 

of the FCC, or this Commission, as appropriate. 47 U.S.C. 5 214(a); Fla. Admin. Code $25-4.1 13. 

BellSouth is subject to the same constraints. Id. Therefore, BellSouth’s demand that it be 

permitted under this Agreement to terminate service for a mere 30-day failure to remit a requested 

deposit is excessive, and likely unlawfid. 

Not only is it improper, BellSouth’s proposed language is unnecessary. None of Joint 

Petitioners’ existing interconnection agreements give BellSouth the right to terminate their service 

over a deposit dispute, Tr. at 259:14-17 (Russell), and yet BellSouth has secured deposits from 

them. Id. at 248:7-9 (Russell); Falvey Depo. Tr. at 314:9-14. 

Deposit disputes should be handled in accordance with the standard Dispute Resolution 

provisions in the Agreement. There is no need to treat deposit disputes any differently than other 

types of disagreement. Petitioners are not trying to evade their contractual obligations to post 

deposits upon the triggering of the agreed-upon criteria, but rather want the deposit requirements to 

be fair and sensible. Obtaining this Commission’s decision as to a proper deposit amount is not 

onerous. Rather, it is the normal course of resolving disputes between BellSouth and CLECs. 

Item No. 104: What recourse should be available to either Party when the Parties are unable 
to agree on the need for or amount of a reasonable deposit? 
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POSITION STATEMENT: If the Pasties are unable to agree on the need for or amount of a 
reasonable deposit, either Party should be able to file a petition for resolution of the dispute and 
both parties should cooperatively seek expedited resolution of such dispute. No automatic bond 
requirement should be adopted. 

Joint Petitioners Should Not Be Forced to File for Adiudication and Post a Bond to Avoid 
Service Termination Pending a Deposit Dispute. 

BellSouth’s proposal for this item again involves the possibility that BellSouth will 

terminate Joint Petitioners’ service over a deposit dispute. Its language would require Petitioners 

to (1)  post a bond for half the deposit amount requested:’ and (2) initiate a proceeding with this 

Commission (and others) in order to avoid ternination while the deposit dispute is pending. 

These obligations are completely one-sided: if BellSouth demands a deposit that is 

unnecessarily high, it becomes Joint Petitioners’ burden to obtain a decision from this Commission 

and to purchase a bond during the pendency of that proceeding. Notably, to avoid termination, 

complaints would need to be filed with this Commission and up to eight others. And the cost of a 

bond, in Petitioners’ experience, “is essentially the same as paying BellSouth the deposit outright.” 

Russell Rebuttal Test. at 52: 11-12. Thus, even if Petitioners strongly disagree with BellSouth’s 

deposit request, they essentially have to pay anyway. And the threat of suspension and termination 

continue to loom, which are disproportionate remedies that Section 2 14 and Section 25-4.1 13 may 

not permit. 

Moreover, these onerous requirements are new. None of BellSouth’s current agreements 

require a CLEC to post bond or to file a complaint in order to avoid service termination related to a 

disputed deposit request. Tr. at I078:4-16 (Blake). BellSouth’s purported reason for requesting 

this new language is a prior deposit dispute with IDS in this state. Yet BellSouth “ended up 

prevailing” in that dispute and it got its requested deposit. And Ms. Blake does not believe that the 

BeIlSouth’s “guilty until proven innocent” proposal is contrary to the manner disputes that arise from the 29 

Agreement are resolved. Per the normal course, the status quo prevails until a dispute is resolved one way or another 
by a neutral decision maker. 
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Commission~s resolution of that dispute was untimely. Tr. at 1078:17-19. Thus, given that the 

IDS deposit dispute was timely resolved in BellSouth’s favor, it is not at all clear why BellSouth’s 

insists on this dangerous new pull-the-plug provision. 

Notably, the same standards that apply to the amount of deposit requested from a CLEC 

also apply to a CLEC’s request for a deposit refund.30 Yet BellSouth is not wilIing to succumb to 

the same post-and-file process it proposes for itself: if a Joint Petitioner requests a deposit refimd 

under the settled deposit criteria, and BellSouth disputes the request, BellSouth is unwilling to 

return half the deposit and file complaints across the region to have the dispute resolved. Thus, 

BellSouth rehses to accept its own burden-shifting proposal (wherein one party must resort to 

filing complaint at the Commission in order to avoid the other party’s request or draconian 

alternative remedy from being imposed upon them) and it would refuse to provide half the amount 

of the refund requested in order to avoid the threat of such remedies (which Joint Petitioners, 

nevertheless would be unable to impose in any meaningful way - even if they were inclined to 

impose them, which they are not). This alone should be reason enough for the Commission to 

reject BellSouth’s patently unreasonable proposal for Item 104. If for, any reason, the 

Commission is inclined to accept BellSouth’s proposal Joint Petitioners respectfully submit that 

fairness would require that the Commission make the provision equally applicable to deposit 

r e h d  requests. 

Accordingly, Joint Petitioners’ language for Issue 104, which defers to the Agreement’s 

standard Dispute Resolution provisions and includes no status-quo shifting bond requirement, 

should be adopted. 

These standards trigger negotiations over the appropriate amount of deposit or refund within the range 30 

between zero and the maximum amount at issue in Item 10 1. 
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1.7 

I 

JOINT PETITIONERS’ 
EXHIBIT A 

DISPUTED CONTRACT LANGUAGE BY ISSUE’ 

GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

Item Nu. 2, Issue No. G-2 [Section 1.71: How should “End 
User ’’ be defined? 

1 End User means the customer of a Party. This definition is 
not intended to expand or retract <<customer-short-name>>’s rights to 
resell BellSouth services or to obtain and use UNEs, collocation and 
interconnection, in accordance with the Act and FCC rules and orders. 

[BellSouth Version] End User, as used in this Interconnection Agreement, 
means the retail customer of a Telecommunications Service, excluding 
ISPs/ESPs, and does not include Telecommunications carriers such as 
CLECs, ICOs and IXCs. 

Customer, as used in this Interconnection Agreement, means the wholesale 
customer of a Telecommunications Service that may be an ISP/ESP, CLEC, 
I C 0  or IXC. 

end user, as used in this Interconnection Agreement, means the End User or 
any other retail customer of a Telecommunications Service, including 
ISPslESPs, CLECs, ICOs and IXCs, that are provided the retail 
Telecommunications Service for the exclusive use of the personnel employed 
by ISPdESPs, CLECs, ICOs and IXCs, such as the administrative business 
lines used by the ISPs/ESPs, CLECs, ICOs and IXCs at their business 
locations, where such ISPs/ESPs, CLECs, ICOs and IXCs are treated as End 
Users. 

1 Revised for filing with Post Hearing Brief 06/9/05 
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10.4.1 

Item No. 4, Issue No. G-4 [Section 2 0.4. I ] :  ??%at should be 
the limitation on each Partyk liability in circumstances other 
than gross negligence or willful misconduct? 

] With respect to any claim or suit, whether based in contract, 
tort or any other theory of legal liability, by either Party, any End User of 
either Party, or by any other person or entity, for damages associated with 
any of the services provided pursuant to or in connection with this 
Agreement, including but not limited to the installation, provision, 
preemption, termination, maintenance, repair or restoration of service, and, 
in any event, subject to the provisions of the remainder of this Section, each 
Party's liability shall be limited to and shall not exceed in aggregate amount 
over the entire term hereof an amount equal to seven-and-one half percent 
(7.5%) of tbe aggregate fees, charges or other amounts paid or payable to 
such Party for any and all services provided or to be provided by such Party 
pursuant to this Agreement as of the Day on which the claim arose; provided 
that the foregoing provisions shall not be deemed or construed as (A) 
imposing or allowing for any liability of either Party for (x) indirect, special 
or consequential damages as otherwise excluded pursuant to Section 10.4.4 
below or (y) any other amount or nature of damages to the extent resulting 
directly and proximately from the claiming Party's failure to act at all 
relevant times in a commercially reasonable manner in compliance with such 
Party's duties of mitigation with respect to all applicable damages or (B) 
limiting either Party's right to recover appropriate refund(s) of or rebate(s) 
or credit@) for fees, charges or other amounts paid at Agreement rates for 
services not performed or provided or otherwise failing to comply (with 
applicable refund, rebate or credit amounts measured by the diminution in 
value of services reasonably resulting from such noncompliance) with the 
applicable terms and conditions of this Agreement. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, claims or suits for damages by either Party, any End User of either 
Party, or by any other person or entity, to the extent resulting from the gross 
negligence or willful misconduct of the other Party, shall not be subject to the 
foregoing limitation of liability. 

[BellSouth Version] Except for any indemnification obligations of the Parties 
hereunder, and except in cases of the provisioning Party's gross negligence or 
willful misconduct, each Party's liability to the other for any loss, cost, ciaim, 
injury, liability or expense, including reasonable attorneys' fees relating to or 
arising out of any negligent act or omission in its performance of this 
Agreement, whether in contract or in tort, shall be limited to a credit for the 
actual cost of the services or functions not performed or improperly 
performed. 

i 
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10.4.2 

10.4.4 

Item No. 5, Issue No. G-5 [Section I0.4.2]: rfthe CLEC 
does not have in its contracts with end users and/or tariffs 
standard industry limitations of liability, who should bear 
the resulting risks? 

J No Section. 

[BellSouth Version] Limitations in Tariffs. A Party may, in its sole discretion, 
provide in its tariffs and contracts with its End Users, customers and third 
parties that relate to any service, product or function provided or 
contemplated under this Agreement, that to the maximum extent permitted 
by Applicable Law, such Party shall not be liable to the End User, customer 
or third party for (i) any loss reIating to or arising out of this Agreement, 
whether in contract, tort or otherwise, that exceeds the amount such Party 
would have charged that applicable person for the service, product or 
function that gave rise to such loss and (ii) consequential damages. To the 
extent that a Party elects not to place in its tariffs or  contracts such 
limitations of liabiIity, and the other Party incurs a loss as a result thereof, 
such Party shall indemnify and reimburse the other Party for that portion of 
the loss that would have been limited had the first Party included in its tariffs 
and csiitracts the limitations of liability that such other Party included in its 
own tariffs at  the time of such loss. 

Item Nu. 6, Issue No. (3-6 [Section 10.4.41: How should 
indirect, incidental or consequential damages be defined for 
purposes of the Agreement? 

1 Nothing in this Section 10 shall limit a Party’s obligation to 
indemni@ or hold harmless the other Party set forth elsewhere in this Agreement. 
Except in cases of gross negligence or willful or intentional misconduct, under no 
circumstance shall a Party be responsible or liable for indirect, incidental, or 
consequential damages provided that neither the foregoing nor any other 
provision of this Section 10 shaIl be deemed or construed as imposing any 
limitation on the liability of a Party for claims or suits for damages incurred 
by End Users of the other Party or by such other Party vis-his  its End 
Users to the extent such damages result directly and in a reasonably 
foreseeable manner from the first Party’s performance of services hereunder 
and were not and are not directly and proximately caused by or the result of 
such Party’s failure to act at all relevant times in a commerciaily reasonable 
manner in compliance with such Party’s duties of mitigation with respect to 
such damage. In connection with this limitation of liability, each Party recognizes 

recommendations, or supply other analyses related to the services or facilities 
described in this Agreement, and, while each Party shall use diligent efforts in this 

I that the other Party may, from time to time, provide advice, make 
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10.5 

regard, the Parties acknowledge and agree that this limitation of liability shall 
apply to provision of such advice, recommendations, and analyses. 

[BellSouth Version] Nothing in this Section 10 shall limit a Party’s obligation to 
indemnify or hold harmless the other Party set forth elsewhere in this Agreement. 
Except in cases of gross negligence or willful or intentional misconduct, under no 
circumstance shall a Party be responsible or liable for indirect, incidental, or 
consequential damages. In connection with this limitation of liability, each Party 
recognizes that the other Party may, from time to time, provide advice, make 
recommendations, or supply other analyses related to the services or facilities 
described in this Agreement, and, while each Party shall use diligent efforts in this 
regard, the Parties acknowledge and agree that this limitation of liability shall 
apply to provision of such advice, recommendations, and analyses. 

Item No. 7, Issue No. G-7 [Section IO.51: What should the 
indemnification obligations of the parties be under this 
Agreement? 

] Indemnification for Certain Claims. The Party  providing 
services hereunder, its Affiliates and its parent company, shall be indemnified, 
defended and held harmless by the Party receiving services hereunder against any 
claim for libel, slander or invasion of privacy arising from the content of the 
receiving Party’s own communications. The Party receiving services 
hereunder, its Affiliates and its parent company, shall be indemnified, 
defended and held harmless by the Party providing services hereunder 
against any claim, loss or damage to the extent arising from (1) the providing 
Party’s failure to abide by Applicable Law, or (2) injuries or damages arising 
out of or in connection with this Agreement to the extent caused by the 
providing Party’s negligence, gross negligence or willful misconduct. 

[BellSouth Version] Indemnification for Certain Claims. The Party providing 
services hereunder, its Affiliates and its parent company, shall be indemnified, 
except to the extent caused by the providing Party’s gross negligence or 
willful misconduct, defended and held harmless by the Party receiving services 
hereunder against any claim, loss or damage arising from the receiving Party’s 
use of the services provided under this Agreement pertaining to (1) claims for 
libel, slander or invasion of privacy arising from the content of the receiving 
Party’s own communications, or (2) any claim, loss or damage claimed by the 
End User or customer of the Party receiving services arising from such 
company’s use or reliance on the providing Party’s services, actions, duties, 
or obligations arising out of this Agreement. 

No. 9, Issue NQ. G-9 [Section 13.11: Under what 
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13.1 

13.1 

13.2 

circumstances should a party be allowed to take a dispute 
concerning the interconnection agreement to a Court of law 
for resolution first? 

] Except as otherwise stated in this Agreement, the Parties 
agree that if any dispute arises as to the interpretation of any provision of 
this Agreement or as to the proper implementation of this Agreement, either 
Party may petition the FCC, the Commission or a court of law for a 
resolution of the dispute. Either Party may seek expedited resolution by the 
Commission, and may request that resolution occur in no event later than 
sixty (60) calendar days from the date of submission of such dispute. The 
other Party will not object to such expedited resolution of a dispute. If the 
FCC or Commission appoints an expert(s) or other facilitator(s) to assist in 
its decision making, each party shall pay half of the fees and expenses so 
incurred to the extent the FCC or the Commission requires the Parties to 
bear such fees and expenses. Each Party reserves any rights it may have to seek 
judicial review of any ruling made by the FCC, the Commission or a court of law 
concerning this Agreement. Until the dispute is finally resolved, each Party 
shall continue to perform its obligations under this Agreement, unless the issue as 
to how or whether there is an obligation to perform is the basis of the 
dispute, and shall continue to provide all services and payments as prior to 
the dispute provided however, that neither Party shall be required to act in any 
unlawful fashion. 

[BellSouth Version] Except for procedures that outline the resolution of 
billing disputes which are set forth in Section 2 of Attachment 7 or as 
otherwise set forth in this Agreement, each Party agrees to notify the other 
Party in writing of a dispute concerning this Agreement. If the Parties are 
unable to resolve the issues relating to the dispute in the normal course of 
business then either Party shall file a complaint with the Commission to 
resolve such issues or, as explicitly otherwise provided for in this Agreement, 
may proceed with any other remedy pursuant to law or equity as provided 
for in this Section 13. 

Except as otherwise stated in this Agreement, or for such matters which Iie 
outside the jurisdiction or expertise of the Cornmission or FCC, if any 
dispute arises as to the enforcement of terms and conditions of this 
Agreement, and/or as to the interpretation of any provision of this 
Agreement, the aggrieved Party, to the extent seeking resolution of such 
dispute, must seek such resohtion before the Commission or the FCC in 
accordance with the Act. Each Party reserves any rights it may have to seek 
judicial review of any ruling made by the Cornmission concerning this 
Agreement. Either Party may seek expedited resolution by the Commission. 
During the Commission proceeding each Party shall continue to perform its 
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13.3 

13.4 

32.2 

obligations under this Agreement; provided, however, that neither Party shall be 
required to act in an unlawful fashion. 

Except to the extent the Commission is authorized to grant temporary 
equitable relief with respect to a dispute arising as to the enforcement of 
terms and conditions of this Agreement, and/or as to the interpretation of 
any provision of this Agreement, this Section 13 shall not prevent either 
Party frorh seeking any temporary equitable relief, including a temporary 
restraining order, in a court of competent jurisdiction. 

In addition to Sections 13*1 and 13.2 above, each Party shall have the right to 
seek legal and equitable remedies on any and all legal and equitable theories 
in any court of competent jurisdiction for any and all claims, causes of 
action, or other proceedings not arising: (i) as to the enforcement of any 
provision of this Agreement, or (ii) as to the enforcement or interpretation 
under applicable federal or state telecommunications law. Moreover, if the 
Commission would not have authority to grant an award of damages after 
issuing a ruling finding fault or liability in connection with a dispute under 
’chis Agreement, either Party may pursue such award in any court of 
competent jurisdiction after such Commission finding. 

Item No. 12, Issue Nu. G-12 [Section 32.21: Should the 
Agreement explicitly state that all existing state and federal 
laws, rules, regulations, and decisions apply unless 
otherwise spec~caIly agreed to by the Parties? 

] Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to Iimit a 
Party’s rights or exempt a Party from obligations under Applicable Law, 
except in such cases where the Parties have explicitly agreed to an exception 
to a requirement of Applicable Law or to abide by provisions which conflict 
with and thereby displace corresponding requirements of Applicable Law. 
Silence shall not be construed to be such an exemption to or displacement of 
any aspect, no matter how discrete, of Applicable Law. 

[BellSouth Version] [BellSouth Version] This Agreement is intended to 
memorialize the Parties’ mutual agreement with respect to their obligations 
under the Act and applicable FCC and Commission rules and orders. To the 
extent that either Party asserts that an obligation, right or other 
requirement, not expressly memorialized herein, is applicable under this 
Agreement by virtue of a reference to an FCC or Commission rule or order 
or, with respect to substantive Telecommunications law only, Applicable 
Law, and such obligation, right or other requirement is disputed by the other 
Party, the Party asserting that such obligation, right or other requirement is 

I 
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applicable shall petition the Commission for resolution of the dispute and the 
Parties agree that any finding by the Commission that such obligation, right 
or other requirement exists shall be applied prospectively by the Parties upon 
amendment of the Agreement to include such obligation, right or other 
requirement and any necessary rates, terms and conditions, and the Party 
that failed to perform such obligation, right or other requirement shall be 
held harmless from any liability for such failure until the obligation, right or 
other requirement is expressly included in this Agreement by amendment 
hereto. 
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ATTACHMENT 2 

NETWORK ELEMENTS AND OTHER SERVICES 

Item No. 23, Issue No. 2-5 [Section 1.11. I ] :  What rates, 
terms, and conditions should govern the CLECs ' transition 
of existing network elements that BellSouth is no longer 
obligated to provide as UNEs to other services? 

] In the event section 251 UNEs or Combinations are no longer 
offered pursuant to, or  are not in compliance with, the terms set forth in the 
Agreement, including any transition plan set forth herein or established by 
the FCC or  Authority, BellSouth may provide notice ("transition notice") to 
<<custorner-short-name>> identifying specific service arrangements (by 
circuit identification number) that it no longer is obligated to provide as 
section 251 UNEs and that it insists be transitioned to other service 
arrangements, <<customer-short-name>> will acknowledge receipt of such 
notice and will have 30 days from such receipt to verify the list, notify 
BellSouth of initial disputes or concerns regarding such list, o r  select 
alternative service arrangements (or disconnection). 
<<customer-short-narne>> and BellSouth will then confer to determine the 
appropriate orders to be submitted (Le., spreadsheets, LSRs or ASRs). Such 
orders shall be submitted within 10 days of agreement upon the appropriate 
method (i.e., spreadsheets, LSRs or  ASRs) and such agreement shall not be 
unreasonably withheld or delayed. There will be no service order, labor, 
disconnection, project management or other nonrecurring charges associated 
with the transition of section 251 UNEs to other service arrangements. The 
Parties will absorb their own costs associated with effectuating the process 
set forth in this section, In all cases, until the transition of any section 251 
UNE to another service arrangement is physically completed (which, in the 
case of transition to another service arrangement provided by an entity other 
than BellSouth or one of its affiliates, shall be the time of disconnection), the 
applicable recurring rates set forth in the parties' interconnection agreement 
that immediately preceded the current Agreement or that were otherwise in 
effect at the time of the transition notice shall apply. 

[BellSouth Version] In the event that <<customer-short-name>> has not 
entered into a separate agreement €or the provision of Local Switching or 
services that include Local Switching, <<customer-short-name>> will 
submit orders to either disconnect Switching Eliminated Elements or convert 
such Switching Eliminated Elements to Resale within thirty (30) calendar 
days of the last day of the Transition Period. If <<customer-short-narne>> 
submits orders to transition such Switching Eliminated Elements to Resale ' within thirty (30) calendar days of the last day of the Transition Period, 
applicable recurring and nonrecurring charges shall apply as set forth in the 
appropriate BellSouth tariff, subject to the appropriate discounts described 
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1.11.2 

I .  1 1.2.1 

in Attachment 1 of this Agreement. If <<customer-short_name>> fails to 
submit orders within thirty (30) calendar days of the last day of the 
Transition Period, BellSouth shall transition such Switching Eliminated 
Elements to Resale, and <<customer-short-name>> shall pay the applicable 
nonrecurring and recurring charges as set forth in the appropriate BellSouth 
tariff, subject to the appropriate discounts described in Attachment 1 of this 
Agreement. In such case, <<customer-short-name>> shall reimburse 
BellSouth €or labor incurred in identifying the lines that must be converted 
and processing such conversions. If no equivalent Resale service exists, then 
BellSouth may disconnect such Switching Eliminated Elements if 
<<customer-short_name> does not submit such orders within thirty (30) 
calendar days of the last day of the Transition Period. In all cases, until 
Switching Eliminated Elements have been converted to Comparable Services 
or disconnected, the applicable recurring and nonrecurring rates for 
Switching Eliminated Elements during the Transition Period shall apply as 
set forth in this Agreement. Applicable nonrecurring disconnect charges 
may apply for disconnection of service or conversion to Comparable 
Services. 

Other Eliminated Elements. Upon the end of the Transition Period, 
<<customer-short-name>> must transition the Eliminated Elements other 
than Switching Eliminated Elements (“Other Eliminated Elements”) to 
Comparable Services. Unless the Parties agree otherwise, Other Eliminated 
Elements shall be handled in accordance with Sections 1.11.2.1 and 1.11.2.2 
below. 

<<customer-short-name>> will identify and submit orders to either 
disconnect Other Eliminated Elements or transition them to Comparable 
Services within thirty (30) calendar days of the last day of the Transition 
Period. Rates, terms and conditions fur Comparable Services shall apply per 
the applicable tariff for such Comparable Services as of the date the order is 
completed. Where <<customer_short_name>> requests to transition a 
minimum of fifteen (15) circuits per state, <<customer_shortname>> may 
submit orders via a spreadsheet process and such orders will be project 
managed. In all other cases, <<customer-short-name>> must submit such 
orders pursuant to the local service requestlaccess service request 
(LSWASR) process, dependent on the Comparable Service elected. For such 
transitions, the non-recurring and recurring charges shall be those set forth 
in BellSouth’s FCC No. 1 tariff, or as otherwise agreed in a separately 
negotiated agreement. Until such time as the Other Eliminated Elements are 
transitioned to such Comparable Services, such Other Eliminated Elements 
wi11 be provided pursuant to the rates, terms and conditions applicable to the 
subject Other Elimiaatcd Elements during the Transition Period as set forth 
in this Agreement. 1 
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1.1 1.2.2 

1.1 1.3 

1.11.4 

1.11.5 

1.11.6 

If <<customer_short_name>> fails to identify and submit orders €or any 
Other Eliminated Elements within thirty (30) calendar days of the last day of 
the Transition Period, BellSouth may transition such Other Eliminated 
Elements tu Comparable Services. The rates, terms and conditions for such 
Comparable Services shall apply as of the date following the end of the 
Transition Period. If no Comparable Services exist, then BellSouth may 
disconnect such Other Eliminated Elements if <<custorner-short-name>> 
does not submit such orders within thirty (30) calendar days of the last day 
of the Transition Period. l n  such case <<customer-short-nare>> shall 
reimburse BellSou th for labor incurred in identifying such Other Eliminated 
Elements and processing such orders and <<custorner-short-name>> shall 
pay the applicable disconnect charges set forth in this Agreement. Until such 
time as the Other Eliminated Elements are disconnected pursuant to this 
Agreement, such Other Eliminated Elements will be provided pursuant to 
the rates, terms and conditions applicable to the subject Other Eliminated 
Elements during the Transition Period as set forth in this Agreement. 

To the extm: the FCC issues an effective Intervening Order that alters the 
rat:;;, terms and conditions for any Network Element or Other Service, 
including but not limited to Local Switching, Enterprise Market Loops and 
High Capacity Transport, the Parties agree that such Intervening Order 
shall supersede those rates, terms and conditions set forth in this Agreement 
for the affected Network Element(s) or Other Service(s). 

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, in the event 
that the Interim Rules are vacated by a court of competent jurisdiction, 
<<customer-short-name>> shall immediately transition Local Switching, 
Enterprise Market Loops and High Capacity Transport pursuant to Section 
1.11 through 1.11.2.2 above, applied from the effective date of such vacatur, 
without regard to the Interim Period or Transition Period. 

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, upon the 
Effective Date of the Final FCC UnbundIing Rules, to the extent any rates, 
terms or requirements set forth in such Final FCC Unbundling Rules are in 
conflict with, in addition to or otherwise different from the rates, terms and 
requirements set forth in this Agreement, the Final FCC Unbundling Rules 
rates, terms and requirements shall supercede the rates, terms and 
requirements set forth in this Agreement without further modification of this 
Agreement by the Parties. 

In the event that any Network Element, other than those already addressed 
above, is no longer required to be offered by BellSouth pursuant to Section 
251 of the Act, <<custorner-short-name>> shall immediately transition such 

, elements pursuant to Section 1.11 through 1.11.2.2 above, applied from the 
effective date of the order eliminating such obligation. 
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1.7 

2.12.1 

Item No. 26, Issue No. 2-8 [Section 1.131: Should BellSouth 
be required to commingle UNEs or Combinations with any 
service, network element or other oflering that it is obligated 
to make available pursuant to Section 2 71 of the Act? 

1 
commingle a UNE or Combination of UNEs with any wholesale service, 
consistent with 47 C.F.R. 51.309(e). BellSouth shall perform the functions 
necessary to commingle a UNE with any wholesale service, consistent with 47 
C.F.R. 51.309(f). 

] BellSouth shall permit <<customer-shor+name>> to 

[BellSouth Version] Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, 
BellSmth wiil not commingle UNEs or Combinations of UNEs with any 
service, Network Element or other offering that it is obligated to make 
available only pursuant to Section 271 of the Act. Nothing in this Section 
shall prevent <<customer-short-name>> from commingling Network 
Elements with tariffed special access loops and transport services. 

Item No. 36, Issue No. 2-18 [Section 2.12.11: (A) How 
should Line Conditioning be defined in the Agreement? 
(23) What should BellSouth 's obligations be with respect to 
line conditioning ? 

[ 
with FCC 47 C.F.R. 51.319 (a)(l)(iii). Line Conditioning is as defined in FCC 
47 C.F.R. 51.319 (a)(l)(iii)(A). Insofar as it is technically feasible? BellSouth 
shall test and report troubles for all the features, functions, and capabilities of 
conditioned copper lines, and may not restrict its testing to voice transmission 
only. 

J BellSouth shall perform line conditioning in accordance 

[BellSouth Version] Line Conditioning is defined as a RNM that BellSouth 
regularly undertakes to provide xDSL services to its own customers. This 
may include the removal of any device, from a copper loop or copper sub- 
loop that may diminish the capability of the loop or sub-loop to deliver high- 
speed switched wirehe telecommunications capability, including xDSL 
service. Such devices include, but are not limited to; load coils, low pass 
filters, and range extenders. Insofar as it is technically feasible? BellSouth shall 
test and report troubles for all the features, functions, and capabilities of 
conditioned copper lines, and may not restrict its testing to voice transmission 
only. 

Item Nu. 3 7, Issue No. 2-19 [Section 2.12.21: Should the 
Agreement contain speciJic provisions limiting the 
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2.12.2 

2.12.3 

2.12.4 

availability of load coil removal to copper loops of I S ,  000 
feet or less? 

No Section. [ 

[BellSouth Version] BellSouth will remove load coils only on copper ioops and 
sub loops that are Iess than 18,000 feet in length. BellSouth will remove load 
coils OR copper loops and sub loops that are greater than 18,000 feet in length 
upon <<customer-short-name>>’s request at  rates pursuant to BellSouth’s 
Special Construction Process contained in BellSouth’s FCC No. 2 as 
mutually agreed to by the Parties. 

Item No. 38, Issue Nu. 2-20 [Sections 2.12.3, 2.12.41: Under 
what rates, terms and conditions should BellSouth be 
required to perform Line Conditioning to remove bridged 
taps? 

[ 
which has over 6,000 feet of combined bridged tap will be modified, upon request 
from <<customer-short-name>>, so that the loop will have a maximum of 6,000 
feet of bridged tap. This modification will be performed at no additional charge 
to <<customer-short-name>>. Line conditioning orders that require the removal 
of other bridged tap will be performed at the rates set forth in Exhibit A of this 
Attachment. 

] Any copper loop being ordered by <<customer+short-name>> 

[BellSouth Version] Any copper loop being ordered by 
<<customer-short-name>> which has over 6,000 feet of combined bridged tap 
will be modified, upon request from <<customer-short-narne>>, so that the loop 
will have a maximum of 6,000 feet of bridged tap. This modification will be 
performed at no additional charge to <<customer-short-name>>. Line 
conditioning orders that require the removal of bridged tap that serves no 
network design purpose on a copper loop that will result in a combined level 
of bridged tap between 2,500 and 6,000 feet will be performed at the rates set 
forth in Exhibit A of this Attachment. 

[ ] No Section. 

[BellSouth Version] <<customer_short-name>> may request removal of any 
unnecessary and non-excessive bridged tap (bridged tap between 0 and 2,500 
feet which serves no network design purpose), at rates pursuant to 
BellSouth’s Special Construction Process contained in BellSouth’s FCC No. 2 
as mutually agreed to by the Parties. 
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5.2.6 

Item No. 51, Issue No. 2-33 [Sections 5.2.6, 5.2.6. I ] :  (A) 
This issue has been resolved. 

(B) Should there be a notice requirement for BellSouth to 
conduct an audit and what should the notice include? 

(C) Who should conduct the audit and how should the audit 
be performed? 

r 
of Audit to <<customer_short_name>>, identifying the particular circuits for 
which BellSouth alleges non-compliance and the cause upon which BellSouth 
rests its allegations. The Notice of Audit shalI also include all supporting 
documentation upon which BellSouth establishes the cause that forms the 
basis of BellSouth's allegations of noncompliance. Such Notice of Audit will 
be delivered to <<customer_short_name>> with all supporting documentation 
no less than thirty (30) calendar days prior to the date upon which BellSouth seeks 
to commence the audit. 

] To invoke its limited right to audit, BellSouth will send a Notice 

[BellSoutA 'dersion] To invoke its limited right to audit, BellSouth will send a 
?%ace of Audit to <<customer-short-name>> identifllng the cause upon which 
BellSouth rests its allegations. Such Notice of Audit will be delivered to 
<<customer-short-name>> no less than thirty (30) calendar days prior to the date 
upon which BellSouth seeks to comrnence the audit. 

5.2.6.1 3 The audit shall be conducted by a third party independent auditor 
mutually agreed-upon by the Parties and retained and paid for by BellSouth. 
The audit shall commence at a mutually agreeable location (or locations). 

[BellSouth Version] The audit shall be conducted by a third party independent 
auditor retained and paid €or by BellSouth. The audit shall commence at a 
mutually agreeable location (or locations). 
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ATTACHMENT 3 

INTERCONNECTION 

Item No. 65, Issue No. 3-6 [Section 10.11. I (KMC/XSP), 
10.8.1 (NSC/NVX)J: Should BellSouth be alluwed to charge 
the CLEC a Transit Intermediary Charge for the transport 
and termination of Local Transit Trufic and ISP-Bound 
Transit Truflc? 

10.10.1 [ ] Each Party shall provide tandem switching and transport services 
for the other Party’s Transit Traffic. Rates for Local Transit Traffic and ISP- 
Bound Transit Traffic shall be the applicable Call Transport and Termination 
charges (Le., camxm trzisport and tandem switching charge; end office 
switchkg charge is not applicable) as set forth in Exhibit A to this Attachment. 
Rates for Switched Access Transit Traffic shall be the applicable charges as set 
forth in the applicable Party’s Commission approved Interstate or Intrastate 
Switched Access tariffs as filed and effective with the FCC or Commission, or 
reasonable and non-discriminatory web-posted listing if the FCC or Commission 
does not require filing of a tariff. Billing associated with all Transit Traffic shall 
be pursuant to MECAB guidelines. 

[BellSouth’s Version] Each Party shall provide tandem switching and transport 
services for the other Party’s Transit Traffic. Rates for Local Transit Traffic and 
ISP-Bound Transit Traffic shall be the applicable Call Transport and Termination 
charges (i.e., common transport and tandem switching charges and tandem 
intermediary charge; end office switching charge is not applicable) as set forth 
in Exhibit A to this Attachment. Rates for Switched Access Transit Traffic shall 
be the applicable charges as set forth in the applicable Party’s Commission 
approved Interstate or Intrastate Switched Access tariffs as filed and effective with 
the FCC or Commission, or reasonable and non-discriminatory web-posted listing 
if the FCC or Commission does not require filing of a tariff. Billing associated 
with all Transit Traffic shall be pursuant to MECAB guidelines. 
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ATTACHMENT 6 

ORDERING 

2.5.5.2 

2.5.5.3 

Item No. 86, Issue No. 6-3 [Sections 2.5.6.2, 2.5.6.31: (A) 
This issue has been resolved. (B) How should disputes over 
alleged unauthorized access to CSR information be handled 
under the Aareement? 

c 
the requesting Party determines that the other Party has accessed CSR information 
without having obtained the proper end user authorization, or, if no LOA is 
provided by the seventh (7th) business day after such request has been made, the 
requesting Party will send written notice to the other Party specifylag the alleged 
noncompliance. The Party receiving the notice agrees to acknowledge receipt 
of the notice as soon as practicable. If the Party receiving the notice does not 
dispute the other Party's assertion of non-compliance, the receiving Party 
agrees to provide the other Party with notice that appropriate corrective 
measures have been taken or will be taken as soon as practicable. 

] Notice of Noncompliance. If, after receipt of a requested LOA, 

[BellSouth Version] Notice of Noncompliance. If, after receipt of a requested 
LOA, the requesting Party determines that the other Party has accessed CSR 
information without having obtained the proper end user authorization, or, if no 
LOA is provided by the seventh (7th) business day after such request has been 
made, the requesting Party will send written notice by email to the other Party 
specifying the alleged noncompliance. 

] Disputes over Alleged Noncompliance. If one Party disputes 
the other Party's assertion of non-compliance, that Party shall notify the 
other Party in writing of the basis for its assertion of compliance. If the 
receiving Party fails to provide the other Party with notice that appropriate 
corrective measures have been taken within a reasonable time or provide the 
other Party with proof sufficient to persuade the other Party that it erred in 
asserting the non-compliance, the requesting Party shall proceed pursuant to 
the dispute resolution provisions set forth in the General Terms and Conditions. 
h such instance, the Parties cooperatively shall seek expedited resolution of the 
dispute. All such information obtained through the process set forth in this 
Section 2.5.5 shall be deemed Information covered by the Proprietary and 
Confidential Information Section in the General Terms and Conditions of this 
Agreement. 

[BellSouth Version] Disputes over Alleged Noncompliance. In it's written notice 
to the other Party the alleging Party will state that additional applications for 
service may be refused, that any pending orders for service may not be 
completed, and/or that access to ordering systems may be suspended if such 
use is not corrected or ceased by the fifth (5th) calendar day following the 

i 
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2.6.5 

apply for Service Date Advancement (a/wa service 
expedites) ? 

date of the notice. In addition, the alleging Party may, at the same time, 
provide written notice by email to the person designated by the other Party 
to receive notices of noncompliance that the alleging Party may terminate the 
provision of access to ordering systems to the other Party and may 
discontinue the provisioning of existing services if such use is not corrected 
or ceased by the tenth (10th) calendar day following the date of the initial 
notice. If the other Party disagrees with the alleging Party’s allegations of 
unauthorized use, the alleging Party shall proceed pursuant to the dispute 
resolution provisions set forth in the General Terms and Conditions. All such 
information obtained through the process set forth in this Section 2.5.5 shall be 
deemed Information covered by the Proprietary and Confidential Information 
Section in the General Terns and Conditions of this Agreement. 

[ ] Service Date 
Advancement Charges (a.k.a. Expedites). For Service Date Advancement 
requests by <<customer-short-name>>, Service Date Advancement charges will 
apply for intervals less than the standard interval as outlined in Section 8 of the 
LOH, located at h~://interconnection.bellsouth.com/gwides/html/leo.html. The 
charges shall be as set-forth in Exhibit A of Attachment 2 of this Agreement and 
will apply only where Service Date Advancement has been specifically requested 
by the requesting Party, and the element or service provided by the other Party 
meets all technical specifications and is provisioned to meet those technical 
specifications. If <<customer-short-name>> accepts service on the plant test date 
(PTD) normal recurring charges will apply from that date but Service Date 
Advancement charges will only apply if <<customer-short-name>> previously 
requested the order to be expedited and the expedited DD is the same as the 
original PTD. 
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ATTACHMENT 7 

BILLING 

1.4 

1.7.2 

Item NO. 97, Issue No. 7-3 [Section 1.41: when should 
payment of charges for service be due? 

] Payment Due. Payment of charges for services rendered will be 
due thirty (30) calendar days from receipt or website posting of a complete 
and fully readable bill or within thirty (30) calendar days from receipt or 
website posting of a corrected or retransmitted bill in those cases where 
correction or retransmission is necessary for processing and is payable in 
immediately available funds. Payment is considered to have been made when 
received by the billing Party. 

[BellSouth Version] Payment Due. Payment for services will be due on or before 
the next bill date (Payment Due Date) and is payable in immediately available 
funds. Payment is considered to have been made when received by the billing 
Party. 

Item No. 100, Issue No. 7-6 [Section 1.7.21: Should CLEC 
be required to calculute andpay past due amounts in 
addition to those specified in BellSouth’s notice of 
suspension or termination for nonpayment in order to avoid 
suspension or termination? 

[ 
nonpayment. If payment of amounts not subject to a billing dispute, as described 
in Section 2, is not received by the Due Date, the billing Party may provide 
written notice to the other Party that additional applications for service may be 
refbsed, that any pending orders for service may not be completed, andor that 
access to ordering systems may be suspended if payment of such amounts, as 
indicated on the notice in dollars and cents, is not received by the fifteenth 
(I 5th ) calendar day following the date of the notice. In addition, the billing 
Party may, at the same time, provide written notice that the billing Party may 
discontinue the provision of existing services to the other Party if payment of 
such amounts, as indicated on the notice (in dollars and cents), is not received 
by the thirtieth (30th ) calendar day following the date of the Initial Notice. 

3 Each Party reserves the right to suspend or terminate service for 

[BellSouth Version] BellSouth reserves the right to suspend or terminate service 
for nonpayment. If payment of amounts not subject to a billing dispute, as 
described in Section 2, is not received by the bill date in the month after the 
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1.8.3 

1 X3.1 

original bill date, BellSouth will provide written notice to 
<<customer-short-name>> that additional applications for service may be 
refused, that any pending orders for service may not be completed, andor that 
access to ordering systems may be suspended if payment of such amounts, and all 
other amounts not in dispute that become past due subsequent to the 
issuance of the written notice (e‘Additiona1 Amounts Owed”), is not received 
by the (1 5th) calendar day following the date of the notice. In addition, 
BellSouth’may, at the same time, provide written notice that BellSouth may 
discontinue the provision of existing services to <<customer-short-name>> if 
payment of such amounts, and all other Additional Amounts Owed that 
become past due subsequent to the issuance of the written notice, is not 
received by the thirtieth (30th) calendar day following the date of the initial 
notice. Upon request, BellSouth will provide information to 
<<customer-short-name>> of the Additional Amounts Owed that must be 
paid prior to the time periods set forth in the written notice to avoid 
suspension of access to ordering systems or discontinuance of the provision of 
existing services as set forth in the initial written notice. 

Item No. 101, Issue No. 7-7 [Section 1.8.31: How many 
months of billing should be used to determine the maximum 
amount of the deposit? 

J The amount of the security shall not exceed two (2) month’s 
estimated billing for new CLECs or one and one-half month’s actual billing 
under this Agreement for existing CLECs (based on average monthly billings 
for the most recent six (6) month period). Interest shall accrue per the 
appropriate BellSouth tariff on cash deposits. 

[BellSouth Version] The amount of the security shall not exceed two (2) month’s 
estimated billing for new CLECs or actual billing for existing CLECs. Interest 
shall accrue per the appropriate BellSouth tariff on cash deposits. 

Item No. 102, Issue No. 7-8 [Section 1.8.3. I ] :  Should the 
amount of the deposit BellSouth requiresfiom CLEC be 
reduced bv Dast due amounts owed bv BellSouth to CLEC? 

The amount of security due from an existing CLEC shall be 
reduced by amounts due <<customer-short-name>> by BeIISouth aged over 
thirty (30) calendar days. BellSouth may request additional security in an 
amount equal to such reduction once BellSouth demonstrates a good 
payment history, as defined in Section 1.8.5.1, and subject to the standard set 

i forth in Section 1.8.5. 
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1.8.6 

1.8.7 

[BellSouth Version] The amount of the security due from 
<<customer-short-name>> shall be reduced by the undisputed amounts due to 
<<customer-short-name>> by BellSouth pursuant to Attachment 3 of this 
Agreement that have not been paid by the Due Date at the time of the request 
by BellSouth to <<customer-short-name>> for a deposit. Within ten (10) 
days of BeIISouth's payment of such undisputed past due amounts to 
<<customer-short-name>>, <<customer-short-name>> shall provide the 
additional security necessary to establish the full amount of the deposit that 
BellSouth originally requested. 

Item Nu. 103, Issue No. 7-9 [Section 1.8.61: Should 
BellSouth be entitled to terminate service to CLEC pursuant 
to the process for termination due to non-payment if CLEC 
refuses to remit any deposit required by BellSouth within 30 
calendar davs ? 

] In the event <<customer-short-name>> fails to remit to 
BellSouth any deposit requested pursuant to this Section and either agreed to by 
<acustomer-short-name>> or  as ordered by the Commission within thirty 
(30) calendar days of such agreement or order, service to 
<<customer-short-name>> may be terminated in accordance with the terms of 
Section 1.7 and subtending sections of this Attachment, and any security deposits 
will be applied to <<customer-short-name>>'s account(s). 

[BellSouth Version] Subject to Section 1.8.7 following, in the event 
<<customer-short-name>> fails to remit to BellSouth any deposit requested 
pursuant to this Section within thirty (30) calendar days of 
<<customer-short-name>>'s receipt of such request, service to 
<<customer-short-name>> may be terminated in accordance with the terms of 
Section 1.7 and subtending sections of this Attachment, and any security deposits 
will be applied to <<customer-short_name>>'s account@). 

Item No. 104, Issue No. 7-1 0 [Section 1.8.71: Khat recourse 
should be available to either Party when the Parties are 
unable to agree on the need for or amount of a reasonable 
deposit? 

] The Parties will work together to determine the need for or 
amount of a reasonable deposit. If the Parties are unable to agree, either Party 
may file a petition for resolution of the dispute and both parties shall 

i cooperatively seek expedited resolution of such dispute. 
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[BellSouth Version]. The Parties will work together to determine the need for or 
amount of a reasonable deposit. If <<customer-short-name>> does not agree 
with the amount or need for a deposit requested by BellSouth, 
<<customer-short-name>> may file a petition with the Commissions for 
resolution of the dispute and both Parties shall cooperatively seek expedited 
resolution of such dispute. BellSouth shall not terminate service during the 
pendency of such a proceeding provided that <<customer-short-name>> 
posts a payment bond for 50% of the requested deposit during the pendency 
of the proceeding. 

i 
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SUPPLEMENTAL ISSUES 
(ATTACHMENT 2) 

Item Nu. 108, Issue No. S-1: How should theJinaI FCC 
unbundling rules be incorporated into the Agreement? 

Language to be provided by the Parties. 

Item No. 109, Issue No. S-2: (A) How should any intervening 
FCC Order adopted in CC Docket 01-338 or WC Docket 04- 
31 3 be incorporated into the Agreement? (23) How should 
any intervening State Commission order relating to 
unbundling obligutions, if any, be incorporated into the 
Agreement? 

Language to be provided by the Parties. 

Item No. 110, h u e  No. S-3: VFCC 04-1 79 is vacated or 
otherwise modified by a court of competent jurisdiction, how 
should such order or decision be incorporated into the 
Agreement ? 

Language to be provided by the Parties. 

Item No. I 1  I ,  Issue No. S-4 What post Interim Period 
transition plan should be incorporated into the Agreement? 

Language to be provided by the Parties. 

Item No. 112, Issue No. S-5: (A) What rates, terms and 
conditions relating to switching, enterprise market loops 
and dedicated transport were ‘pozen ” by FCC 04-1 79? 
(B) How shuuld these rates, terms and conditions be 
incorporated into the Agreement? 

Language to be provided by the Parties. 
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Item No. 113, Issue No. S-6: (A) 1s BellSouth obligated to 
provide unbundled access tu DSI loops, DS3 loops and 
darkfiber loops? (B) xfso, under what rates, terms and 
conditions? 

Language to be provided by the Parties. 

Item No. 114, Issue No. S-7: (A) Is BellSouth obligated to 
provide unbundled access to DSI dedicated transport, DS3 
dedicated transport and darkfiber transport? (B) If so, 
under what rates, terms and conditions? 

Langvage to 'De provided by the Parties. 
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A. 
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Q- 

A. 

Q.  

A *  

I ' m  not sure have enough--it could be--it would 

be the end user if that loop is--if that's an end 

user customer premises, based on the definition of 

a loop that's part' of that EEL. 

B u t  that's what I ' m  trying to find out. 

doesn't terminate there--if that switch-- 

If it goes on-- 

If it 

--if it goes to other rooms-- 

--is that inside wire--I mean, I guess part of it 

depends on is that considered inside wire, eo, yes, 

it does terminate. That STS is considered the end 

user customer premises, and they're taking their 

inside wire. X mean, I--again, these% multi- 

dwelling units and a whole different aspect of STS 

that I'rn-my not be privy to all the ins and outs 

of it. 

That's what I'm trying to explore here, 

But  if that's the customer-end user customer is 

t h a t  STS, and then what he does inside his building 

is considered'hie inside wiring, that's--thatcs not 

the loop. That's beyond the demarc paint. 

It may not be a11 within the building, understand. 

Well,: it .depends on where the demarc point is. 

mean, tha t - . - i t  would .be the determining factor. 

1: 
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04-00046. t x t  

o f  a service? Your def in i t ion includes that  adjective, 

ult imate user, why do you need the word ultimate? 

NASHVILLE CWRT REPORTERS (615) 885-5798 

746 
A.  

that are being provided by xhe CLEC that  they're 
purchasing from Bel 1 South as a UNE or i nterconnecti on 

o r  resold; tha t  they are the recipient of'the telecom 

service that  you're s e l l i n g  i t  t o  as opposed t o  a 

carrier. Our intent  i s  not t o  preclude the j o i n t  

pet i t ioners from providing UNEs or UNE camb-inations i n  

the means t h a t  they're authorized at  a l l .  
Q. MS. Blake, when a j o i n t  pe t i t ioner  uses a 

It means that they are using the services 

BellSouth UNE loop to serve an ISP ,  i s  the ISP an end 

user? 

A. 

j o i n t  petit ioners can use loops t o  serve ISPS. 

understanding, an ISP i s  ndt an end user. 

Q. 
years the FCC has required carriers such as BellSouth 

to treat ISPS as end users? 

A. 

exchange access services. 

BellSouth has proposed language that the 

TO our 

Are you aware that for the past 20-some-odd 

I believe we're required t o  provide them 

I don't know t h a t  we've been 

required t o  treat them as end users, i n  that term -- 
required t o  allow them to order business services as 

opposed t o  access services. 

Q. Are ISPS the ultimate user o f  

telecommunications services that the CLECS may provide 

to them? 
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A.  

they're terminating t o  tha t  end user o r  what that ISP 

is buying from them. 

Q- 
UNE t o  serve an IW i s  that  you offered us contract 

They could be depending on what services 

So the  only way that  we know we can use a 

1 anguage that  says, essenti a1 1 y I despi r e  t h i  s 

def in i t ion don't  worry: you can use UNES t o  serve ISPS. 

IS that correct? 

A. 

your contract that say you can use loops to serve an 

ISP, that 's  more than j u s t  0-  I mean, t h a t ' s  the 

language we would agree to. 

contract and you would be a l l w e d  t o  do that. 

Q 9  what about uni versi ti es? YOU 've been 

present during some testimony when M r ,  Russell, far 

example, explained that  N u ~ o x  serves same universit ies.  

And the  university happens to be the i r  customer and the 

univsrsi t y  then extends the serv-i ce t o  students and 
faculty and bu-ildings an campus, etc. Xn that case, i s  

the universi ty not the ultimate user o f  

telecommunications scrvi ce? 

A. It could be. Again, i f  you' re tal king 

about the use o f  an EEL -- and we offered language that  

the EEL el i g i  b i  1 i t y  c r i  t e r i  a applies t o  who1 esal e and 

re ta i l  customers. 

I would say i f  we put specif ic terms i n  

That would be i n  your 

we're not t rying t o  prevent or l i m i t  
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how the j o i n t  p e t i t h e r s  can use UNES and UNE 

combinations. we want t o  make sure they're using them 

consistent w i t h  the rules o f  the FCC o f  how a loop can 
terminate. we discussed what the def ini t ion o f  a loop 

i s ,  and i t  terminates t o  an end user customer premises* 
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1 

In Re: 

BY THE COMMISSION: 

I, STATEMENT OF PROCEEDINGS 

Oa May 13, 2002, BtllSouth filod its Cornplaiat to enforce the pmics' Commission- 
approved uttcrcoiiticclron agtctmcnt. The speific relid requested by BellSouth was that the 
Coinmission icrolvc die CoinpIaht on an expedited basis, d e c h  that NuVox breached the 
anrcrcmjeclmn agrcenient by refusing to allow BellSouth lo audit the facilities NuVox self- 
catifid as providiiig @'a significant mount a t  local exchange mtt,'' rcqw c NuVox to altaw 
such an audit as soon as BellSouth's auditors are itrahbk and ardcr NuVax to cooperate with 
the auditors setctkd by BcllSouth (BeltSouth ComplPint, pp. 5-6). NuVax filed with the 
CoinrnhSion ils Answer 10 the Complaint on May 21 2002. Nuvox sugplunciiiad tts Answer on 
June 4,2002 

Coinmission Order 

Page 1 or16 
Dockt NO. 12778-U 



1 

CA PSC Utllitles Dlv 

1 

# The Co&&an adopts the Staffs mxmmendatha with rmm to the reterse of C P N  
to BellSouth's auditor. 

(Agreement, A n  2,$ 10.5.4). 

This language .docs not specificoly address the Issue of rhc independurce of the auditor. 
BellSouth innntaintd that il is not r q u M  to use o third party indcpcndcnt auditor. It supported 
thrs poridon with h e  S ~ I U  argument that it used 10 support its positioii 011 tlre " m m "  
rcqu-~. That is, BtUSouth argued that %e only audit reqUirmur~ 10 which the pubes 
a g e d  IS that BclISouth give 30-d;ryr' nobe." (BellSouth P0rtm-g Btkf, p. 3) NuVox 
duagrecd, and argucd that the p d e s  did not exempt BellSouth &om its obligsclon to conduct an 
audit using an independent third party auditor, (TI. 253) This question of contract crrnstructiOn 
poses the stmc qutstron as w 4  addressed w i h  the cancens rquimelt t  The Agmmmt does 
not expressly o u t t  c i h r  &at BdlSaatb must show a concciu or that BellSouth docs not necd to 
show a EOLICCM 

The Staff recommended that the Cornmission fmd that the S ~ p p h m t u l  Orda 
CIerificnrian and the Agrctlntnt r q u h  thnt the audit bc canducted by IIS indcpcndcnt third 
party ruditor. For the reasons discussed in the PnalpU of the "concern" is=, the Commission 
dqrt S l a F s  recornmeadation that the &mment k unambiguous   ha^ thc audit is required to 
be conducted by ut independent third party. 

The next question is whetha the audit4r'stltcted by BellSouth i s  ~ndepardcnt. NuVox 
vigorously objected to the Hearing Officer's conclusion ha! ACA satisfied this rtquat. NuVU~ 

Commission Ordcr 

Page 12 of 16 
D o h t  NO. 12778-U 

- .  c 
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CA PSC Uti-litier Dlv 

BellSouth argues that none of these points danmtnk that ACA is not indqcndent fmrn 
BellSouth. (BellSouth Post-Hcaring Brief, pp. 27-28). BellSouth cttuntcrs NuVox's c l m  with 
eyidcncc that ACA has compdtiVe 1 0 4  nsclrsngc c o m a  climb and that BcllSoutb has not 
previously h h d  ACA. ?d BUouth also argues tbat neither the Agreunmt not the 
Suppfmenral Order CInr@utQn rqured the auditor to cornply Wilh AlCPA standards. Id at 
18. 

Commission Order 

hpl t  13 o f  16 
D o c k  NO. 12778-U 



R,cprrdlcs~ a l  whcther BellSouth argues it I u s  a conmcrual light to conduct ai audit that 
docs not comply with AXCPA dt;lnAsrds, IU the h d e r  of €&a the Cornmkuon my decide the 
proper waght to afford the finding of any such dit. In Light of the FCC's determiman that 
audits bhould be mriductcd pursuant to AICPA standards, rht Commission concludes hat it 
would not a f h d  any weight to findins liom M audtt that was not conducted in camphaace with 
AICPA standards. Givcn ha1 BellSauth would not be able to canverl h o p  and aansport 
combinations to specid access servi- until it prevdlcd before the Commission, it would not 
make any diCTerencc if the Cmdssion were to p m i t  BellSouth to conduct the audit vlrirh an 
auditor 1ha wds flat AKPA compliant. As disused above, the Corrrmrlsion hits contludcd that 
BcllSmth docs not have Lhis right under the Agreement; however, I! IS impomt to distinguish 
bctwtn the pxtics' iirpmenls comcmkg their respectwe coiitraclud rights and the 
Cmmsstm's disci%th in evaluating the widact. 

The Stafhcornmendcd bat NuVox should not havc to pay the costs related to adhercx~ct 
to AICPA standarb. The Qmmurion &~NXS. The Reconmended Orda appeared to base the 
conclusion that NuVox b u l d  pay for eampliancc with NCPA standards on the p&c that 
such Complimcs war above and beyond what &ad been a p e d  to by the p a d u .  G i m  the 
conclusion lhat AICPA complmcc is rquued by the Agrcemcnt, the basis for rtajdng NuVox 
pay 110 longer exists 

Commission &der 
Dockt No. 12778-U 
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STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA 
UTIlITlES COMMtSSlON 

RALEtGH 

DOCKET NO. P-19, SUB 454 

BEFORE THE NORTH CAROLINA UTILITIES COMMISSION 

In the Matter of 
Petition of Verizon South, Inc., for Declaratory 
Ruling that Veriton is Not Required to Transit 
InterUTA EAS Traffic between Third Party ) ORDER DENYING PETITION 

Carolina Telephone and Telegraph Company 
to Adopt Alternative Transport Method 

) 
) 

1 
) 

Carriers and Request for Order Requiring 

BY THE COMMISSION: On January 30,2002, the Commission issued an Order 
establishing extended area senrice (EAS) between the Durham exchange of Verizon 
South, Inc. (verizon), the Pittsboro exchange of Carolina Telephone and Telegraph 
Company (Carolina or, collectively with Central Telephone Company, Sprint), and the 
Hillsborough exchange of Central Telephone Company (Central or, collectively with 
Carolina Telephone and Telegraph Company, Sprint) (the EAS Order).' This €AS was 
implemented on June 7,2002, EAS from the Durham exchange to the Pittsbaro exchange 
and zero-rated expanded local calling from the Durham exchange to the Hillsborough 
exchange were implemented eartier in the tax flow-through docket, Docket No. P-100, 
Sub 149. 

Shortly after the EAS was implemented, the Public Staff began receiving cornpfaints 
from customers in the Pittsboro exchange who were unable to complete dls to numbers in 
the Verizon Durham exchange as either local or toll calls, On investigating these 
complaints, the Public Staff learned that Verizon was blocking calls from the Pittsboro 
exchange to competing focal provider (CLP) and commercial mobile radio senrice (CMRS) 
end-users in the Durham exchange. Verizon stated that it blocked the calk because "the 
proper interconnections between the CLPs, CMRSs and Sprint have not yet been 
established.'" Subsequently, the Pubfie Staff learned that Verimn had also begun 
blocking calls from Central's Roxboro exchange to CLP customers in Durham, calls that It 
previously had been completing. The Roxboro/Durharn route is a two-way interLATA EAS 
route that has been in service since February 14, 1998. IntraLATA E M  calls from the 
Hillsborough exchange to CLP end-users in Durham have not been blocked. In its letters 

1 In &a Matter of Caroline f'iepbone and Telegraph Company - Hillsborough and Piffs&m to 
Durham Extended Area Sewice, Order Approving W n d e d  Area Servioe, Docket No. P-7, Sub 894 
(January 30,2002). 

2 See Verizon's letters from Joe Foster to Nat Carpenter dated July 11,2002, and October 31,2002, 
attached as Exhibits A and 0 to V~~ izon 's  Petition, 



to the Public Staff, Verizon agreed to discontinue Its blocking until the matter had been 
resolved by the Commission. 

On December 9, 2002, Verizon filed a Petition for Declaratory Ruling (Petition) 
requesting ?hat the Commission issue a ruling clarifymg that Verizon is not required to 
transit Sprint's IntetlATA EAS traffic destined to third party CLPslCMRS providers" and 
?hat the Commission direct Sprint to cease delivedng traffic destined far third-parties to 
Veriron and make alternative arrangements for proper delivery of such traff IC." 

On December 10,2002, the Commission issued an Order seeking comments and 
reply comments, Petitions to intervene have been filed by The Alliance of North Carolina 
Independent Telephone Companies (the Alliance); BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc., 
(BellSouth); AT&T Communications of the Southern States, U C ,  (AT&T); ALLTEL 
Carolina, Inc., and ALLTEL Communications, Inc., (collectively, ALLTEL); KMC Telecam, 
Inc. (KMC); lTCnDeltaCom, Inc., (ITC); Level 3 Communications, Inc,, (Level 3); US LEC of 
North Carolina, Inc., (US LEC); and Barnardsville Telephone Company, Saluda Mountain 
TelephOn8 Company, and Service Telephone Company (collectively, TDS Companies). 
All petitions to intervene were allowed. 

ITC, Level 3 and KMC, US E C ,  Sprint, the Public Staff, BellSouth, and AT&T filed 
initial comments. Verizon, the Alliance, Sprint, and the Public Staff filed reply wrnments, 

On May 16,2003, the Commission issued an Order scheduling an oral argument on 
June 19,2003, to consider: 

(1) Whether Veriron is legally obligated to perform a transiting function or to act 
as a bitting intermediary in regards to third-party traffic, and 

(2) If so, the principles that should inform the rates, terms and conditions for 
such services and the appropriate procedure for arriving at a decision about them. 

On May 23, 2003, Verlzon filed a Motion for Clarification requesting that the 
Commission make clear that the oral argument would address only legal and not factual 
issues. On June 3, 2003, Sprint filed a response to Verizon's Motion for Clarification in 
which it argued that the only issues to be resolved in this matter are legal. 

On June 5, 2003, the Presiding Commissioner issued an Order clarifying that the 
purpose of the oral argument was to decide whether Verizon is obligated as a matter of law 
pursuant to the Telecommunications Act of 1 9963 and other applicable provisions of law to 
perform a transiting function or to act as a billing intermediary with regards to third-party 
traffic with particular reference to the third-party InterlATA EAS calls at issue in this 
docket, The Order reserved to Commissioners the right to ask questions of the 

3 47 U.S.C,A. 55 151 et seq,, "the Ad." 
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participants at the oral argument bearing upon the regulatory process should the matter be 
decided In one way or another. 

The oral argument was heard by the Commission, Commissioner Joyner preslding, 
on July 15,2002. 

On August 29,2003, the Commission received briefs and/or proposed orders from 
the following: Verizon, BellSouth Telecurnrnunications, Inc, (BellSouth) , Sprint, the Public 
Staff , AT&T Communications of the Southern States, Inc. (AT&T), and US LEC of North 
Carolina, Inc (US LEC). Of these, Sprint, the Public Staff, AT&T, and US UEC may be 
classified as proponents of the duty to provide the transiting function as a matter of law, 
while Verizon and BellSouth may be dasslfied as opponents. Since the arguments of the 
proponents are largely the same, their arguments wilt be summarized mliedvely as th~se 
of the 'Proponents." Likewise, those of Verizon and BellSouth will be summarized 
collectively as those of the "Opponents." Since many of the citations to the law are the 
same, but with the Opponents and Proponents putting 8 dlff went construction on them, the 
text of the most common citations is set out below. 

Most Common Citations 

Telecommunications Act of 1996 lTA96) 

Sec. 251 (a) General Duty of Telecommunications Carl-iers.-Each telecommunications 
carrier has the duty- 

(1) to interconnect directly or indirectly with the facilities and equipment of other 
telemmmunications carriers. . . 

Sec, 251 (b) Obligations of All Local Exchsnge Carriers-Each local exchange canier has 
the following duties.. 

(5) Reciprocal Compensation.-The duty to establish reciprocal compensation 
arrangements for the transpoR and termination of telecommunications, 

Sec. 251 (c) Additional Obligations of Incumbent Local Exchange Carriers.-ln addition to 
the duties contained in subsection (b), each incumbent local exchange camer has the 
following duties:..,, 

(2) Interconnection.-The duty to provide, for the facilities and equipment of any 
requesting telecommunications carrier, interconnection with the local exchange 
carrier's network- 

(A) for the transmission and routing of telephone exchange service and 
exchange access: 
(5) at any technically feasible point within the carrier's network; 
(C) that is at least equal In quality to that provided by the local exchange 
carrier to itself ... or my other party to which the carder provides 
interconnectlo n ; and 
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(D) on rates, terms, and conditions that are just, reasonable, and 
nondiscriminatay, in accordance with the terms and conditions of the 
agreement and the requirements of this section and section 252. 

State taw 

G S .  624 1 O(f1) The Commission is authorized to adopt rules it finds necessary to provide 
for the reasonable interconnection of facilities between all providers of telscommunica~ons 
services., ., _ "  " - -. 

G.S. 6242(a) Except as otherwise limited in this Chapter, whenever the Commission, 
after notice and hearing had upon its own motion or upon complaint, finds: (1) That the 
service of any public utillty is inadequate, insufficient or unreasonably discriminatory.. .or 
(5) That any other ad is necessary to secure reasonably adequate service or facilities and 
reasonably and adequately to serve the public convenience and necessity, the 
Commission shal! enter and s e w  an order directing that such.. .additional services or 
changes shall be made or affected within a reasonable tlme prescribed in the order .... 
Rule R f 7-4. Interconnection. (a) Interconnection arrangements should make avaitable 
the features, functions, interface points and other service elements on an unbundled basis 
required by a requesting CW to provide quality services, The Commission may, on 
petition by any interconnecting party, determine the reasonableness of any interconnection 
request, (b) Interconnection arrangements should apply equally and on a 
nondiscrirnina?ory basis to all CLPs,.., 

Surnrnarv of Proponents' Arguments 

The thrust of ?he Proponents' arguments was that Verizon is obligated under TA96 
as well as under State law to perform a transiting function, They argued that this 
requirement is clearly in the public interest and is in fact necessary to effectuate the 
purposes of TA96, which include the presenring and extending of the ubiquitous 
telecommunications network and the encouragement of competition, 

With respect to provisions in TAW, the Proponents argue that tbe transiting 
obligation follows directly from the obligation to intercannect and ?he right of 
non-incumbent carriers to elect indirect interconnection. See, Section 251 (a)(l) (a11 
carriers to connect directly or indirectly with ah0r carriers) and Section 252(c)(2) 
(additional ILEC duties regarding interconnection). Transit traffic is an important option to 
have available because it offers a simple and economical method of interconnection for 
carriers exchanging a minimal amount of traffic It was routinely used without objection 
prior to the enactment of TA96, Otherwise, such carriers woutd be forced to created 
redundant and uneconomic arrangements to deliver their traffic. As such, the obligation to 
provide transit service is necessary to give meaning to the right tu interconnect directly 

4 



under TA96 and in fulfillment of Its purposes. The right to transit service exists 
independently of any given interconnection agreement, although such agreements may 
certainly establish procedures for it, 

Concerning the Wrginia Arbkratbn Order of the FCC's Wireline Competition Bureau 
(July 17, 2002), the Proponents noted that, contrary to Verizon's representations 
concerning the import of that decision, the Bureau expressly refused to declare that an 
tLEC is not obligated to provide transit service but rather, in view of the fact that the FCC 
had not previously decided the issue, it dedined to rule on the issue in the context of its 
delegated arbitration authority. 

The Proponents also maintained ha? authority to require the transit function could 
be found under State law, For example, G.S. 62-1 1 O(f1) allows the Commission to enact 
rules regarding interconnection. Rule Rf 7 4  expresses similar sentiments, G.S, 62-42 
bears on the matter of compelling efficient sew/ce, which would certainly be impaired if 
there was no duty to provide transit service. Other states, notably Ohio and Michigan, 
have held for 8 transit service obligation. None of the Proponents, however, argued that 
there was a necessary duty for Verizon to perform a billing intermediary function, 

- - .  -- -- __ I _ _  - ----- - - 

Summary of OpDonents' Arcruments 

The key argument of the Opponents w s  that the provisions 01 TA96 cited by the 
Proponents do not create obligations or duties hat are separate from interconnection 
agreements. No such transit obligation, either explicitly or through fair inference, can be 
found in TA96, Any provision of transit is purely voluntary on the ILECs' part. The 
Opponents further argue that, since TA96 in both Sections 251 and 252 creates a 
comprehensive framework with the negotiation and arbitration of interconnection 
agreements as its centerpiece, this preempts the states from enacting other obligations, 
such as a transit obligation, based on state law. 

With respect to the Vkglnia Arbjtration Order, the Opponents contended that the 
gravamen of that decision was not only that transit services need not be provided at 
TELRiC rates, they need not be provided at all, since the Bureau stated that it did not find 
'clear Commission precedent or rules declaring such a duty.* 

The Opponents declared that at least one state, New York, had decided against a 
trmsit obligation, while several others, such as Maryland, Wisconsin, and Michigan, have 
expressed skepticism about any billing intermediary obligation, 

WHEREUPON, the Commission reaches the following 

CONCLUSIONS 

After careful consideration, the Commission concludes that good cause exists to 
find that Verizon is obligated to provide the transit senrice 8s a matter of law for the 
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reasons as generally set forth by the Proponents. Accordingly, Verizan’s Petition for 
Declaratory ruling in its favor is denied, 

The Commission is persuaded that a transit obligation can be well supported under 
both state and federal law. The Commission does not agree with the Opponents’ view that 
duties and obligations under TA96 do not or cannot exist separately from their incarnation 
in particular interconnection agreements pursuant to the negotiation and arbitration 
process-or, as Verizon put it, ‘[TA96] contemplates only duties that are to be codified in 
interconnection agreements, not duties that apply independent of interconnection 
agreements.” 

Aside from not being compelled by the history, structure, or real-world context of 
TA96, the ‘interconnection agreements-only” approach suggested by the Opponents would 
lead to a number of undesirable, even absurd, results. For example, it would call Into 
question the status of generic dockets, which are an efficient mans by which the 
Commission can resolve interconnection issues arising under TA96 en masse. 
Apparently, the state commissions would be limited to arbitrating interconnection 
agreements one-by-one. There is simply no evidence that Congress intended to abolish 
generic dockets by the states; indeed, quite the opposite is suggested, See, for example, 
Section 251(6)(3) (Preservation of State Access Regulations). As a practical 
consequence, adoption of the Opponents’ view would immoderately multiply the number of 
interconnection agreements-and the economic costs relating to entering into t h e w  
because the corollary of the Opponents’ view is that, in order to fully effectuate rights and 
obligations, everyone must have an interconnection agreement with everybody else, even 
if the amount of traffic exchanged is minimal, The overall impact would be a tendency to 
stifle competition by the imposition of uneconomic costs as, for example, by the 
construction af redundant facilities. 

If there were no obligation to provide transit service, the ’ ubiquity of the 
telecommunications network would be impaired. Indeed, in a small way this has already 
happened in this case when Verizon refused to transit certain traffic. It should also be 
noted that the privilege of initiating arbltration proceedings is not symmetrical. Even if an 
tLEC, such as a smaller one with less than 200,000 access lines, urgently desires an 
interconnection agreement from a CLP or CMRS, it may not be able to get one. These 
effects illustrate the ultimate unsupportability of the Opponents’ view of their obligations as 
ILECs to interconnect indirectly+ssentiaJly, as matters of grace, rather than duty. 

The fact of the matter is that transit traffic is not a new thing. It has been around 
since ‘ancient“ times In telecommunications terns. The reason that it has assumed new 
prominence since the enactment of TA96 Js that there are now many more carriers 
involved--notably, the new CMRS providers and the CLPs-and the amount of traffic has 
increased significantly. Few, if any, thought about complaining about transit traffic until 
recently, It strains credulity to believe that Congress in TA96 intended, in effect, to impair 
this ancient practice and make it merely a matter of grace on the part of ILECs, when doing 
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SO would lnevitably have a tendency to thwart the very purposes that TA96 was designed 
to allow and encourage. 

The Opponents rely heavily on the Vi'rgInh Arbitratrbn Order for the proposition that 
there is no obligation to provide the transit function. The Order was not meant to bear such 
a heavy burden. A dose examination of the Order yields a more equivocal condusion. 
The fact Is that the FCC, as is the case in many matters, has not deflnitively made ttS mind 
up on the matter, In the meantime, the telecommunications market and its regulation 
march on. As much as we would wish for definitive guidance from the FCC, the states 
cannot always wait for that body to rule one way or another-or somewhere in beween. 

The Opponents have urged that, in any event, the states are preempted from relying 
on state law to create a transit obligation. This would seem to follow logically from their 
view that TA96 has established a wmprehenslve 'interconnection agreements-only" 
approach. The Cornmisslon, as noted above, views this approach as insupportable. In 
fact, it should be dear that Congress contemplated that states do have a role in 
establishing interconnection obligations as long as they do not thwart the provisions and 
purposes of Section 251. As alluded to earlier, Sec. 251(6)(3) of lA96 specifically 
provides that "[i]n preswlbing and enforcing regulations to implement the requirements of 
this section, the Commission shall not preclude the enforcement of any regulation, order, 
or policy of a State commission that (A) establishes access and interconnection obligations 
of local exchange carriers; (6) is consistent with the requirements of this section; and 
(C) does not substantially prevent implementation of the requirements of this section and 
the purposes of this part." It is sig;lific&nt that the wording of this provision mentions both 
state "policies" and the "purposes" of Sec, 251. It is also useful to observe that the 
Opponents' *interconnection agreements-only" view muld 'read OW this savings provision 
and render it nugatory, b ~ i 3 u s 8  anything done outside of interconnection agreements 
would, according to the Opponents, be contradictory to Sec, 251. This is yet another 
example of the consequences of the Opponents' idiosyncratic Interpretation of TA96. 
Establishing a transit obligation and defining reasonable t e r n  and conditions is well within 
a state's purview, even arguendo that no such positive obligation can be derived 
from TA96. 

The real challenge facing the industry and the Cornrnfssion is no? whether there is a 
legal obligation for ILECs to provide a transit seMce. The Commission is convinced that 
there is, The Commission is confident that, should the FCC ever address the Issue, it will 
find the same. The real question is what should be the rates, terms and conditions for the 
provision of that senrice. Those a m  matters included or includible under Docket No. 
P-100, Sub 151. Cettdnly, interconnection agreements am by and large desirablethings, 
and as many companies as practicable should enter into them. No one really denies that, 
But it is not always practicable bemuse, among other things, the privilege of petitioning for 
arbitration under Sec. 252 of TA96 is not symmetrical. This simply reinforces the case 
that, ultimately, there may need to be a default provision made for those that do not have 
such agreements or cannot interconnect directly. In such cases, this mayrequire I LECs as 
intermediaries. The equities of the situation are reasonably straightforward-those that 



seek to terminate traffic should pay for its termination and the one that transits should be 
compensated for its services. This may also require that an lLEC perform a billing 
intermediary function--agatn for reasonable compensation. The system of ubiquitous 
interconnection and the seamless telecommunications network may well be compromised 
without this 'fail-safe" device, The Commission will move expeditiously on Docket No. 
P-1 OQ, Sub 151 shouid negotiations came to naught. 

IT IS, THEREFORE, SO ORDERED. 

ISSUED BY ORDER OF THE COMMISSION, 

This the 22d day of September, 2003, 

NORTH CAROLINA UTILITIES COMMISSION 

pboo 1 w . 4 1  
Gail L. Mount, Deputy Clerk 

Commissioner Robert V. Owens, 3r. did not participate. 
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It is about t h e  TIC, but the transit function is 

still what's being provided. 

Right. 

you're trying to recover. 

page 8 2 ,  lines 19 through 20,  and you say you want 

to recover the costs of sending records to t he  CLPs 

identifying the originating carrier, And I think 

we just established that the CLPs would be the  

originating carrier. 

w e  know who we are? 

I think you h o w  who you are. 

the CLP on the terminating end so t ha t  they could 

understand who the traffic was coming from. 

There's a CLP an the  terminating end? 

There could be in the scenario of Mr. Meza, sure, 

or any third party. 

Did we ever ask--did we, the originating CLP, ever 

ask you to send records to the CLP on the 

terminating end? 

I don't know if yuu did or not, but that's part of 

the service we offer as part of the TIC. 

If we told you we didn't want that, could we 

eliminate the TIC? 

And I ' m  trying to focus in on what costs 

And I asked you about 

Would you agree with me that  

Again, this would be 

That's not the only purpose of t h e  TIC. The TIC is 
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Docket No. 16583-U 

In Re: Petition for Arbitration of ITC*DeItaCom Communications, Inc. with 
BeIlSoutb Telecommunications, Inc. Pursuant to the Telecommunications 
Act of 1996. 

ORDER 

BY THE COMMISSION: 

On February 7, 2003, ITC*DeltaCom Communications, Inc. (“DeltaCom”) petitioned the 
Georgia Public Service Commission (“Commission”) tu arbitrate certain unresolved issues in the 
interconnection negotiations between DeltaCom and BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc. 
(“Bell South”). 

1. JURISDICTION AND PROCEEDINGS 

Under the Federal Telecommunications Act of 1996 (the Federal Act), State 
Commissions are authorized to decide the issues presented in a petition for arbitration of 
interconnection agreements. In addition to its jurisdiction of this matter pursuant to Sections 25 1 
and 252 of the Federal Act, the Commission also has general authority and jurisdiction over the 
subject matter of this proceeding, conferred upon the Commission by Georgia’s 
Telecommunications and Competition Development Act of 1995 (Georgia Act), U.C.G.A. $5 46- 1 
5-160 et seq., and generally O.C.G.A. $8 46-1-1 et seq., 46-2-20,462-21 and 46-2-23. 

The Commission approved an interconnection agreement between the parties which was 
in effect from May 31, 2001 until December 31, 2002. On April 22, 2003, the Commission 
assigned the matter to a Hearing Officer for scheduling. On May 19,2003, the Hearing Officer 
issued an order scheduIing direct and responsive testimony, discovery and hearings in this 
matter. Hearings were held before the Commission on July 9 and 10,2003. On September 12, 
2003, the parties filed briefs on the unresolved issues. 

The Commission has before it the testimony, evidence, arguments of counseI and all 
appropriate matters of record enabling it to reach its decision. 

11. FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 



The differences between DeltaCom’s proposal in its brief and BellSouth’s proposal do 
not seem substantial. Essentially, they both provide for notice in advance of any change being 
adopted, and an opportunity for the CLEC to object to the change. The Commission finds that 
the current system works efficiently and adequately protects the interests of CLECs. 

Issue 58@) 

Should BellSouth be required to post rates that impact UNE services ou its website? 

Issue 58(b) concerns whether BellSouth must post rates that impact UNE services on its 
website. The cuncern i s  whether without proper notice of a rate change DeltaCom would 
experience disruption. This request is unnecessary because Commission orders are posted on its 
website. 

Issue 59 

Should the payment due date begin when BellSouth issues the bill or when Deltacorn 
receives tbe bill? How many days should DeltaCom have to pay the bill? 

The issue in dispute is what triggers the beginning of the thirty day period that DeltaCom 
has to pay its bills to BellSouth. Currently, the clock starts running the date that the bill 3s 
prepared. (Tr. 105). DeItaCom proposes that the due date of a bill be thirty days from tlte 
receipt of the bill. (DeltaCom Brief, p. 40). Apparently, it is not just a matter of paying the bills 
as they arrive. Deltacorn explains that it needs sufficient time to analyze the 1,700 invoices in 
order to ensure their accuracy. Id. at 41. While fbe percentage of BellSouth’s bills to Deltacorn 
electronically is in the high nineties, DeltaCorn asserts that there is stilI a delay between the date 
the bill is prepared and the date DeltaCom receives the bill. (Tr. 105). BellSouth claims that the 
changes to its billing system would be costly and unnecessary. First, BellSouth argues that 
Deltacorn does not want to pay for the associated costs. (BellSouth Brief, p+ 44). Second, 
BellSouth relies upon DeltaCom’s good payment history to argue that change is not necessary. 
Id. BellSouth also claims that it takes a few days to “groom” a bill to track a CLEC’s usage for 
the month. (Tr. 635). 

DeltaCom’s bills shall be due 30 days afier the date the bill is sent out by 
BellSouth. Given that Deltacorn currently receives in the high nineties percentile of its bills 
electronjcally, it has the opportunity then to review the vast majority of its bills for errors h m  
the same date the bill is sent out. The additional few days it takes to receive the remaining bills 
should not slow up its review process. The time it takes BellSouth to render the bill is out of 
DeltaCom’s control and should not infringe upon DeltaCom’s time to review invoices. That 
DeltaCorn has a history of paying its bills in a timely fashion should not be held against it. 

Issue 60(a) 
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BEFORE THE 
ALABAMA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

In re: 1 
Petition for Arbitration of ) 

Pursuant to the Telecommunications ) 
Act of 1996 1 

* 

XTC*DdtaCom Communicotions, Inc. 
with BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc. ) Docket No, 28841 

INTRODUCTION 

This arbitration proceeding is pending before the Alabama Public Senice 

Commission (“Commission”) pursuant to Section 252(b) of the Telecommunications Act 

of 1996 (the “Act“).’ On January 24,2003, ITChDeltaCom Communications, Inc., d/b/a 

JTPDeltaCom and &/a Grapevine (hereinafter “DeltaCom”) filed a Petition for 

Mediation in Docket No. 28828. ‘BellSouth filed its response to DeltaCom’s request for 

mediation on Januq 31,2003. The Commission appointed Ms. Judy McLean, Director 

of the Commission’s Advlsory Division as mediator. The parties met on February 6 and 

20 of 2003, and mediated and resolved several issues? 

DcStaCom filed a Verified Petition for Arbhation of an Interconnection 

Agreement with BellSouth Telecommuaications hc., (hereinafter “BellSouth”) pursuant 

to Section 252@) of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 on February 7,2003 

(hereinafter referred to as the “Petition.”) BellSouth filed i ts  Answer on May 6,2003 

~~ -- 

I The Telecommunications Act of 1996, Pub. L. 104-104, 110 Stat. 56 codified at 47 
U.S.C. 151 et.seq. 

’ Issues that were resolved in mediation included Issues 5,7,61,65 and 69. 



ISSUE 59: PAYMENT DUE DATE 

Should the payment due date begin when BellSouth issues the bill or when 
. 

DeltaCom receives the bill? How many days should DeitaCom have to pay the bill? 

Position of Deltacorn 

Deltacorn seeks a payment due date of thwty days from receipt of a bill. 

DeJtaCorn receives approximately 1,700 hvoiccs from BellSouth evtry month, 94% to 

..97% of which are transmitted electronkally. (T-259,262465, 1836). Through this 

electronic billing, BelliSouth is ware of when DeltaCom receives its bills. BellSouth 

provides a 30day payment period, but it m s  from the time &e bill is generated within - 

BellSouth - the “bill date.” Both parties acknowledged, however, that even with 

electronically transmitted invoices, the actual date the bill is rendered to Deltacorn is a 

different date than the “bill date,“ sometimes not until several days later. (T-1836). 

BellSouth argues that DeltaCom’s proposal is “urmecessary” because “DeltaCom 

receives over 94% of  its bills fbm BellSouth electronically.” BellSouth Bnec p. 69. 

BellScwth further hcomectly states that electronic billing “obviously results in Deltacorn 

having even mare time between the date they receive the bill and the payment due date.” 

- Id. It is precisely because most bills are provided clectronkdy that a 3O-day payment 

period fiom receipt is appropriate. The obvious pretense of BellSouth’s argumcat is that 

DeltaCom receives an electronic bill quickly and has a full 30 days to pay it - thus the 

language sought by Deltacorn is “unnecessary.” As admjtted by both parties at the 

hearing, however, this is patently false because the actual date the bill is transmitted is 
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not the same as the “bill date,” the date the bill is generated and the date un which the 

payment clock begins. Due to the prevdence of electronic billing, it is now quite easy to 

determine a date that is 30 days from the receipt of the invoice. 

In support of their argument, DeltaCorn asserts that rwiewing BellSouth’s bills 

mnsumes significant time and resources. BellSouth admitted that the 1,700 invoices sent 

to DeltaCom every month are extremely volumhous, (T-1837). Further, DeltaCom has 

approximately 4,000 current billing disputes with BclJSouth, perhaps evidencing a high 

number of mors. (T-259). BellSouth’s position that Deltacorn should meet the “due 

date,” which is the next “bill date” (again, the time the bill is generated within 

BellSouth), regardless of when Deltacorn actually receives the bill, is unfair and 

unworkable on its face. At a minimum, a 30-day period from receipt is appropriate with 

regard to electronic invoicing because the due date will be easily and readily known Sy 

both parties. 

Position o f  BellSouth 

BellSouth maintains that the paymcnt should be due by the next bill date. 

BellSouth explained that it invoices DeltaCom every 30 days, and based on that bill date, 

Deltacorn knows exactly what date the payment is due for each of those invoices. 

BellSouth stated in its Post-Hearing Brief that its billing systems are programmed around 

that bill date and BeUSouth’s anticipated cash flows are based on receiving payments on 

particular days ofthe month. BtI1South argues that Deltacorn now seeks to change t h i s  
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system and does not want to pay for costs asociated with making this type of . 
massive regional billing system modification, Aside fiom involving a dramtic change to 

complex billing systems, BellSouth asserts that DeltaCom’s request is umecessw. 

BellSouth notes that through DeltaCom’s own testimony, Deltacorn admitted to having 

‘years of timely payment to BellSouth for wholesale SCMCCS.” Thus, BellSouth argues, if 

BellSouth’s bil1 payment terms were onerous, as Deltacorn implies, it i s  doubtfill that 

DgltaCom would have the good payment history that it touts. 

h addition, BeUSouth contends that its long-standing billing practice in no way 

limits DeltaCom’s ability to review and dispute invoices received from BellSouth, as 

DeJtaCom can dispute invoices lung after the payment due date and, in fact, Deltacorn 

has filed such disputes. BellSouth states that, to the extent DeltaCorn has questions about 

its bills, BellSouth cooperates with DehaCom to provide rcspows in a prompt m a n n ~  

and resolve any issue. Furthermore, BellSouth points out that Deltacorn acknowledges 

that it receives 95% of its billings fiom BellSouth electronically, which results in 

Deltacorn having even more time between the date it receives the bill and the payment 

due date. 

Further, ~dsoutb notes that DeItaCom acknowledges that the Commission and 

the FCC had both considered all of BellSouth’s b i b g  practices during the come of 

BellSouth’s Section 27 1 long-distance application and concluded that BellSouth’s billing 

practices (including this one) were nondiscriminatory. BellSouth also observes that 
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DeltsCom acknowledges that the Commksion has pdomance rnetrics, and associated 

penalties, in place that measure whether BellSouth is prodding timely and accurate bills 

to Deltacorn, Consequently, BellSouth contends that it is reasonable for payment to be 

due bdore the next bill date. 

Discussion of h u e  59 

It is important to encourage the Parties to render accurate and timely bills and also 

to dow the Parties adequate time to review the bifls for any inaccuracies. Therefore, the 

Panel recommds that the bill shall be due 30 days after the date the bill is transmitted 

by BellSouth. The record reflects that Deltacorn MlITtRtly receives over 90 percent of its 

bills electronically. DeltaCm then has the opportunity to review the vast majority of its 

bills for errors from the same date the bill is sent out. If, on the other hand, the due date 

was calculated based on the billing date, as proposed by BellSouth, then BellSouth has 

less motivation to post the bills to DeltaCom as soon as possible. 

Conclusion to  Issue 59 

The Panel concludes that the payment due date should be 30 days from the date of' 

receipt uf the bill. Accordingly, the Panel recommends that the Commission require 

DeltaCorn and BellSouth to properly mend the proposed language in the agreement to 

reflect k s  conclusion. 
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In the Matter of the Petition of the CLEC 

Southwestern Bell Tclqhonc, LE). d/b/a ) Docket No. US-BTKT-365-ARB 
SBC Kansas under Section 252@) of the 

) 
Coalition for Ahitration against 1 

Telecommunications Act of 1996. 1 
) 

In the Matter of the Application of AT&T ) 
Communications of the Southwest, Inc, ) 
and TCG Kansas City, Inc. €OT Compulsory ) 
Arbitration of Unresolved Issues with SBC ) 
Kansas Pursuant to Section 252@) of the ) 
Telecommunications Act of 1996, 1 

Docket No. 05-ATBiT-366-ARB 

In the Matter of the Request of the CUC 
Joint Petitioners for Arbitration with South- 
western Bell Telephone L.P. d/b/a SBC 
Kansas for m interconnection Agreement ) Docket No. OS-TPCT-369-ARB 
that Complies with Section 251 and 271 
of the Federal Ttltcommunkations Act 
of 1996. 

) 

) 

) 
) 

IQ the Matter of the Petition of Navigator 
Tel#.ammunicstions, LLC for Ahitration 
against Southwestern Bell Tdephone, L.P. ) Docket No, 05-NVTT-370-ARB 
d/b/a SBC Kansas Pursuant to Section 
252(b)(1) of the Telecommunications Act 

) 

) 
) 

of 19%. 1 

The above matter comes before Arbitrator Robert L. Lehr, appointed by The State 

Corporation Commission of the State of Kansas (Commission) for consideration and 

recommendation. Being duly advised in the premises and familiar with all matters of 

record, the Arbitrator finds and concludes as follows, 



customers of SWBT in Kansas. The term "back-billed" is nut programmed as a phrase 

code in the billing system. Back-billing, then, cannot be set out separately on CLEC bilh 

and it would be expensive and timc-consuming to make that change. Howcvcr, SWBT 

will provide a spreadsheet detailing the back-billing upon request?' 

Determination. 

43. Based upon the recommendatiuns and testimony of the parties, the hbitrator 

finds that parties are permitted a 12-month back-billing window, To the extent that 

SWBT can separately identify back charges on a bill, the Arbitrator finds that it should do 

so. In all other regards, the Arbitrator finds that the record evidence supports SWBT's 

position and the Arbitrator, therefore, adopts S'KBT's proposed language. 

Gea eral Terms and Condl t ions4  ep asit/escrow 

CLEC Coalition GTC-8, 1S(c); Joint Petitioners GTC-8(c), 9; Navigator 
GTC- 3,4 

44. The CLEC Coalition accepts the notion that SWBT is entitled to request a 

deposit fiom a CLEC, but only under limited circumstances and at an amount that would 

not exceed two months of billings to the CLEC by SWBT. The CLEC Coalitim believes 

that it should be the CLEC's choice to provide the deposit amount in cash or inevocable 

letter of credit as SWBT is protected equally weU with either assurance device. "he 

CLEC Coalition is concerned about SWBTs abil;ty to call in the deposit ic in "SWE3T"s 

reasonable judgmentvt4*, the CLEC's credit worthiness is impaired. The CLEC Coalition 

'' SWBT Quatc Direct p. 26 line 16 - p. 28 linC 2;  Rcbutbl p, 17 line 6 - p. 18 line 5 .  

'I CLEC Coalition GTC DPL 1 3.2.2 p. 19, SWBT language. 
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notes that SWBT did not quantify any losscs that it might have suffered with the 180 

CLECs that ceased conducting business since 2000 throughout SWBT's 13-state region?' 

45. With respect to SWBT's proposal to require CLEO to escrow an amount 

equal to the mount of a bill being disputed, the CLEC Coalition points to the paor 

quality of SWBTs bills. For instance, Birch Telecom lodged over 1,OOO billing disputes 

in Kansas in 2004 totalhg %5002000. Birch noted that 80%. of its disputes with S W T -  

Kansas and other SBC ILECs are decided in its favor. Birch claims that CLECs 

generally do not have sufx?cient financial resources to fund SWBFs billing mrs. The 

CLEC Coalition recommends that escrows not be required until SWBT improves its 

billing systems.'' 

46, The Joint Petitioners propose a standard deposit of $17,000 and do not 

believe that a single missed payment should trigger invocation of a deposit equal to three 

months of billing? 

47. The Joint Petitioners also oppose SWBT's ability to require the billing dispute 

mount to be escrowed. They propose that no escrow be required if the CLEC disputing 

a bill (a) does not have a proven history of late payments and has established a minimum 

of six months good credit history with SWBT or @) if m r e  that 50 percent of the billing 

disputes lodged by the CLEC during the most recent 12-month period are determined in 

the m s  favor.s2 

~. ~ 

'' CLEC Coalition Joint Direct p, 28 lint 16 - p. 30 line 9; Rebuttal p. 14 line 18 - p. 16 line 15. 

sd CELC Cualition Wallacc Direct p. 10 line 16 - p. 1 1 line 25. 

*' Joint Petitioners Schaub Direct p. 6 line 4 - p, 7 line 3. 

Joint Petih.otKm GTC DPL Q 8.7 p, 22. 
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48. Xspedius and SWBT appear to be in a billing dispute. Xspedius admits to 

owing SWBT $172,000 in undisputed amounts under its interconnection agreement, but 

claims that SW3T owes Xspadius approximately $1.9 million. Xspedius proposes that 

any time that SWBT owes Xspcdius more than one month’s worth of Xspedius billings, a 

deposit by Xspedius will not be r e q ~ h d . ’ ~  

49. Navigator believes that SWBTs potential financial exposure for unpaid 

charges of 8 CLEC is one month’s worth of billing. Navigator is w m e d  about 

SWBTs ability to invoke its deposit requirement upon a CLEC’s faiIure to pay even the 

smallest of bills,” Navigator also objects to SWB”’s pmpostd ability to requh escrow 

of the disputcd amount of a bill. NaviMtor claims that, since beginning business in W7, 

it has filed numerous billing disputes over some aspect of SWBT’s bills. Because the 

resolution of these disputes may take one to one and a half years, Navigator i s  concerned 

with the large of amount of cash that would be tied up $Navigator is forced tu provide 

50, SWBTs criterion for establishing satisfactory credit is 12 consecutive months 

of timely payments to SWBT? However, during the hearings, SWBT revised its 

criterion to a CLEC’s credit history with SBC as a whole, Saying that “deposits should not 

be statt-specifi~.~~’~ Ms. @ate continued in her direct testimony, that SWBTs proposed 

triggers for determining impaired creditworthiness were based on concrete, clearly 

defined and objective criteria such as investment grade credit ratings and failure to timely 

’’ CLEC Coalition Joint Direct p. 54 lhc 2 - p. 55 he 26. 

Navigator LcDoux Direct p. 8 line 22 - p. 10 line 9. 

SWBT Qlrate Direct p. 47 

SWBT Quatt Tc. VOL 1 p. 148 lints 11 - 14. 

18 - 26. 
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pay a bill, SW3T reports that the Michigan Public Senice Commission approved the 

exact same language proposed here in its arbitration proceedings between SBC Michigan 

and MCI.'' 

51. SWBT claims that the escrow requirement in billing disputes is necessary 

because some CLECs, such as Delta Phones, Inc., have been known to "game the system" 

by challenging bills just to extend their time for payment. However, SWBT is willing to 

waive escrow for "customers with good credit histo~es and who have not filed a large 

numbcr of disputes that were resolved in SWBTs favor" and where there has been a 

material billing mor. Otherwise, SWBT expects the disputed mount to be escrowed by 

the CLEC prior to the bill due date? 

Determination. 

52. The Arbitrator finds for the CLECs with respect to deposits. SWBTs 

proposal that it be permitted to use its ''reasonable judgment" to determine if a CLEC's 

creditworthiness has been impaired is entidy too vague and subjective to provide 

CLECs with proper notice of whem they become credit-unworthy, Futthcx~norc, 

imposition of a deposit upon a previously creditworthy CLEC due to failure to pay some 

unquantified level of bill may be so out of balance and so vague as to be unacceptable in 

any corner of any market. The Arbitrator aim disagrees with SVC'ST that the claim of 

Xspcdius is a red herring that should be determined elsewhere. The Arbitrator finds that 

Xspedius' testimony is on point. If its position is accurate, requirjng a deposit of 

Xspedius would be extremely unfair. 

57 SWBT Quote Direct p. 47 lines 5-12. 

5* SWBT Post-H&g Brief p, 4 1. 
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issue Statement 

Does the 
Commission 
have tht 
jurisdiction to 
arbitrate 
language which 
pertains to 
Section 271 and 
272 of the Act 
and which was 
not voluntarily 
negotiated and 
does not address 
25 I@) or (e) 
obligation? 

Coalition 
Statement of 
the Issue: 
Should the 02A 
successor 
interc o n e c  tion 
agreements 
continue to 
reflect the 
commitments 
SBC made to 
the Commission 
and CLECs in 

issue No. 

1 

DOCKET ## 2004-497 
MASTER LIST OF ISSUES BETWEEN SBC AND CLEC COALITION 

Stction(s 
L 
WHERE 
AS 

CLEC Preliminary 
Position 

CLEX Codlition 
position an 
remaining issuw: 

SBC made 
commitmen&to 
the OCC and 
Oklahoma CLECS 
in ordcr to obtain 
the OCC's support 
for its 271 
application Those 
commilme~were 
embodied inthe 
02A and should 
not be e b b a t e d  
unless SBC is 
witling to give up 
ifs 271 relief. 
The CLEC 
Coalition's 
language 
accurately reflects 
the representations 
and actions where 
SBC agreed to 
treat CLECs as 
valued wholesale 
customers, in 
response to 

WHEREAS, 
pursuant to Sections 
251 a d  252 of the 
Tclccormntmications 
Act of 1996 (the 
Act), the Parties wish 
to establish terms for 
the resale of SBC 
OKLAHOMA 
services and for the 
provision 6y SBC 
OKLAHOMA of 
IIltcfmnneCtioQ 
Unbuadkd Network 
Elements, and 
Ancillary Functions 
as designated in the 
Attachments hereto. 

WHEREAS, the 
Partics want to 
Interconntct thcir 

Attachment 11 and 

to provide, directly or 
indirectly, Telephone 
Exchange Services 
and Exchange Access 
to residcntial and 

networks pursuant to 

associated appendim 

SBC 
OKLAHOMA 
Prclirnimry 
Position 
ne CLEC 
coalition 
proposes 
language which 
purports to set 
forth SBC 
OKLAHOMA'S 
obligations 
purrmant to 
Section 271 and 
272 of the 
T e l e c o ~ c a t  
ions Act. 
Pursuant to the 
Fifth Circuit's 
recent opinion in 
Cosewe Y. 

soutkwertern 
Be21 Td Co, 350 
F. 3d 482 (5' 
Cir.2003), this 
language is 
mandatory 
arbitration 
because it does 
not relate to SBC 
OKLAHOMA'S 

obligations and 
SBC 

251(b) 

Arbhator's 
Recammendation 

The Tnterconnection 
agreement should contain 
reference to 6 251 terms and 
conditions as well as 
reference to the elenmts 
required to be provided to 
the CLEC in order to 
complete interconnection. 
Although it is clear that only 
mandated UNEs must be 
provided to CLECs by SBC, 
the Arbitrator finds that this 
affects the price for certain 
elements as opposed to the 
availability for purchase of 
some of the elements. The 
CLEC's language is adopted, 
after changing "Texas" to 
"Oklahoma." 
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CLEC Language 

- 3.10. 

3.5 If duriw the first 
six MI months 01 
operations. CLEC has 
been sent one delinauency 
notification letter bv SBC 

amount shall be re- 
evaluated based w o n  
CLEC’s actml billing 
totals and shrill be 
increased if CLEC’s actual 
billinF averaEe; 

33.1 forSEC 
OKLAHOMA for a two t2l 
.month Deriod exceeds the 
demsit amount held: or 

3.6 Throuphout the 
T- his 
been sent two (2) 
ddinauency notification 
letters bv SBC 
0KLmoMA. the dewsit 
amount shall be re- 
evaluated based U D O ~  
CLEC’n actual billinn totals 
and sbnil be increased if 

0- 

-g 

CLEC Preliminary 
Position 

imposition of what 
is nothing less than 
a penalty for 
attempting to enter 
into competition 
with SBC 
Oklahoma. 
Finally, the CLEC 
(and not SBC) 
should have the 
option of picking 
whether to satisfy 
any deposit 
requirement by 
using cash or a 
letter of credit. 
SBC is protected 
either way, so the 
option should be 
1cA to the CLEC. 

In the recent T2A 
proceeding, the 
Texas Commission 
agreed that giving 
SBC such 
unbridled 
discretion was bad 
policy. 
Consequently, the 
Texas PUC is 

Cash Deposit shall 
constitute the grant 
of a security interest 
in the Cash Deposit 
pursuant to Article 9 
at the Uniform 
Commercial Code in 
effect in any relevant 
jurisdiction. 

3.6 A Cash 
Deposit will accrue 
simple interest, 
however, SBC 
OKLAHOMA will 
not pay interest on I 
Letter of Credit. 

3.7 SBC 
OKLAHOMAmy, 
but b not oblfgated 
ta, draw on the 
Letter of Credit or 
the Cash I)epasit, as 
applicable, upon the 
occurrenct of any 
one of the fallowing 
events: 

3.7.1 CLECowes 
SBC OKLAHOMA 

SBC 
OKLAHOMA 
PXliminary 
Position 
services between 
billing account 
numbers. SBC 
OKLAHOMA 
believes that 
deposits should 
be asscssed on 
an overall 
customer basis. 

3.9 SBCagrees 
that an 
imvoeable Bank 
Letter of Credit 
can satisfy its 
deposit 
requirements 
provided it meets 
tbceriteria 
specified in 
SBC’s proposed 
a~surance of 
Paymtnt 
lan%ualF* 
Quate Direct pp. 
40-45 

Quate Rebuttal 
p ~ .  21-26 

Arbitratorq s 
Rccommcnda tion 

_calculate CLEC’s monthly 
average. 

3.7.1 After calculating 
the amount equal to the 
aversee biUine to CLEC far 
a two (2) month period in 
Oklahoma, SBC 
QKLAHOMA shall add the 
amount of nnv charms that 
would be amlicable to 
transfer all of CLEC’s then- 
existiw End-Users of 
Resale Services to SBC 
OKLAHOMA in the event 
91 CLEC r -  s disconnection 
!or non-mvment of 
charges. Thc.resullinP sum 
i s  the amaunt of the deposit. 

~xslocdiu$ onhl 
3.7.1 In no event will 
?bDedius be subiect to an 
assurance of payment to 
9BC OKLAHOMA that 
exceeds t wo months’ 
proiectd average billinp by 
SBC amm OMA to 
Xspedlus, k s s  the amount 
of billinpa bv XsrJedius to 
SBC OKLAHOMA. If SBC 
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GT&C 

CLEC Language 

werape: 

3.6.1 for SBC 
OKLAHOMA for a two l2) 
month period exceeds the 
deposit amount held: or 

3.7 Whenever a, 
deposit is  reevaluated ap 
swcilied in Section 3.5 or 
-ilJ 
ghall be calculrt ed in an 
amount equal to the 
pverare billiap to CLEC 
for a two t2l month =rid. 
The most reant three 13) 
months billinp on all o[ 
CLEC's CBAs and BANS 
for Resale Services or 
Network EIemenb within 

caIculate CLEC's monthh 
rrveraee. 

&- 

3.7.1 After calculating 
the amount equal to the 
averare blllitrn to CLEC for 
a two 12) month period in 
Oklahoma, SBC 
OKLAHOMA shall add the 

CLEC Prelimby 
Position 

requiring SBC to 
make decisions on 
deposits for 
established CLEG 
based solely on the 
CLEC's psyment 
history. Similarly, 
iUtheK2A 
prcxednsthe 
Arbitrator a@ 
that SBC's 
language is 
unrcasonsble, and 
adopted the CLEC 
Coalition 's 
language on aU 
sub-issues. 

Xspedius 
preliminary 
pition: 
At any given time, 
SBC Oklahoma 
owes Xspedius 
significantly more 
in reciprocal 
compensation that 
Xspedius owes 
SBC under the 
ICA SBCis 
therefore mofe 

undisputed charges 
under this 
Agreement that are 
more than thirty (30) 
cntendar days past 
due; or 

3.7.2 CLEC 
rdmits its inability to 
pay i ts  debts as such 
debts become due, 
hss commenced a 
voluntary case (or 
has had an 
involuntary case 
commenced against 
it) under the U.S. 
Bankruptcy Code or 
m y  other law 
relating to 
insolvency, 
reorganization, 
winding-up, 

adjustment of debts 
or the like, has made 
an assignment for 
the benefit of 
creditors at= is 
subject to s 
Ircelvemhip or 

composition or 

3BC 
3KLAHOMA 
Freliminary 
Position 

Arbitrator's 
Recornredtion 

owes Xmed8us more than 
$SOO,OOO. then a dewsit 
would not be required until 
y c h  time as the 
outstandine balance is 
reduced below this amount. 

3.73 The expiration or 
termination of this 
Agreement. 

3.8 IfSBC 
OKLAHOMA draws on the 
Letter of Credit or Cash 
Deposit, upon request by 

will provide a replacement 
or supplemental letter of 
credit or cash deposit 
conforming lo the 
requirements of Section 33. 

SBC OKLAHOMA, CLEC 

3.9 Notwithstanding 
anything else set forth in 
th is  Agreement, if SBC 
OKLAHOMA makes a 
request for assurance of 
payment in accordance with 
the terms of this Section, 
then SBC OKLAHOMA 
shall have no oblieation 
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